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Thís Medium-Term Plan is a companíon 
document lo C/A T in the 1990s and Beyond: A 
Strategic Plan. II presents, in operational 
terms, the program plans and funding require-
ments for !he 6-year period 1993-1998. 
The Strategic Plan was approved by the 
CIAT Board ofTrustees in November 1990, 
and endorsed by the Technical Advisory Com-
mittee (lAC) in March of 1991. Later in the 
same year, by approving CIA 1's budget re-
quest for 1992--which called for an in crease in 
available funding of 20% pereent for the imple-
mentation of Ihe Strategic Plan--Ihe Consulta-
tive Group on Intemational Agricultural Re-
search (CGIAR) indícated its agreement that 
CIA T initiate the operationalization of the Plan 
in the 1992 fiscal year. 
Because of significant underfunding in the 
approved 1992 budget, the Center had to 
make an important choice: to delay implement-
ing the Strategic Plan until addilional resources 
become available; or to forcefully and immedi-
ately put in operation the Strategic Plan by re-
structuring and reducing existing activities and 
introducing the new set of aclivities-albeit al 
the minimum possible level. CIAT and its Board 
regarded the lalter option as necessary both lo 
serve the pressing needs as identified in the 
Strategic Plan, and to establish a research 
agenda Iha! the CGIAR donor community could 
immediately identify with and support. 
ConsequenUy, CIA T engaged in a compre-
hensive, zero-based planning and budgeting 
exercise with the aim of identifying a set of 
research strategies that would allow Ihe Center 
to pursue the goals and objectives as outlined 
in the Strategic Plan within available resources. 
This resulted in a plan to make far-reaching 
adjustments in the operation and resource 
allocation pattems of the Center. In fact, the 
research strategíes of all programs and units of 
the Center were scrulínízed and reoriented, as 
were all Senior and Support Staff positions. 
The Board and Management of CIAT agreed to 
ímplement this plan of action, which has Ihe 
effect Ihat the changes that were earlier pro-
jected lo be implemented over 5 to 6 years 
would now need to be brought about in 1 to 2 
years. 
Of course, the greatly reduced availability of 
funds in 1992 made it necessary for CIA T to 
proceed with only the bare mínimum of activí-
ties needed to implement Ihe new strategy. 
Clearly, in many instances, especialiy in the 
area of resource management research, 
additional resources will eventually be neces-
sary if CIA T's research plan is lo be successful. 
The resOUree requirements tor the core budget 
as outlined in this Plan correspond to what is 
considered as the minimum for implementing 
the Plan, with the expectalion that, in addition, 
a large portion of the proposed complementary 
activities can also be funded. 
The Strategic Plan for the 1990s, which 
was developed over 2 years, included signifi-
can! input from national program partners. The 
planníng exercise was based on comprehen-
sive assessments of trends in CIA T's environ-
ment, particularly those in agricultural econo-
míes of developing countries; national and 
regional agricultural research; intemational 
agricultural research and development commu· 
nity; and agricultural research per se. This 
analysis revealed Ihat fundamental changes 
are taking place, lo which CIA T must adapt if it 
o Preface 
is to continue providing science-based solu-
tions to agricultural development problems. 
CIA T's mission is "to contribute to the 
alleviation of hunger and poverty in tropical 
developing countries by applying science to the 
generation of technology that will lead to 
lasting increases in agricultural output while 
preserving the natural resource base." This 
mission is pursued through two mutually inter-
related approaches to the Center's research in 
the years ahead: germplasm development and 
resource management. 
As a germplasm development center, CIA T 
will continue assuming global responsibilities 
for cassava, field beans, and tropical forages 
tor acid soils; and regional responsibility for rice 
in Latin America and the Caribbean. CIA T will 
increasingly emphasize strategic research, 
while assisting national and regional research 
partners to assume major responsibilities tor 
applied and adaptive research. 
In the area of resource management re-
search, CIA T will assume responsibility tor 
selected, important agroecosystems in Latin 
America. In close collaboration with other 
intemational, regional, and national institutions 
and NGOs, CIA T proposes to develop inte-
grated technology options tor these agroeco-
systems from two different perspectives: (1) a 
macroscopic perspective that takes into consid-
eration socioeconomic trends, alternative land 
use patterns, and policy considerations; and (2) 
a microscopic perspective, focusing on soill 
plant, plantlplant, and plantlanimal relation-
ships, and on how farmers manage these 
relationships. In seeking to provide an 
ecoregional mechanism, CIAT will develop an 
international platform tor participating institu-
tions to identify a common research agenda to 
which the various participants can contribute 
according to their particular comparative ad-
vantages. 
The aboye strategies are more fully defined 
in the Strategic Plan tor the 1990s from a long-
term perspective. The Strategic Plan also 
presents the objectives, outputs, expected 
impact, and assumptions tor each program 
(se e Appendix 1). More specitic short-term 
objectives and outputs are described for each 
program in the respective chapters ot this 
reporto 
Chapter 1, which follows, summarizes the 
Center's strategies, its operational mandate, 
and the relative allocation ot resources. 
o Chapter 1 
CENTERWIOE STRATEGIES ANO OPERATIONAL 
MANOATE 
Germplasm development research aims to 
(1) characterize and broaden the genetic base 
of selected commodities, and (2) understand 
the gene-govemed mechanisms that deter-
mine plant adaptation and productivity in major 
production areas, including Ihose tropical 
American ecosystems selected for intensive 
agroecological research. The goal is to de-
velop the potential of germplasm resources to 
increase Iheir output and efficiency in using 
inputs. The germplasm development thrust will 
require feedback on germplasm performance 
and needs, particularly in multispecies sys-
lem3. This feedback will be obtained in eol-
laboralion wilh the Resource Management 
Researeh Programs (RMRPs). These pro-
grams will provide integrated knowledge of 
production environments within eertain ecosys-
tems, thereby providing a systems foeus. The 
experience gained will act as prototype for 
research on production environments in olher 
ecosystems not studied by the RMRPs. 
Resouree management researeh foeuses on 
(1) important tropical American agroecosystems 
Ihat are Ihreatened by increasíngly intensive 
land use or natural resource degradation, and 
(2) Ihose thal may have potential for relieving 
sueh pressures. The aim is to understand the 
basie processes operating wilhin 
agroecosystems in order to make agricultural 
production more sustainable. The expertise on 
commodity-focused agroecology built up at 
CIA T over the last twenty years will be val u-
able. While investigating technological options 
in the targeted ecosystems, resource manage-
ment researchers will require the participation 
of, and support from experts in germplasm 
development, as well as access to germplasm 
stocks held by CIAT, sister centers, and re-
gional and national institutions. 
This integraled approach is pursued wilhin 
a framework of ínterinstitutional cooperation 
aimed al enhancing complementarity and 
increasing cost-effectiveness of research at 
national, regional, and intemationallevels. 
Page 4 (Box 1) shows Ihe operational 
mandale that governs CIA T's activities for the 
1990s. 
Germplasm Development and Research Management: An 
Integrated Approach 
The pursuit of sustainable agricultural 
development requires reconciling the crucial 
trade-offs between agricultural production and 
conservation ofthe natural resource base. To 
accomplísh its mission, CIA T focuses on 
generating adoptable land use management 
practices that address these trade-offs through 
germplasm development and resource 
management. 
These two spheres of activity complement 
each other by independently and jointly contrib-
uting to Ihree interrelated efforts. They are (a) 
focusing on socioeconomíc incentives, (b) 
3 
efficiently using extemal inputs, and (el devel-
oping environmental management techniques. 
The socioeconomic incentives approach 
deals wilh agriculture-related polieies, land 
use strategies, and seetoral development 
plans that affeet land use patterns across 
Ihe landseape, and influence farmers' 
decision making on choice of erops, re-
souree allocation, and management 
teehniques. 
The efficient use of external inputs in the 
production proeess seeks increased 
o Chapter 1 
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Operational Mandate for the 19905 
CIATwill contribute to technology development that willlead to long-term improve-
mant in productivity of agricultural resources; to the development of innovative, 
more cost-effectiveagricultural research¡;¡pproaches and methods; to the strength-
ening of agricultural research institutions in participating countries; and to the 
development of interinstitutional linkages. To that end, CIA T's activities center 
around the following three areas: " 
. Germplasm development research 
, 
Beans: global responsibility for common beans, including a secondary emphasis on 
snap beans. 
Cassava: global responsibllity; in Afriea, through and in coordination with liTA.· 
Rice: regional responsibility for Latin Ameriea and the Caribbean in coordination 
with IRRI. 
Tropical forages: global responsibility in relation to acid, infertile soils found be-
tween sea level and 1800 m.a.S.l.; in Afriea, through and in coordination with 
ILCA. 
Resource management research in tropical Amerlca 
Agroecosystems-oriented research in: 
Cleared forest margins. 
", 
Hillsides with moderately aCid, low-fertility soils, with particular emphasis on the 
mid-altitudes. 
Savannas with acid soils. 
Land use research, emphasizing land use strategies and policy alternatives. 
InstitutionalDevelopment 
Support activities at national and regionallevets. 
Note: CIA T will also explore with Sister institutlons tIle potentlal of tIle crops in tIleir respective 
mandates (e.g,. maize/CIMMYT, sorghumllCRISAT, MPFTSIICRAf, sóybeanslllTA) as components 
in production systems witllin the agroecosystems listed above. . 
4 
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productivity and maximum efficiency in the 
use of available resources, Innovations will 
be based on understanding both gene-
governed plant responses to external 
variables (abioticlbiotic) and ecological 
processes linking biolic and abiotic system 
components, 
The environmental management ap-
proach will focus on the effects of crop/soil 
and crop/crop interactions on soil structure/ 
erosion and their effect on soil stability and 
hydfOlogy. Integrated crop and pest man-
agement will be important complementary 
strategies. 
This dynamic interaction between the two 
spheres of activity will be reflected in organiza-
tional afeas that are linked by the exchange of 
materíals and information, and by joint re-
search actívities, 
The essential flows are as follows: 
The Agroecosystems Programs provide a 
systems perspective that allows the Germ-
plasm Development Programs to focus their 
technology efforts. 
The Land Use Program provides agroeco-
logical and socioeconomic information that is 
relevan! to the germplasm development 
programs. 
The Germplasm Development Programs 
provide the Agroecosystems Programs with 
information on the feasibility of technical 
change for specific commodities in Ihe relevant 
ecosystems, and tested components. 
The Germplasm Development Programs 
provide the Land Use Program with commod-
ity-specific information that allows the develop-
men! of alternative land use scenarios and 
analysis of the effect of policy changes, 
Box 2 (page 6) further specifies the nature 
and types of Iinkages that will join the two 
principal spheres of activity, 
Resource Requirements, Allocations, and Program Plans 
Detailed information on the proposed 
allocation of resources is provided in Chapter 
8. Table 1 compares the proposed resource 
allocations for 1993-1998 with the resource 
allocation pattems for 1991 and 1992. 
Analysis of Resource Allocation 
1. Analysis by activity category. The 
trends confirm those outlíned in CIA T's Strate-
gic Plan for the 19905, The operationalization 
of Ihe Strategic Plan constituted a radical 
reallocation of resources, brought about by the 
circumstance tha! the earlier expected addi-
tional resources for phasing in of the Strategic 
Plan were not forthcoming. Table 1 reflects this 
basic reallocation of resourceS' Noticeable is 
the marked increase in resources assigned to 
ecosystem conservation and management, 
which increased from 10% in 1991. to 21% in 
1992, and is expected to claim an average of 
25% during the 1993-1998 planning period, 
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This increase is directly related to the 
creation, in 1992, of the research division for 
resource management. Similarly, the an-
nounced shift in the Strategic Plan toward 
more emphasis on strategic aspects of germ-
plasm research is reflected in a marked trans-
fer of resources from production systems 
developmenl activities to germplasm enhance-
menl research; on the average, CIAT plans lo 
invest close to one-third of its core resources in 
germplasm development, and 15% in produc-
tion systems development and management 
As part of the Center's newemphasis'on 
agroecosystems research, an important in-
crease in resource allocation to socioeconomic 
public policy and public management research 
is evident: CIAT plan s to inves! about 12% of 
its resources to this activity, 
Training, conferences, and other support 
activities tor NARS are slated to decrease as 
CIA T's relationships with NARS increasingly 
Box 2. Linkages between Resource Management Research (RMR) and Germplaam Development Programa (GD). 
Program Inputs from RMR to GO Joln actlvitles between Inputa from GO to RMR Interprogram monitor 
RMRandGO In9 and evaluatlon 
·ldentifica1:ton of ctop and ecosystem· -I)oolgn 01 planl ideotyp ... -Adapled g"""plasm and asooclated -EvaJuation of resuftlS. 
Agroecosystems $pf:tCific constraints and dosirable managemen! technolog .... 
traits. wOevelopment of crop/soil' slmuiatíon -Evaluation al impact of Iochnlcal 
Programs: models, -Info,mation on poIontial 01 crop- change wllhin commodlty on _t 01 
~Parttclpl!ltory research techniques at spacific technoiogies. sy_. 
the micro-socioeconomic level to -Design, devek>pment, and v«lidation 
ldentify farmer prof"ft, production 01 prototypa p'oduction oyoloms, -Physiological ~ns indicaling -Technical, social, and economic 
prac6o:es and :systems, and including ~pec¡fic crop undef' flexible points far management. informatlon ¡O( \he design of bel\e' 
· HlIlsldes suitabfe technology options. consideration and 'CfOP'"$pecmc technology ccmponenls. Iochnology componenls. wTest sites. 
~Socioeconom¡c analyses of specaic 
-Unks with institutional and individual crops. ~Assessment of role of given aop in 
critical aspects of nutrient cycling collaborators, 
·Environmerrtallimits of principal and suslalnabilíly. 
()) · Forest Margina 
production aros, as we!1 as 
potential input limltations. ~Oesign al on~farm evaluation 
activitiee, 
~Specifie indícstors of compone'"t 
cornpatltion and nutrlen! cycing. 
· Savannas ·Needs and opportunities for 
ge,mplasm developrnenl and 
protile of needed cultlvars. 
·Identitication and descrlption al ·ldentlfica1ion and prloritization of -Biophysical and socioeconomic ~Evolution of areu aown 10 given crop 
principal crop ecosystems. biophysical and macroeconornic parameters for defining major praductvity in _cled ....... , and 
oonstralnts, growing n¡¡glons 01 aops, and their ma,ket supply and demando 
·Data for aSlSessing altema:te majar oomparatlve regtoM 
LandUse strategies faVóring dlfferent gt'owing ~lden1ification of representative advanIages. ·Ralevance of sel of characlorl.tics 
Program &reas. screening sítes. needed in aIIomati ... and palontiaI 
-Cuftivats' tolerante rangos. prodUdion ateas and system$, 
-Ag,oecological dala lo, ex1rapolaling ·Qenotype-by-environment irrteraction 
research rHutts. in relation te eoosystem analysÍoS. ·Informallon an crop-based Ia,mlng 
systems. 
-()etermlnation of demand in different -Analysis of commodity policy 
markets. implications and requifements (e.g., 
IPM in rice). 
-Charac1erization and quantification of 
phyoical, blological. social, and -Mussment of impUcations of new 
eoonomlc indicators. plan! 1ypes lo, land use ~no. 
Q 
~ 
<ii .... ..... 
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Table 1. Core Resource Allocation by Activities: 1991-1992 (actual), 
1993-1998 (proposed) in Percentage 
~~ __ ~~~--~--~--'-~~~---1 
1.COnservatiQn$lIItíniili~of 
naturalr~ /1 ~···:~W 
1.1 Ecosystem conservation and 
management 
3.0 13.0 17.5 17.0 17.5 17.5 17.5 18.0 17.0 
1.2 Germplasm collection, conservation, 7 o 8.0 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 8.0 8.0 7.5 
characterization, and evaluation ~_. -l--+--+--t--+--..,---+--j----I 
2.~alI~~~.¡· W~~~j¿~S!!::2J~~3!~.1±~ 
2.1 Crops 
3.1 Crops systems 
3.2 Livestock systems 
4. Sociaeeo~,j:íUtiliIi:t?olicy and 
publ~lIla~t rÍistarch'; 
4.1 Economic and social analysis 
4.2 Policy analysis 
4.3 Governance and management of 
public systems 
5.1 Training and conferences 
5.2 Documenta1ion, publica1ion, and 
dissemination of information 
5.4 Nelworks 
0.5 
focus on complementary partnership arrange-
ments. CIAT's network coordinating activities 
are expected to decrease as existing regional 
networks become stronger and rely progres-
sively less on CIAT's network support activities. 
In contrast, investment in information, docu-
mentation, and publication is slated lo be 
maintained al 10% of expenditures. The 
infonmation infrastructure plays a significant 
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2.5 2.5 2.5 
1.0 1.0 1.0 
10.0 
1.5 2.0 
role in supporting the research carried out by 
CIA T and its partners. 
2. Analysis by geographic area. As shown 
in Table on p. 94, the average allocalion of 
resources to geographic region ís 69% to Latín 
America and the Caribbean, 20% lo sub-
Saharan Africa, and 11 % lo Asia. This is nol a 
significantly different allocation of resources by 
o Chapter 1 
regíon compared with 1991 (73%, 18%, and 
9%, respectively). Although the addition of 
resource management research adds signífi-
cantly to the resources allocated to Latín 
America and the Caribbean, the move to more 
strategíc research in the area of germplasm 
development provides relatively more benefit to 
production areas outside Latin America and the 
Caribbean. 
3. Analysis by agroecologícal zones. The 
three agroecosystems chosen by CIA T for 
attention by ils resource management research 
activities (hillsides, savannas, and forest 
margins) are alllocated in tropical America. In 
terms of the agroecological zones (AEZs) as 
referred to in the CGIAR Príoríties and Stra/e-
gies document, the three agroecosystems fall 
in!o the following AEZs: 
Warm subhumid tropics 
HiIIsides 70% 
Savannas 45% 
AEZ 3+7: Warm humid tropics 
Fores! margins 100% 
Savannas 50% 
AEZ 4+8: Cool tropics and subtropics 
Hillsides 30% 
Savannas 5% 
As stated in CIA T's Strategic Plan, CIA T 
estimates that the legally accessible areas 
directly included in the agroecosystems under 
consideration by CIA T encompass about 120 
8 
million hectares. A common denominator of 
the agroecosystems chosen by CIA T is the 
acid, infertile nature of the soíls that eharac-
terize these agroecosystems. 
The presentatíon of program plans and 
associated resouree requirements follows the 
organizational pattem that CIAT proposes to 
implement during the planning periodo The 
two researeh thrusts--germplasm develop-
ment and resouree management-are pre-
sented first. Following the presentation of the 
two research divisions, the plans and re-
source requirements of research support and 
administration are discussed. This is followed 
by a separate section on capital require-
ments. 
Al! resouree requirements are stated in 
terms of eore and complementary re-
sourees. Core resourees are defined as those 
that are considered to constitute the mínimal 
resourees necessary to aehieve the stated 
objectives. This ineludes those disciplines and 
activities that are considered absolutely 
essential in diseharging the intemational and 
regional research responsibilities eontem-
plated in the Strategic Plan. Excluded from 
core are those activities that have been, or 
are being devolved to national programs. Also 
exeluded are disciplines and activities dealing 
with applied and adaptive researeh. Comple-
mentary resourcas are those considered 
direetly and highly relevant to the eore effort, 
i.e., resources that will signifícantly accelerate 
progress toward aehieving the objectives andl 
or permit the Center to eover aspects of 
problem setting that are relevant but not 
sufficiently covered by core resourees. 
o Chapter2 
GERMPLASM DEVELOPMENT 
Strategic research on the commodities in 
CIA T's mandate will focus on plant improve-
ment over the next decade. Research during 
the 19705 and 19805, conducted in collabora-
!ion with national programs, mostly at the 
applied level, has helped develop an excellent 
base from which to direct CIA T's germplasm 
improvement activities toward strategic re-
search for the 19905. CIA T's move into strate-
gic germplasm research has been facílitated by 
the evolution in national programs over the last 
twenty years. The programs have strengthened 
their ability to conduct research directly related 
to their na!ional needs. Regional research 
cooperation on the commoditíes has also been 
established, providing opportunities for hori-
zontal collaboratíon in Asía and Latin America; 
and in Africa, with the Interna!ionallnstitute of 
Tropical Agriculture (liTA), for cassava. 
The commodity programs' mode of opera-
tion in the Germplasm Development Dívísion is 
simílar for all programs. So me economíes of 
scale are allowed, partícularly wíth respect lo 
research support from the Genetic Resources 
Unit (GRU), the Virology Research Uní! (VRU), 
and the Biolechnology Research Unit 
(BRU). Centralized support facilitates the 
commodity programs' strategic research, 
particularly when exploiting modern biotechnol-
ogy during the next decade. 
The bases for each commodity program are 
the germplasm resources maintained by the 
GRU (except for rice, the collection of which is 
maintained at the Intemational Rice Research 
Institute [IRRI]). Program research aims at 
genetic solutions fer combinations of biotic and 
abiotic constraints in major growing environ-
ments, thereby increasing productivity and 
stability. Yield potential will also be investi-
gated. In all such research, modem biotechnol-
ogy and plant physiology will play an important 
role. 
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The Germplasm Developmenl Division will 
maintain very close research linkages with 
Resource Management Research Division 
(RMRD) at CIAT, particularly through technol-
ogy components Ihat will provide the driving 
force for work in selected ecosystems. The 
research conducted by the commodity pro-
grams will have direct relevance lo the Re-
source Management Programs in that the 
technology developed by the former influences 
the ecological adaptation of crops to the grow-
ing environment, thereby ensuring sustainable 
production in the longer termo 
The philosophy of the commodily programs 
remains centered on the development of 
germplasm-based technology that effíciently 
uses inputs and is adapted lo less fertile 
conditions in tropical and sublropical develop-
ing countries. In general, CIAT's commodities 
are not widely grown on highly fertile solls, 
except for irrigated rice, and input-use effi-
ciency is a critical issue for sustainable produc-
tíon. Thís particular phílosophy is essenlial íf 
resource management and commodity re-
search are lo complement each other. 
This operational plan describes CIA T's 
work. As a Center that follows the ecoregional 
concept, CIA T has also hosted regional pro-
grams from other centers in the Consulta ti ve 
Group on International Agricultural Research 
(CGIAR) and similar organízations. These 
hosted programs, while having a more general 
mandate in accord with their own instítutional 
strategies, contribute to CIA T's work through 
technologies focused on areas where this 
Center has particular interes!. The Centro 
Internacional de Mejoramiento de Maíz y Trigo 
(CIMMYT), along with its regional Andean 
program, has major responsibility for develop-
ing maize for acid soils. The International 
Sorghum and Millet Program (INTSORMIL), 
another hosted program, has had a successful 
o Chapter2 
record of sorghum research for acid soils. CIA T 
also hosts regional coordination activities of the 
I ntemalional Plan! Genelic Resources Institute 
(IPGRI) for South America and activities of the 
I nternalional F ertilizer Development Cenler 
(IFDC). CIAT welcomes hosting programs from 
olher institutions (e.g., Sorghum/ICRISAT, 
Agroforeslry/lCRAF, Forestry/CIFOR). In this 
way, these centers and others can eontribule 
to Ihe objectives of the eeoregional approach 
to natural resource management. 
The following pages describe the research 
aetivities lo be condueled by the four 
eommodity programs over a period of five 
years, beginning in 1993. Each program 
describes its goals, strategies, and objectives, 
reflecting elA T's strategic plan for Ihe 19905, 
and synthesizes the activities lo be condueted 
in response to !hese strategies and objeetives. 
The linkages to be established between !he 
Germplasm Development and Resource 
Management Research Divisions are 
elarified. In addition, linkages to advanced 
researeh institutions in developed and develop-
ing countries are discussed, partieularly for the 
complementary activities in soybean and 
sorghum researeh for the aeid-soil savanna 
ecosystems in tropical and sublropieal Latín 
America. 
Similarty, with the initiation of !he Agroeco-
systems Programs, methodologies for impaet 
assessment in the area of resouree 
managernent research need to be developed 
or adapted. While actual fieldwork wíll be 
carried out by !he respective programs, Ihis 
work needs to be inlegrated into the Center's 
overall impaet assessmenl processes. 
The Germplasm Development Division is 
direcled by the Deputy Director General (Germ-
plasm Developmenl). The financial resources 
assigned to !hat office are listed in Tables on 
p. 95 and 97 as "Research Management" 
under the rubric "Germplasm Development." 
The Deputy Director General (Germplasm 
Development) also directs and coordinates the 
use of those financial resources in the Division 
referred lo as "Slrategie Research Initiatives" 
(see Tables on p. 95 and 97). These resources 
are meant to support new strategic initiatives. 
The majority of sueh iniliatives are expected to 
be carried out as eollaborative projects with 
advanced research laboratories and with 
CIA T's Agroecosystem Programs. In this form, 
new research initiatives will further fosler Ihe 




To make a lasting increase in food avaílabíl-
íty and íncomes of the poor by ímprovíng bean 
productivity through technology developed in 
collaboratíon wíth national ínstítutions. 
Strategies 
Strategic research will increase as national 
programs' capacity tor applied and adaptive 
research grows. The focus will be on genelic 
ímprovement and crop management research 
to meet the needs of resource-poor farmers. 
Advanees in molecular biology will be exploited 
to solve practical problems of genetíc improve-
men!. Germplasm enhancement will be 
emphasized lo achieve major strategic break-
throughs and to provide parental materials for 
national program breeding. In the interim, CIA T's 
breeding of advanced lines will be phased out. 
Greater attention will al so be given lo raising yield 
potential and overcoming edaphic stresses. 
The new CIA T HiIIsides Program will as-
sume responsibility for crop management 
research in bean-based systems in the Andean 
and Central Andean regions. Fínally, as na-
lional capacity develops, elA T will gradually 
reduce ils training and instítutional develop-
men! activi!ies, although Africa will continue to 
reeeive priority attention. 
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Objectives and Activities 
The program has five broad objectives, 
each of which is discussed with its correspond-
ing activities and expected outputs. 
Objective 1. Exploit advanced bio-
logical methods to better use bean 
genetic resources 
Rapid advances in molecular biology offer 
substantial opportunities for applying novel 
methods to more efficiently identify and trans-
fer useful genes, both within common beans 
and from related species. Advanced laborato-
ríes, mostly in industrialized countries, are 
primarily engaged in basic research that 
constitutes the foundation of these new 
methods, 
CIA T will interact with these laboratoríes 
through the formation of a network of ad-
vanced research on beans. The network will 
direct researchers to use beans as a model 
system and devote attention to priority bean 
problems, 
CIA Ts Biotechnology Research Unit (BRU) 
will playa key role in bringing relevant ad-
vanees in basic science to CIAT, and at the 
same time conduct strategic research to 
further develop new methods. The Bean 
Program will apply these methods to solve 
prioríty problems that Umit bean productivity 
and will assist in adapting thase methods for 
bean improvement. 
The application of molecular techniques is 
intimately linked to a strong commitment to 
field breeding. Breeding is essential not only 
for identitying desirable characters and under-
standing their genetic control, but also tor the 
agronomic evaluation of new variability, Thus 
field activities for germplasm enhancement will 
focus more on character ímprovement and 
much less on cultivar improvement, which wíll 
increasingly become the national programs' 
responsibility . 
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Aetivity 1. Charaeterize patterns of 
genetie variability in beans through the 
use of molecular markers, tield evalua-
tions, and inheritance studies. 
Emphasis will be first placed on primary 
gene pools of cultivated Phaseolus vulgaris; 
then on wild ancestors of P. vulgaris; and 
finally on cultivated relatives (P. acutífolium, 
P. coccíneus, P. lunatus, and P. polyanthus) , 
The Bean Program will be primarily re-
sponsible for germplasm evaluation; the 
BRU, tor methods development; and the 
GRU, tor acquisition of germplasm and its 
conservation, including the development of 
improved conservation methods, 
Aetivity 2. Deve/op a saturated bean 
genome map in collaboratlon with ael-
vanced researeh laboratories and the 
BRU. 
The program will focus on the use of 
probes to tag genes associated with desir-
able traits. This will assist in pyramiding 
multiple characters, Probes will be developed 
both for use by national program breeders 
and for intemal applications. This activity will 
increase during the early 1990s, 
Aetlvity 3. Adspt regeneration and 
transforma6on systems to so/ve priority 
problems. 
By the mid-1990s, protocols developed in 
advanced laboratories and by the BRU 
should be ready for application by the pro-
gramo Priorities include refining and applying 
regeneration and transformation systems; 
isolating and transferring desirable genes not 
easily introgressed through classical tech-
niques; and achieving stable gene expres-
sion in the progeny of transgenic plants. 
Known traits that are candidatas tor transfer 
include resistance or tolerance of Ascochyla 
(from P. polyanthus); drought (P. acutífolius); 
leafhopper (P. lunatus); and bean fly (P. 
coccineus), 
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Objective 2. Reduce losses to 
diseases and pests 
Improved genetic resistance to major 
díseases and pests ís key to an integrated 
approach to sustainable management of 
economically important diseases and pests. 
80th molecular biology tools and conven-
tional fieldwork will be used to identífy, under-
stand, and exploít desirable disease and pest 
resistance mechanisms. They will also be 
usad to understand pathogen and pest 
diversity as it intaracts with host resistance in 
beans. The VRU will continue to provida 
needed support on viral pathogens. 
Actívity 1. Broaden the genetíc base of 
resistsnce. 
Becausa many biotic strasses are híghly 
variable and resístance to some diseases 
and pests is not avaílable, the ídentification of 
new and additiona! rasistance sources and 
their transfer to useful backgrounds are 
urgently needad. 
Actívíty 2. Improve understsnding of 
psthogenic snd pest vSrlsbillty, including 
its coevolution with besns. 
Such an understanding will permit more 
effective deployment of resístance genes to 
ímprove sustaínability. Increased knowledge 
of the biology of major díseases and pests in 
Africa ís a hígh priority. 
Activlty 3. Contribute to the develop-
ment of integrsted control strstegies. 
The growíng abuse of pesticides by small 
farmers throughout tropícal America and 
even in some areas in Africa is becoming an 
evermore serious economíc and envíronmen-
tal problem. The program will develop, to-
gether with national programs, sustaínable 
integrated management strategies tha! 
complement genetic resistance and reduce 
pesticide use. 
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Objective 3. Increase yield potential 
Increased bean yield po!ential in the ab-
sence of stress is essential to maintaín com-
petitiveness ín Brazil and Mexíco, which to-
gether account for over one-third of the world's 
bean consumption. The yield potential for 
beans has not yet increased as much as for 
other more intensively researched crops. 
Actlvity 1. Identify yield-maximizing 
optlma for physiologieal tralts, including 
n/trogen partltioning, eanopy morphology, 
and photoperiod and temperature 
adaptation. 
Aetivity 2. Explolt genetie variation 
aeross gene poo/s while breaklng undesir-
able /inkages. By 1995, molecular biology 
techniques may be used. 
Activity 3. Extend maturity of bush 
beans to increase biomass, and then Im-
prove harvest index and plant architecture. 
Actlvity 4. Modífy growth habíts of 
preferred large-seeded graín types and, at 
the same time, extend the range of adapta· 
tion of clímbíng beans. 
Objective 4. Improve adaptation to 
edaphic stresses 
Soil fertilíty is declining in most bean-based 
crop systems because of the crop's expansion 
to marginallands, shortened fallow periods, 
soíl erosion, and, especially in Africa, high 
costs or limited availability of inorganic and 
organic fertílizers, Improved biological nitrogen 
fixation (BNF)-the top prioríty--can make an 
importan! contribution to more sustainable 
agricultural systems. 
The program's strategy focuses on increas-
ing the efficiency of nutrient and water use by 
the bean plant, takíng into account the fact 
that many farmers will find ít economically 
advantageous to amend their soíls. 
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Efforts in abiotic research wil/ be increased 
over this periodo The synergy between the 
program's expertise in plant nutrition and BNF 
and that of CIA T's Resource Management 
Division in soils and nutríent cyclíng will be 
critical to the program's success. 
Activity 1. Improve BNF in besns. 
Traits in bean genotypes associated wilh 
improved BNF will be identified and combined 
in suitable backgrounds. Inhentance sludies 
will be conducted lo choose efficient breeding 
methods. and screening methods will be 
developed. 
Rhizobium phaseolí germplasm will be 
collected and characterized. Broadly adapted, 
competitive. and effective R. phaseoli strains 
wíll be selected. As R. phaseolí traits that 
contribute to competitiveness and effeclive-
ness are identified. they may be combined in a 
program of genetic improvement. 
Activity 2. Improve adaptation to water 
stress, phosphorus deficiency, and alumi-
num toxiclty. 
Genetic variation for these characlers will 
be evaluated and the physíological traits 
involved wíll be studied. Screening methods 
and oplimal breeding slrategies will be 
developed. Desirable traits will be combined in 
useful backgrounds and made available to 
national breedíng programs. The effect of 
vesicular-arbuscular mycorrhízae (VAM) on 
phosphorus nutritíon will be assessed. 
Objective 5. Strengthen national ca-
pacity to improve bean productivity 
Nalional research and extension ínstitu-
lions are key actors in improving bean produc-
tivity. Progress in this respec! depends princi-
pally on national efforts. 
Many national programs have trained bean 
researchers with CIA T's assistance. Moreover, 
!heir efficiency has increased through their 
participation in regional networks established 
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by CIAT in the Andean region. Central 
Amenea. eastem and southem Africa, and the 
Afrícan Great Lakes Region. 
The strategy for the 1990s must build on 
this progress. As national instítutions 
strengthen. CIA T's input will change, and its 
overall efforts wíll decrease. 
Activity 1. Facilitate stronger links 
among national resesrch Institutions, exten-
sion agencies, universitles, nongovernmen-
tal organizatlons, and the seed sector. 
Improved productivity at the farm level 
requires that research be articulated with other 
activities. The Bean Program will encourage 
the strengthening of these linkages at the 
nationallevel. 
Activity 2. Foster more autonomous 
operation of regional networks. 
These networks provide national programs 
with the opportuníty for the joint planníng and 
implementation of research, training, and 
germplasm and informalion exchange. They 
also encourage the sharing of responsibílitíes 
among national programs and effective tap-
ping of regional expertise. CIA T's coordinating 
role will decrease so that, by the end of the 
decade, the Bean Program will be a peer 
member rather than the coordinating hub of 
the networks. 
Activity 3. Provide specialized training 
for mid-career besn scientists. 
Strategic Priority: Africa 
Although Latín Ameriea remains the world's 
largest producer and consumer of beans, 
beans make theír greates! contribution to 
nutritíon in the highlands of central, eastern, 
and southem Afríca. Despite the fact that 
demand for beans is growíng faslest in that 
area, growth in produclíon is drastically 
lagging. Consequenlly, a major effort is beíng 
undertaken to ímprove bean productivity in 
Afriea. 
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. Stratégié research al C,(\ T headquarters in 
Colombia contribulas dir~tly to ovarcoming 
worldwide disease prol)~~, improving BNF, 
coping wilh edaphic slreSStls, and increasing 
yialds. Nonetheless, strategic research is also 
required to address major regional constraints 
in Africa, including, for example, tha different 
species of bean fly, scab, and local strains of 
bean common mosaic virus (BCMV) and halo 
blight. Fertility maintenance in African cropping 
systems al so poses unique challenges. 
In addition to this strategic research, CIA T 
is using complemenlary resources to 
strengthen regional institutions, train nalional 
scientisls, and assist in applíed research. 
EmphaSis is placed on fostering regional 
networks lo maximize coordination and mutual 
assistance among national programs facing 
common problems. Although training is ori-
ented toward researeh scientists, on-farm 
research capacity is encouraged, and research 
and transfer linkages are reinforced. 
Although core staff would be coneentrated 
at one localion, these complementary activilies 
would be decentralized in accordance with 
national program needs. Complementary 
activities in crop systems research, 
soeioeeonomics, and training would be under-
taken in c10se collaboration with other CGIAR 
entities in the region. 
Resource Allocatíon and 
Requírements 
Table 2 shows the Senior Staff posilions 
scheduled for executing the Bean Program's 
operational plan during the planning periodo 
Descríptíon of Seníor Staff 
Posítíons 
Office of Leader. Provides overall guid-
ance and coordination in the design of interdis-
ciplinary, interinstitutional research and train-
ing; principally responsible tor developing and 
implementing strategies for research and 
institutional strengthening, and for coordinating 
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activilies with nalional programs and other 
CIA T organizational units. 
Germplasm. Improves understanding of 
Phaseolus gene pool through development of 
molecular markers, contribuling lo conslruclion 
of saturated maps; uses these markers, includ-
ing DNA restriction fragment length polymor-
phisms (RFLPs), in combination wilh the 
program's ongoing agronomic evalualions of 
resistance lo diseases and pests, tolerance of 
nutrient stresses, and improved BNF. Helps 
pyramid desirable traits and encourages use of 
markers by CIAT and nalional programs. 
Genetics: Andean. Develops methods and 
parental maleríals for use by nalional breed-
ers, principally in Africa and the Andean 
region, wilh emphasis on adaptalion and yield, 
especially in climbers, BNF, tolerance of low-
fertility soils, and resistance lo subtropical 
diseases and pests. Conducls genetic studies 
to design breeding stralegies, introduces 
useful Iraits from other gene pools, and ob-
tains high expression of desirable eharacters 
from within a gene pool. 
Genetics: Mesoamerican. Develops 
breeding methods and parental materials for 
use by nalional breeders, principally in Central 
Ameriea, Brazil, Mexico, and Afríea, with 
emphasis on yield, architecture, tolerance of 
water deficits, and resistance to tropical dis-
eases and pests. Introgresses desirable 
characters from olher gene pools, develops 
high expression of useful traits from within a 
gene pool, and undertakes genetic studies lo 
design efficient breeding strategies. 
Genotype by environment specialist. 
Designs and organizes ecologically stratified 
global network of germplasm evaluation and 
exchange; eharaeterizes genetic-by-
environmental interaclíons to refine targeting 
of germplasm; develops database on germ-
plasm performance; assists nalional programs 
in managing genelic-by-environmental interac-
tions, especially in agroeeosystems no! cov-
ered by CIA T's RMRPs. 
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Table 2. Bean Programo Revised budget for 1992 and prcijec:leC I 
activities for 1993-1998 (SYs = Senior Staff years). ¡. 
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Physiology. Characterizes physiologi-
cal factors limiting yield potential; develops 
screening methodologies to identify superior 
yield potential and genetic adaptation to 
meteorological censtraints (drought, flooding, 
chilling, and high temperatures); elucidates 
physiological mechanisms cenferring superior 
yields and adaptation to meteorological con-
straints; and develops agronomic technologies 
to improve bean yields in favorable bean 
production systems. 
Nutrition. Improv6s productivity under 
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edaphic stresses by helplng to develop supe-
rior genotypes and improving symbiosis with 
soil microorganisms. Focuses on improving 
biological nitrogen fixation and efficiency of 
phosphorus use. Develops screening meth-
ods, identifies mechanisms cenferring adapta-
tion, and selects competitive and effeclive 
Rhizobium strains. 
Pathology. Works dosely with breeders 
and biotechnologists to identify. study, and use 
durable disease resistance mechanisms; 
monitors and improves understanding of 
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pathogen diversity as relates lo host resis-
tance; emphasizes identifieation and use of 
the broadest genetíc diversíly in the bean 
plan\. Develops methodologies, emphasizing 
pathogen diversity and screening. 
Entomology. Works to overcome global 
pest constraints, includíng leafhoppers and 
bruchids, and regional pes! constraints in the 
Amerieas, Le., pod weevil, whiteflies, and leaf 
miners. Major priorities are host-plant resis-
tance and increased assistance to national 
programs in devising integrated control 
systems. 
Economies. Monitors world bean produc-
tion and consumption trends; defines priorities 
for bean research; conducts micro-Ievel as-
sessments of technologieal changes in bean 
production and consequences for research 
directions; assists national programs in evalu-
ating participatory experiments; and coordi-
nates and supports impact and adoption 
studies. 
Africa: Pan-African eoordination. Coordi-
nates research, training, and information and 
germplasm exchange activities in Afríea; 
liaises with national program research directors 
to ensure consistency of CIA T's activities with 
national and regional príorities; liaises with 
regional networks and steeríng committees for 
effective articulation and coordination among 
regional networks; plans and supervises 
regional research and training activities. 
Africa: Germplasm improvement. Identi-
fies sources and studies genetics of resistan ce 
to major African biotic constraints; develops 
populations, parents, and methods for combin-
ing multiple traits for use by Afríean breeders; 
and develops strategies for improving tradi-
tional mixtures. Emphasis on bean fly, scab, 
and African slrains of BCMV and halo blight 
Africa: Plant proteetion. Leads strategic 
research and assists national programs in 
overcoming major disease constraints, focus-
ing on problems unique to the region such as 
BCMV, angular leaf spot, halo blight, and 
anthracnose, as well as scab, which is nol 
present in the neotropics; characterizes patho-
gen diversity; develops screening techniques; 
and appraises management stralegies with 
emphasis on deploying genetic mixtures. 
Africa: Economics. Studies African bean 
production systems and their amenability lo 
improved bean production technology; takes 
active role in testing improved technologies 
and their Iransfer to national programs, and 
executes adoption studies; monitors interac-
tions between bean production technology 
research and resource management research. 
Southern Cone: Regional coordination. 
Assists national programs in bean improve-
ment while conducting strategic research on 
major regional problems, including Brazilian 
slrains of BGMV, Al toxicity, low P, and water 
deficits; and coordinates generation and 
distribution of genetic variability in the region. 
Complementary Activities 
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The Bean Program proposes to comple-
ment its core activities with a series of Senior 
Staff positions which are to accelerate 
progress at the regionallevel. Table 3 shows 
the financial resources implied by these 
complementary activities. The Senior Staft 
positions involved are the following: 
Afríea: Croppíng systems. Conducts 
strategic research on improving overall 
productivity of bean-based polyculture sys-
tems, including intercropping with maize, 
bananas, cassava, and sorghum; assists 
national programs in designing cultural prac-
tices to increase system productivity and 
sustainability; and assesses interactions 
between bean genotype and cropping system. 
Africa: Fertility management. Conducts 
strategic research in the region and assists 
national programs in fertility management in 
bean-basad cropping systems; characterizes 
major fertility constraints and appraises effect 
of farmers' practicas on nutrient cycling and 
erosion; and designs improved fertility 
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management systems, integrating adapted 
bean genotypes and improved BNF into 
multicrop and agroforestry systems to improve 
suslainable bean productivity. 
Atrica: Social science. Conducts research 
and develops methods to assist nalional 
programs adjust technology designs and 
evaluate objectives and needs of Atrican 
growers; emphasizes farmer participation in 
research and facilitates farmer feedback to 
scientists on technology design parameters 
and performance. 
Afriea: Entomology. Conducts strategic 
research and assisls nalienal programs in dealing 
wi!h regional pes! problems. Emphasizes the 
development ef methods to improve hest-plant 
resistance; priorities inelude the bean tly species 
complex, aphids, and Oethecae. 
I 
Africa: Breeding, biotic constraints. 
Assisls national programs in their applied 
breeding and conducts strategic research to 
develop breeding lines and segregating popu-
lations with improved adaptation and multiple 
disease and pest resistance; introduces and 
evaluates germplasm from CIA T HQ and 
elsewhere. Primarily responsible tor increasing 
the levels of resistance to bean fly and incor-
porating BCMV and halo blight resistance into 
elite African breeding lines and commercial 
cultivars. 
Atrica: Breeding, abiotic constraints. 
Conduc!s strategic research and assists 
nalional programs in developing breeding tines 
and populations with improved adaptation to 
water deficits and low-fertility soils (including 
low P and high Al), and with improved BNF. 
Table 3. Bean Programo Revised budget tor 1992 and projected budgets for 
complementary activities far 1993-1996 (SYs = Senior Staff years). 
(Constan! 1992 US$'OOO) 
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Africa: Agronomy. Assists national pro-
grams in conducting strategic research on crop 
management in bean-based cropping systems, 
focusing on optímal management of bean 
genetic mixtures, disease and pest control, 
and tertility management. 
Snap bean breeding, Develops improved 
parents, populations, and línes with better 
adaptation to tropical conditions and stresses; 
works with both bush and climbing-bean types 
to improve disease resistance and productívity; 
maintains product quality; develops worldwide 
networks tor snap bean germplasm and ínfor-
matíon exchange; and assists national pro-
grams in selected countries. 
Andean region: Regional coordination. 
Facilitates regional planning and implementa-
tion of research, training, and information 
exchange activities; supports development of 
regional coordinating institutions with a view to 
the future devolution of this function, 
Bean biotechnology network, Jointly 
coordinated by the Bean Program, the BRU, 
and partícipatíng institutions. Starting ín 1992, 
it is expected to function for five years. Its aims 
are to identify new in¡tiatives in bean-related 
biotechnology; coordinate activities such as 
scientific meetings, training national program 
scientists, and communications; and provide 
financial support for initiating or continuing 
research projects that will advance bean 
biotechnology (see also "Complementary 
Activities" for the Biotechnology Research Unit, 
Table on p. 75), 
Genetic structure of Phaseolus spp. See 
"Activity 4" of GRU (p. 81) for a description of 
this proposed complementary activity to be 
carried out jointly by the Bean Program and 
the GRU, 
Expected Outputs 
The expected outputs of the Bean Program 
can be assessed both in terms of projected 
impact al Ihe farm level and progress in 
intermediate research products aimed al 
increasing research efficíency and output. 
In comparíson with 1990, by 1998, about 
70 to 85 new varíeties with CIA T -identified 
genes or parentage will have found their way 
into commercial production by small farmers 
(around 12% of the world bean area). If his-
torie trends continue, each of these varíeties 
can be expected to be planted on an average 
area of 10,000 ha, contríbuting a value of 
roughly US$1 million to the yearty impact of 
the program, This would then suggest that by 
1998 the program would have achieved a 
yearly impact of US$70 million, in addition to 
the current yearly impact of US$50 million, 
totalling US$120 míllion per year. Even if the 
area planted or Ihe yíeld advantage per varie!y 
falls, ít ís safe lo expect an overall yearly 
impact of more than US$100 million per year 
by 1998. This impact refers only to genetic 
improvement and does no! consíder impact 
through management practices, 
Specific outputs of the program's five 
objectives are as follows: 
Objective 1. Exploit advanced bio/ogical 
methods to better use bean genetic re-
sources 
More efficienl breedíng, 
Applied molecular techniques for plant 
modification. 
Identification of sources of useful traits, 
Transgenic parental materíal for use in 
breedíng. 
ObJectíve 2. Reduce losses to diseases 
andpests 
Increased diversíty of sources of resistance 
in parental materíals, 
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Improved k.nowledge of diseases and 
pests, 
Targeted gene deployment for more sus-
tainable resistance. 
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Modeling of integrated control strategies for 
major pests and diseases. 
Objective 3. Increase yield potentíal 
Improved knowledge of physiology and 
genetics of yield potential. 
New plant types with increased yield poten-
tial, suitable as parents for national program 
breeding. 
Objectlve 4. Improve adaptatíon to 
edaphíc stresses 
Bean genotypes enhanced for BNF. 
Selected, improved strains tor symbiosis. 
Parental material adapted to edaphic 
stresses. 
ObJective 5. Strengthen natfonal 
capacity to ímprove bean productlvity 
More effective national research and tech-
nology transfer. 
Efficient horizontal transfer of skills and 
technologies in regional networks. 




To increase incomes and agricultural 
sustainability, particularfy in less favored 
rural areas by improving the level and 
stabílity of cassava productian and quality 
far different end uses. 
The Cassava Program seeks to achieve its 
goal through interacting with ils partners in a 
global network. This network promotes cassava 
as an importanl rural and urban food and 
develops new end uses suitable for changing 
economic circumstances. The Cassava Pro-
gram cames out research from a commodity 
system perspective, which in eludes research 
on crop production, processing, and post-
harvest utilization, and integrales research on 
consumer preferences and market demando 
The Cassava Program will concentrate its core 
research activities on germplasm resouree 
development. Crop management and 
postharvest research of a more applied nature 
are considered to be complementary activities, 
largely funded through special projects. 
Objectives and Corresponding 
Strategies, Activities, and Outputs 
Objective 1. Generate basic knowl-
edge 00 the cassava crop 
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Strategy. A sound knowledge of the crop 
and Ihe environments in which il is grown is Ihe 
basis for developing component technologies. 
Strategic research, carried out al HQ by an 
inlerdiseiplinary team, examines the planl's 
meehanisms for adaptation to biological and 
physical constrainls and the physiology of rool 
yield and quality varíation. This research, is 
undertaken in close cooperalion with the GRU, 
BRU, VRU, and wilh Ihe support of the DSU 
and Land Use Programo Close liaison is main-
lained with liTA lo complement Iheir strategic 
research on the needs of cassava in Afríca. 
Links wilh advanced laboratories are fostered 
through the BRU and the Cassava Biotechnol-
ogy Network (CBN). The cornerstone of Ihis 
work is provided by Ihe genetic varíability in 
cassava and wild Manihot specíes contained in 
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the world eassava germplasm collection man-
aged by the GRU. 
A ctlvity 1. Definifíon of research needs 
and prioritíes. 
Refinement of participatory diagnostic 
methods lor characterization of such client 
groups as farmers, processors, and consumers 
by gender, income, etc. 
Relinement 01 the physical, biological, and 
socioeconomic defínitíons 01 eassava-growing 
environments. 
Particípatíon in collaborative socíoeconomic 
studies of eassava in Asia, Latin Ameriea, and 
Africa. 
Ex ante analysis 01 research alternatives. 
Actívity 2. Genetic research. 
Characterization 01 cassava germplasm and 
wild Manihot relatives, taking inlo account 
environmental constraints and end uses. 
Basic genetic and breeding methodology 
research. 
Incorporation 01 molecular tools and meth 
odologíes resulting Irom collaboration with the 
BRU and activities developed by the CBN. 
Activify 3. Crop physiology research. 
Manipulation of the unique cassava photo 
synthetic system as a means lo ímprove pro-
duction. 
Mechanisms of drought tolerance; effects of 
drought tolerance on agronomic and rool 
qualily Iraits; and leasibility 01 pyramiding 
water-use efficiency mechanisms for maximiz-
ing drought tolerance through genetic manipu-
lation. 
Temperature and photoperiod interactions 
for cassava production in the subtropics. 
Development 01 more effective screening 
methods lor tolerance of water stress and 
nutrienl-use efficiency; basic research on the 
physiological mechanisms operating in efficient 
genotypes. 
Actívíty 4. Root qualitY studies. 
Development of selection methods lor 
specilic root-quality traits such as low cyanide 
(CN-1) and use-dependent starch quality vari-
ables. 
Identilieation 01 the physicochemical root 
lissue characteristics that determine good 
eatíng quality. 
Physicochemical and lunctional propertíes 
01 eassava starch and Ilour lor different end 
uses. 
Cyaníde biochemis!ry 01 the cassava plant 
and the relation between CN" conten! and 
other plantlroot constituents. 
Activity 5. Crop protection research. 
Biology and ecology of importanl bul still 
underresearched arthropod pests, rool-rol 
pathogens, viruses and their vectors, and 
mycoplasma-like diseases; also on pes! and 
palhogen problems ín dried, sto red eassava. 
Pest and disease tolerance/resistance 
mechanisms, with emphasís on those that 
operate agaínst more than one pest or patho-
gen, including the role 01 CN-1 in pest and 
pathogen resistance. 
Methods lor detecting resistance or toler 
ance breakdown. 
Mass-rearing techníques and evaluation 
methodologies lar crop pests and diseases and 
their natural enemies. 
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Activlty 6. True cassava seed. 
Interdiscíplinary exploration of the feasíbílity 
of commercial production of cassava from true 
seed. 
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Expected outputs. These are: 
Improved socioeconomic diagnostic meth-
ods and characterization of cassava-
growing environments in order to identify 
research needs more precisely and better 
orient technology development. 
Expanded knowledge of the basic mecha-
nisms underlying cassava's reaction to 
major constraints and of its potenlial to 
adapt to new agroecosystems and uses, 
Broader and better characterized germ-
plasm lhat will provide the basis for more 
efficient, sustainable progress in cassava 
gene tic improvement. Emphases will be 
drought tolerance, nutrient-use efficiency, 
CN-1 content, starch content and quality, 
tolerance or resistance lo major arthropod 
pests, root-rot pathogens, viruses and their 
vectors, mycoplasma-Iike microorganisms, 
and genotype/cropping system component 
interactions. 
Faster and more reliable germplasm 
screening methods that will evaluate the 
range of genetic variability present in the 
germplasm colleclion. 
Greater technical, economic, and social 
understanding of the potential for lhe 
commercial exploitation of true seed. 
Objective 2. Develop technology com-
ponents forsustainable production in 
major cassava-growing ecosystems 
Strategy. Component technology develop-
ment is largely localíon specific, but certain 
componenls and methods can be applied over 
a broad range of conditions, and general 
principies for technology design can be derived 
from comparative studies across ecosystems, 
This research is therefore undertaken at spe-
cific but representative sites, in close collabora-
tlon with the RMRD, Asian and Latin American 
national programs, and liTA in Afríca, 
The lhree areas of research are genetic 
improvement, crop management, and utiliza-
tion and marketing, 
Genetic improvement research is directed 
toward developing gene pools targeted for 
regional needs and toward four major cassava-
growing environments: humid lowland, season-
ally dry, mid-altitude, and subtropicaL Brazilian 
and Thai research institutes share responsibil-
ity with CIA T for developing germplasm for 
specific ecosystems of global and regional 
importance. The Program works together with 
liTA on gene pool development for Afrícan 
environments. 
Crop management research focuses on 
integrated pest and disease management. The 
Program collaborates with and provides exper-
tise to the RMRD and intemational regional 
instltutions and national programs in Latin 
America and Asia for the development of 
integrated crop/soil management practices, 
including soil fertifity maintenance and erosion 
control. 
Utilization and marketing research, Support 
is provided to national programs in the study of 
consumption patterns, marketing, and demand 
to identify product opportunities and quality 
requirements. The Program's involvement in 
processing and product development is 
through collaboration wíth international and 
national institutes who specialize in food 
scíence and technology and postharvest 
research, Feedback from lhis work is funda-
mental for determining crop quality characteris-
tícs for specific end uses. 
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Actívity 1. Genetlc improvement 
actlvltles. 
Continued development of broadly based 
gene pools targeted for regional needs, 
Studíes on lhe interactions of genotype with 
major cropping system components, such as 
tillage methods, intercropping, fertilization, and 
weed, pest, and disease control practices, for 
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more effective selection based on farmers' 
needs. 
Provision of basic and improved germplasm 
in seed and vegetative form to complement 
national program genetic improvement method-
ology research. 
Introduction to Africa, through liTA, and 
subsequent joint evaluation and selection of 
American germplasm appropriate tor principal 
cassava agroecosystems in Africa. 
Activfty 2. Crop management actlvities. 
Classical biological control of mealybug and 
cassava green spider mite. 
Integrated pest and disease management, 
emphasizing root-rot pathogens, cassava 
bacterial blight, and pests such as chinch bug, 
mites, hornworm, mealybugs, and whiteflies. 
Inleractions among hosl-plant resistance, 
cultural practices, and biological control lo 
optimize the effectiveness of crop protection 
technologies. 
Further development of soil fertility man 
agement and erosion control practices in 
selected ecosystems. 
Interaction of soil fertility and erosion man 
agement, crop protection, and cropping sys-
tems research to ensure efficiency and effec-
tiveness of new technology. 
Activity 3. Utilization and market 
research activities. 
Support national institutions to integrate 
research on marketing and consumption, 
processing, and quality, so to identify opportu-
nities for developing cost-competitive, con-
sumer-acceptable products. 
Continued research and development 
(R & O) of appropriate cassava flour and starch 
processing technology with national and ad-
vanced institutions, emphasizing the effects of 
process variables on end-product quality. 
Monitoring advances in cassava processing 
and product development by other research 
institutions. 
Expected outputs. These are: 
Gene pools for broadly defined ecosys-
tems, with a higher frequency of favorable 
recombinants and constituting the basis for 
selection by national program breeders. 
Crop management practices, and method-
ologies for their implementation, that permit 
the fuJler expression of the potential of 
improved germplasm in selected ecosys-
tems. Emphasis is given to integrated pest 
and disease management and integrated 
crop/soil management. 
More precise knowledge of market opportu-
nities and related end-product quality 
requiremenls. 
Improved, commercially viable, small-scale 
processes for producing cassava flour and 
starch. 
Objective 3. Contribute to the con-
solidation and integration of 
national, regional, and global cas-
saya research systems. 
Strategy. The Cassava Program, sup-
ported by the 105, contributes to !he consolida-
tion and integration of national, regional, and 
global cassava R & O systems through collabo-
rative projecls, human resource development, 
and informatíon exchange. 
The Program facililates and advises on the 
creatíon and operation of regional networks 
designed lo interchange experiences, define 
R & O priorilies, and identify opporlunitíes for 
horizontal cooperatíon among participating 
countries and/or institutions. These activítíes 
provide importanl feedback to orienl HQ re-
search. Relationships with Asian national 
programs are coordinated by the Program's 
Asían regional office in BangkOk. In !he 
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Amerieas, aetivities with national programs are 
handled through Ha. CIA T's Cassava Program 
seientist, stationed at IITA's Ha in Nigeria, 
ensures a high degree of interaction between 
the two centers in areas of direet interest to 
African eassava-producing countries. Links 
between advanced research institutes in 
developed and developing countries are pro-
vided through the CBN. 
Actlvity 1. Joint generation of knowledge 
and technology wíth national programs, 
emphaslzing genetlc improvement, and 
selected R & D activltIes in crop manage-
ment utilization and market research. 
ActIvity 2. In-service, disclpline-oriented 
training in research techniques and method-
ologies. 
Activity 3. Assistance to national pro 
grams ín the desígn and organlzatíon of 
integrated cassava R & D projects. 
Activity 4. Development of human 
resources in the areas of: 
Training of trainers. 
Diagnostíc skílls. 
Conceptualízatíon, formulation, ex-
ecution, and evaluatíon of integrated 
cassava projects. 
Actlvity 5. Deve/opment of appropriate 
cassava-seed supply systems. 
Activity 6. Help consolldate exlsting, and 
create new collaborative regional research 
and information networks. 
Activity 7. Ex post analyses of adoption 
and impact at national and Cassava Pro-
gram leve/s. 
ActMty 8. Continued information exchange 
through Abstracts on Cassava, Csssava Newslet-
1I!!r, and regional conferences and seminars. 
Expected outputs. These are: 
Trained eadres of national program person-
nel in cassava research teehniques and 
methodologies. 
Regional and national eapacity for training 
teehnology intermediaries in eassava 
produetion and utilization. 
Methodologies and training materials for 
implementing integrated eassava R & D 
projeets and, within these projeets, for the 
in situ testing of improved eassava produc-
tion and processing technologies. 
Regional and global eassava R & D and 
information exchange networks. 
Effective national eassava research pro-
grams more elosely integrated with exten-
sion and development activities. 
Resource Allocation and 
Requirements 
Table 4 shows the Senior Staff positions 
required for executing Ihe Cassava Program's 
operational plan during 1993-1998 and the 
costs associated with the various researeh 
sections. 
Description of Senior Staff 
Positions 
Office of Leader. Coordinates and super-
vises all research activities of Ha and 
outposted team members; líaises with CIAT's 
research support units and Resource Manage-
ment Research Dívision, wíth liTA, and olher 
intemational and national centers in eassava-
related areas. Responsible tor eatalyzing 
regional research and development networks in 
Latín Ameriea; and for supporting country 
ínitiatives to obtain external funding aimed at 
consolidating and integrating national R & O 
systems. 
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Genetícs. Contributes to sustained 
progress in eassava improvement through the 
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Table 4. Cassava Programo Revised budget tor 1992 and projected budgets tor core 
activities 1993-1998 (SYs = Senior Staff years). 
(Constant 1992 US$'OOO) 
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understanding of plant mechanisms tor biologi-
cal and physical stress resistance or adapta-
tion, and the physiological basis of root yield 
and quality varíation. This includes activities 
related to germplasm characterization, inherít-
ance studies, and genetic manipulation, mainly 
focused toward the cassava core collection 
and wíld Manihot relatives. Conducts research 
on the refinement of screening techniques, the 
efficiency of genetic recombinatíon, crossability 
studies, and the use of molecular markers as 
an aid to cassava genetic improvement; liaises 
with the GRU on germplasm conservation and 
wild species collection and management, and 
with other program disciplines and support 
units, especially the BRU, and, through the 
CBN, with advanced laboratoríes. 
Physiology. Conducts research on geno-
type responses and underlying response 
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mechanisms to factors such as low soil fertility 
(emphasizing phosphorus and potassium 
nutrition) • water-use efficiency, and stress 
tolerance; studies production of true seed, 
íncluding flowering mechanisms, dry-matter 
partitioning, and plan! architecture, thereby 
improving selection erítería and contríbuting to 
increased efficiency in cassava breeding and 
to sustainable cropping systems research by 
lhe Resource Management Research Division; 
establishes linkages wíth advanced research 
institutions to investigate further and exploit the 
potential of cassava's unique metabolíc system 
and photosynthetic efficiency. 
Pathology. Conducts researeh on fungal 
and bacterial disease complexes in key cas-
sava ecological zones, emphasizing identifica-
tion of disease-tolerant or resistant eultivars for 
use in cassava breeding and on biocontrol of 
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causal agents of important diseases; conducts 
maintenance research on the sate and efficient 
intemational transfer of germplasm; establíshes 
linkages with the BRU, VRU, and CBN to 
develop probes for recently reported diseases 
such as mycoplasma-like microorganisms, 
Entomology, Conducts research on major 
cassava pests; conducts research on biological 
control through ídentifying, rearing, and distrib-
uting beneficial insects; identifies pest-tolerant! 
resistant materials and develops screening 
methodologies tor cassava breeding; coordi-
nates with liTA the biological control of major 
cassava pests in Africa; links with the BRU, 
VRU, and CBN to determine the presence of 
pest biotypes and strains and their natural 
enemies, 
Quality/Utilization, Defines biochemical 
and physicochemical quality parameters, and 
develops screening techniques for discrimina-
tion among genotypes; develops methodolo-
gies for quality improvement during processing; 
collaborates with the BRU for work on starch 
and manipulation of the amylose-to-amylopectin 
retio for different end uses, Promotes regional 
networks for cassava utilization and marketing; 
and provides support to integrated cassava 
projects in Latin America; liaises with CIRADI 
CEEMAT, NRI, and otherfood research insti-
tutes to develop existing and new processing 
systems. 
Genotype by environment. Develops 
broad-based gene pools directed to regional 
needs and lo tour major environmenls; screens 
genetic diversily at representative sites, selects 
genotypes based on stability and/or specific 
adaptation to major constraints on cassava 
production and utilization; collaborates with 
decentralized breeding and selection activities 
of Latin American national programs and of 
outposted CIA T scientists in Africa and Asia; 
coordinates, with Brazilian national and state 
agricultural research agencies (EMBRAPA and 
EMPASC, respectively), germplasm develop-
ment for semiarid and subtropical ecosystems; 
and coordinates the program's plant propaga-
tion research. 
IPDM coordination, Conducts strategic 
research with Brazilian institutions to implement 
integrated pest and disease management, 
including problem diagnosis, and testing and 
adaptation of component technologies through 
participatory methods, Provides feedback from 
participatory research to germplasm and crop 
managemenl leam. Coordina les traíning 
initiatives tor national program researchers, 
Assists national program counterparts in 
training trainers, extensionists, and farmers, 
and in educational programs for local and 
regionalleaders. liaises with liTA on parallel 
activities in Africa. This activity is considered as 
a core aclivity during the period 1994-1996, 
Economics, Interacls with the Program's 
germplasm development leam lo identify and 
prioritíze selection crileria and larget areas for 
efficienl breeding strategies. Develops appro-
priate methodologies and collaborates in the ex 
post assessmenl of adoption and impact of 
technology components with NARDS counter-
parts, Maintains and updates a socioeconomic 
database tha! helps sel research priorities 
according to ex ante studies. In Latin America, 
pro vides an economic framework and backup 
tor cassava íntegrated projects. In Asia, col-
laborates with NARDS in bench mark studies to 
identify cassava constrainls and research 
priorities, liaises with socioeconomic research 
in Latin America, Asia, and Africa to provide 
the basis for setting research priorities and 
redirecting program strategies, 
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Asia: Gene pool development. Develops, 
together with the Thai Cassava Program, 
improved gene pools for specific Asian environ-
ments and end uses; provides guidance to 
national programs on breeding and selection 
methodologies; and ensures effective and safe 
exchange of improved germplasm; responsible 
for coordinating Ihe Asian regional program 
and for liaising with national program counter-
parts in relation to crop management, utiliza-
tion, and market research initiated by HQ 
scientists. Provides feedback to HQ on socio-
economic, institutional, and political develop-
ments related to cassava produclion and 
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utilization in Asian countríes; acls as secretary 
to the Advisory Committee of the regional 
cassava network. 
Afrioa: CIATIIlTA scientist. Responsible for 
introducing to Africa, lhrough liTA, materíals 
from tropical Ameríca and for exploring the 
potential of the crop in semiarid ecosystems; 
wilh liTA scientists, evaluates and selects 
promising materíals under different environ-
mental conditions and provides feedback to 
HQ on performance; liaises between CIA T and 
liTA on matters of mutual interest, thereby 
ensuring complementaríty of research activities 
at CIA T and liTA and a better response to the 
research needs of African cassava-producing 
countries. 
Complementary Activities 
Certain of lhe aforementioned activities will 
be supported by special project funds. A 
description of lhese activities is given below. 
Table 5 shows lhe budget proposed for lhese 
complementary activities. 
Activity 1. Genetic improvement. 
Collection, characterízation and 
evaluation of germplasm for semiarid and 
subtropical ecosystems and the development 
of improved gene pools for lhese environ-
ments. 
Decentralized activities based at CNPMF 
(semiarid) and EMPASC (subtropical), Brazil. 
Activity 2. Plant nutrition. 
Research the basic mechanisms 
controlling nutrient-use efficiency in cassava, 
and identify plant characteristics related to 
nutríent use that may be employed as selection 
eriteria for cassava improvement. 
Activity 3. Integrated pest and disease 
management. 
Research with liTA and Brazilian nalional 
programs on the implementation of inlegrated 
management of biotic constraints, including 
problem diagnosis, analysis of farmers' 
current control practices, augmentation and 
conservation of natural enemies, classical 
biological control, and effect of cropping 
systems on pes! populations. Strategie 
and tactieal modeling and information 
management for both African and Latin 
American subprojeets. 
Activity 4. Cassava Biotechnology Net 
work (CBN). 
Joint coordination with the BRU and 
researeh institution members of the CBN lo 
identify new initiatives in cassava-related 
bioteehnology. 
Activity 5. Cassava propagation from 
trueseed. 
Overall coordination of interdiscipli 
nary research, with emphasis on biotechno-
logical teehniques, to define an appropriate 
genetic struelure for cassava propagation 
from true seed. 
Actívity 6. Integrated croplsoil 
management. 
Collaborative research with the 
RMRD in Latin America and appropriate, 
but as yet undefined, institutions in Asia. 
Researeh will help develop practicas for 
improving cassava productivity, focusing on 
long-term sustainability in the different 
agroecosystems where the crop is grown. 
Emphasis in Latin America will be gíven to 
seasonally dry, and semiaríd ecosystems, 
where both edaphic and climatie conditions 
are major constraínts. Basic eoncapts wi/l 
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be sought on technology generation and the 
development of appropriate, wide-ranging 
meehanisms for its transfer and adoption. 
The research will be eondueted with re-
gional and national programs in Asia and 
Latín America and linked with similar re-
search undertaken by liTA in Africa. 
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Table 5. Cassava Programo Revised budget for 1992 and projected budgets for 
complementary activities tor 1993-1998 (SYs = Senior Staff years). I 
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Activity 7. Socioeconomic research and 
product development In Asia. 
Establishment, with CGPRT and CIP, of a 
regional socioeconomic capacity tor ongoing 
evaluatien of the dynamics ef root and tuber 
production and utilization in Asia, and suppert 
ter product development activities in selected 
counmes. 
Activity 8. Integrated cassava projects in 
the Americas. 
Transfer of knowledge to national 
programs on project conceptualization, de-
sign, execution, and evaluation, togetherwith 
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preparatíon of training materíals and guide-
lines for R & D personnel working on projects. 
Activíty 9. Wíld cassava germplasm. 
See p, 81 (GRU) fer a descríption of 
this complementary activity to be carried out 
jointly by the GRU and the Cassava Pro-
gramo 
Actívity 10. Molecular mappíng. 
See p. 75 (BRU) for a description of 
this complementary activity carried out by 





As stated in the Strategíc Plan, the Rice 
Program pursues the goal of ímproving the 
nutritional and economíc we//-being of rice 
growers and low-íncome consumers in Latín 
America and the Caribbean through sustain-
able increases in rice production and 
productívíty. 
This goal translates into concentrating 
efforts on (a) the development of improved 
genetic pools; and (b) development of technol-
ogy components suitable to irrigated and 
favorable upland rice production systems in 
Latin Ameriea and the Caribbean, so to enable 
NARS and rice producers to increase resource 
productivity and lower produdion costs. 
Objectives, Strategies, and 
Activities 
The regional program based at CIA T has 
lhree basic objedives, each of which is dis-
cussed with its corresponding strategy and 
major adivities and are implemented in col-
laboration with IRRI. 
Objective 1. Achieve a tuller expres-
sion ot the yield potential and further 
broaden the genetic base of the up-
land rice germplasm adapted to the 
acid-soil savannas 
Strategy. Several million hectares of acid-
soU savannas, particularly high rainfall savan-
nas, are suítable for rice production. Upland 
semidwarf rice populations with higher yield 
potential under!he acid-soil, high rainfall 
savannas have been developed, making it 
possible to increase yields under a wider range 
of savanna environments. These populations, 
however, will requira continuous efforts to 
broaden their genetic base to attain the fuller 
express ion of yield potential lhrough acquiring 
stable resistance and/or tolerance of regional 
(or specific) biotíc and abiotic stresses, particu-
larly as new environmental niches are 
addressed. 
High priority will be placad on understand-
ing the mechanisms of resistances or toler-
ances under savanna conditions and on identi-
fying the genes behind these mechanisms, so 
to improve research efficiency of the population 
enhancement process. 
Activíties. Research will be conducted on 
the environmental and plant components 
affecting the yield potential of these materials 
under key sites. These activities will be con-
duded in close collaboration with the Savanna 
and Forest Margins Programs and interested 
NARDS. Growth simulation efforts for improved 
upland lines will support quantifying the maxi-
mum yield potential and the degree of suppres-
sion at key sites. Upland germplasm from Asia, 
Afriea, and the Amerieas that possess useful 
characters will be incorporated into the breed-
ing populations. Priority characters will be 
earliness, lodging tolerance, pest and disease 
resistance, and grain quality parameters. 
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Resistance mechanisms of developed 
upland dwarf lines to abiolic slresses in lhe 
region will be analyzed. Specific studies on !he 
resistance mechanisms of these lines to mod-
erate moisture stress and acid-soil conditions 
will be undertaken. Identification of responsible 
genes for these resistances will be pursued. 
These studies will focus on key issues 
relevant to germplasm enhancement for Latin 
Ameriea and complement research generated 
a! IRRI. These activities will provide key infor-
mation for germplasm enhancement al CIA T. 
IRRI and CIAT will seekjoint supplementary 
funding for areas of mutual ¡nteres!, such as 
upland-rice roo! physiology, and plan! architec-
!ure. The Rice Program will also develop 
collaborative projects with the Institut de 
Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales el des 
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Cultures Vivriéres (IRA n in upland-rice breed-
ing and cropping systems. Anther culture will 
play an important role in breeding for acid-soil 
upland conditions. The basic physiological and 
genetic understanding of the adaptation and 
inheritance mechanisms will facilitate the 
transfer of upland-rice root systems to irrigated 
populations and appropriate strategies for 
developing sustainable systems for the 
savannas. 
Obtaining information on pests and benefi-
cial organisms will demand a high level of 
interaction with plant protection experts in 
national programs to help focus the program's 
germplasm development efforts for savanna 
cropping systems. Research on the mecha-
nisms of pest and disease tolerance will require 
understanding Ihe biology of pests wilhin a 
regional context, and the possibilities of routine 
applieation of advanced biological tools for 
pathogen characterization. Many of Ihe key 
sustainability issues will ultimately revolve 
around the successful management of rice 
pests. A clear understanding of the sodoeco-
nomic factors goveming farmers' needs and 
adoption pattems of rice varieties and associ-
ated technologies will help refine research 
priorities for the Rice Programo 
Objective 2. Broaden the genetic re-
source base for irrigated rice to 
increase yield potential and produc-
tion stability 
Strategy. Irrigated rice improvement activi-
ties throughout latín Ameriea has derived 
major traits from 14 core landraces. A limited 
number of genes conferring resistan ce to major 
pests and diseases has been combined with 
this genetic core for commercial exploitation. It 
is thought that this approach has reached its 
limit in terms of increasing yield potential as 
well as adaptation to new environments. New 
adapted genetic backgrounds with high yield 
potential will be developed as supplementary 
genetic cares to enhance rice improvement 
activities in Latin Ameriea and the Caribbean. 
New sources of resistance to major pests and 
diseases will be identified and incorporated into 
the adapted cores. Understanding the patho-
gen population will facilitate the development 
of materials with stable resistance. 
Sources for desired traits will include im-
pro ved upland germplasm from the acid-soit, 
upland breeding pool, as well as introductions 
from Asia and Africa. 
Actlvitles. A research initiative to combine 
the upland-rice root system with the high-
yielding irrigated core will be pursued. This 
should reduce the water demands and possibly 
decrease the flooded period during which the 
greenhouse gas melhane is produced. Major 
plan! characters mediating adaptation to the 
irrigated environments of latin Ameriea wilt be 
defined and used to screen germplasm for their 
potential to develop a new high-yielding ge-
netic coreo 
Population improvement techniques will be 
used to incorporate tolerances of blast rice, 
"hoja blanca" virus (RHBV) and its ¡nsect vector 
(Tagosodes OfÍzícolus), sheath blight, the rice 
water weevil, in order to understand the parent 
potential of irrigated rice populations, and 
evaluate the feasibility of a continuous genetic 
improvement of rice yield. Efforts to reduce the 
rísk of blast and hoja blanea virus outbreaks 
will also emphasize the clarifieation of patho-
gen variability and its effect on pest epidemics 
and population dynamics. IRRI and CIAT will 
seek joint supplementary funding to character-
ize the evolution of the bias! fungus. 
New tools such as molecular markers will 
be used for breeding, thus identifying and 
tagging genes for manipulation and transfer. 
The relationship between molecular, physi-
ologieal, and field adaptation traits offers hope 
tor effident evaluation of quantitative traits. 
Tissue culture will be used to accelerate mo-
lecular marker analysis for combining genes 
and to increase efficiency of population en-
hancement activities. Strong linkages with both 
Ihe VRU and BRU will be required throughout 
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the period. Routine breeding tor developing 
fixed lines for immediate release by national 
programs will be phased out by the end of 
1994. Germplasm exchange within the region 
will take place primarily through the Inlerna-
tional Network tor Genetic Evaluation of Rice 
(INGER). 
As a new genetíc core is developed, and 
genes of interes! and the upland rool habit are 
incorporated into high-yielding backgrounds, 
regionwide experimenls will be conducted to 
assess the genotype-environment interaction 
and to ensure Ihal the new backgrounds 
obtained are suilable lo irrigaled environments 
within the region. Appropriate arrangements 
will be made lo devise a system for sharing 
resources with nalional programs in conducting 
these !rials. Strong socioeconomics support will 
be required to have a clear understanding of 
the factors governing farmers' needs, adoption 
patterns of rice varieties and associated tech-
nologies to es!ablish research priorities in the 
Rice Program. This will help ídentify niches 
where CIA T has comparative advantages. 
Further investments in germplasm storage 
capability for maintaining collection and popu-
lation backups, and providing access to a fully 
operatíonal molecular markers labora!ory will 
be undertaken. Strong linkages with IRRI, the 
rice biotechnology network, and other ad-
vanced instilulions will be maintained lo ensure 
the practical exploitation of the diverse germ-
plasm sources and emerging genetic manipula-
tíon techniques. 
Objective 3. Reinforce and pro mote 
regional information exchange among 
national programs 
Strategy. Considerable information on 
different aspects of rice culture is currently 
beíng generated at local, natlonal, and regional 
levels, but Its avallability lO the relevan! actors 
and institutíons is limlted. 
The strategy Is lo strengthen the flow of 
information, partícularly that on the areas of 
rice research and production, to Improve 
regional awareness, thus resultlng in more 
efficient use of Information in rice research 
related aclivities. Making crop improvemenl 
data available Ihroughoul Latin America wíll 
require the creation of new Informatíon ex-
change mechanisms and/or enhancemenl of 
existing channels. 
Activities. CIA T will strengthen the regional 
rice research newsletter, Arroz en la Américas, 
through which Latín American scientists can 
share research resiJlts, particularly in relation to 
specific issues of regional concem, such as 
blast, RHBV, acíd soils, and grain quality. 
Databases on germplasm performance and 
key agronomic and socioeconomic characteris-
tics will be maintaíned and made available to 
national programs. The Rice Program will 
receive support frem lOS for communication 
mechanisms and from 1M for database man-
agement. AII work will be closely coordinated 
with IRRI and other rice research institutions. 
Resource Allocatíon and 
Requirements 
The Senior Staft positions required for 
executing the Rice Program's operational plan 
during 1992-1998 and the costs associated 
wlth the various research sections appear 
in Table 6. 
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Description of Senior Staff 
Positions 
Office of Leader. Coordina les rice re-
search and training activities to ensure continu-
ous relevance and complementarity with the 
activities of other national and intemational 
programs (IRRI and WARDA in particular); and 
prevides admlnistrative support to the research 
scientists for the efficient use of resources 
assigned to Ihe program. Conducts research 
on genetics, physiology, and modeling for 
evaluating adaptation lo target environments. 
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I Tabla 6. Rice Programo Revised budget for 1992 and projected b~dgets-for co~e---l 
: activities for 1993-1998 (SYs = Senior Staff years). 
(Constan! 1992 US$'OOO) 
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258 - 133 
Genetics (Upland), Manages the upland 
germplasm development program, expanding 
the present population and includíng the devel-
opment of upland dwarf populations suitable 
for crossíng to transfer useful upland traíts to 
irrígated Unes; conducts research on the genet-
ies of adaptation to acid soils with high alumi-
num saturation; manages crossing program 
and germplasm introduction; interfaces wíth 
Resource Management Research Division lo 
provide adapted material s for cropping system 
development. 
Genetics (Irrigated). Responsible for main 
germplasm development activities for tropical 
and temperate irrígated systems; focuses on 
the development of new genetíc cores, incor-
poratíng new sources of resistance to or toler-
ance of priority biotíc and abiotic constraínts. 
Assesses new methods (anther culture, RFLP, 
etc,) of speeding up germplasm ímprovement; 
exploits the use of molecular genetic markers 
and maps in plant breeding and germplasm 
characterization, warking in close collaboration 
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Pathology. Focuses on priority diseases for 
the region: rice blast, RHBV, grain discolora-
líon, and sheath blight, emphasizing host-
pathogen interactions, pathogen variability, 
characteristies of durable resistance, interac-
tions with vectors, interactions among patho-
gens, and environment; aims to understand the 
epidemiology of key diseases and the ímplíca-
tions for germplasm development and manage-
ment strategies; collaborates closely with 
geneticists and the BRU to tag resistance 
genes and devise methodologies for accumu-
lating and deployíng resistance genes, 
Entomology, Focuses on priority insects in 
the region responsible for direct economic 
losses: panícle bugs, Tagosodes planthopper, 
rice water weevil (RWW), and leaf miners; 
assesses the economic importance of ants and 
spittlebugs under savanna conditions; orients 
research toward characterization and manipu-
lation of resistance genes in collaboration with 
geneticists. Uses biotechnology tools to incor-
porate and accelerate the development of 
RWW resistant lines. 
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Crop physiologist. Works ín close collabo-
ratíon wíth geneticísts lo study germplasm 
developed by the Rice Program for adaptatíon 
to direct-seeding condítions and upland acid 
soíls, and lo identify opportuníties for improving 
plant type and physiologícal factors límiting 
yield polential. Develops understanding of how 
the upland root funclions in combination with 
the irrigated plant type and ídentífíes character-
istics associated wíth the adaptation of such 
roots to favored upland envíronments. Estab-
lishes línkages with the Resource Management 
Research Dívísion for research on sustainable 
cropping systems where rice is a component, 
including studies on plant competition and early 
plant vigor. 
Economics. Provides essential socioeco-
nomic data and approaches for determining 
research priorities and comparative advan-
tages in target environments; develops meth-
odologíes to orienl research and technology 
transfer toward critical problems; engages in ex 
ante and ex post analyses of the rice sector for 
monitoring progress in germplasm adoption 
and its impact; continuously monitors regional 
rice economic and policy environments for 
long-term implícatíons for research activities, 
particularly on alternative uses of rice in 
agroindustry. Characterizes socioeconomic and 
agricultural aspects of rice production systems, 
íncludíng analysís of constraints of production 
and sustainability in the savannas and forest 
margins of Latin Ameríca. 
Complementary Activities 
Besides germplasm development, the focus 
of core activities, there is a felt need, and an 
opportunity to develop crop management 
research and to further strengthen rice re-
search and lraíníng institutions through network 
support. Recent budget adjustments at CIA T 
led the Center to decíde Ihat core funds will be 
assigned to germplasm developmenl and 
information dissemination activities, whereas 
the program will seek external funding lo 
support crop management networking, and 
training activitíes as complementary activities. 
Strstegy. Collaboralive activities have 
traditíonally been aimed al strengthening public 
sector institutions. Rice research in Latin 
America and the Caribbean has evolved to 
include a wide variety of institulions ranging 
from government lo prívate organizations. The 
lalter are usually self-financed and provide 
resources for the activities of other institutions. 
The role of CIA T's Rice Program, wilh a 
regional mandate, is lo serve as convener and 
catalyzer of that weallh of research activity. 
These will include integrating institutional 
activíties at national and regional levels and the 
participation in the generation of more environ-
mentally specific technologíes. 
Activities. The program sees the contin-
ued existence of both INGER and CRIN as an 
essential complement to its activítíes. INGER-
Latín America, allhough part of the global 
INGER system adminístered by IRRI, ís head-
quartered at CIAT and fully coordinated wíth 
CIA T's activities. This network serves as an 
efficient means of communication and germ-
plasm exchange wílhin the region and among 
IRRI, CIA T, and the numerous Latin American 
rice improvement programs. 
By expanding INGER's scope and íntroduc-
ing CIA T's rice research regional mandate, 
IRRI and CIA T will seek joint supplementary 
funding for activities intended to catalyze rice-
related activities of varíous public and private 
research, extension, and training institutions in 
tropical Latin America. 
The project will have a national and interna-
tional scope, seeking to better integrate not 
only national activities within the countríes but 
also strengthening collaborative efforts among 
countries and regions. The integrated crop 
management network project constitutes a 
phasing-out of the integrated crop manage-
ment actívities from the core activities that the 
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of stronger, more comprehensive networking 
by INGER-CIAT ín Latín Ameriea. 
CRIN ís an extemally supported nelwork, 
intended to strengthen weak Caribbean rice 
programs and to realize an economy of scate 
by sharing special strengths and comparative 
advantages among the programs. The requíre-
menls of the regíon are such that they cannot 
be met by the present Rice Program core 
resources and must be met by comptementary 
funding. 
Strong linkages with the Intematíonal 
Program on Rice Biotechnology will be maín-
tained to keep the Ríce Program abreast of 
new developments in this area through close 
coffaboration with the BRU. An assessment of 
regional needs and interest in anther culture as 
an additíonal tool to be used in routíne breed-
íng work will be conducted. Complementary 
funds from the Rockefeller Foundatíon andlor 
other donor agencies wíll be required to initiate 
a nelwork of anther-culture laboratories in ¡he 
regíon. 
Addítíonally, a series of complementary 
activities in the area of biotechnology will be 
carned out joíntly by the Rice Program and the 
BRU. For a descriptíon of these activitíes, see 
p. 75 (BRU). 
The budget for the proposed complemen-
tary activítíes ís found in Table 7. 
Expected Outputs 
Breedíng populatíons wíth new back-
grounds for the írrigated sector will be created 
by Ihe end of 1998 for evaluation by natíonal 
programs across envíronments. Potentíal 
parenlallínes wíll be available wíth precíse 
ínforrnation on the RHBV and blast resistance 
gene(s) they earry. Fixed lines combíning 
irngated plant type and yield potential with 
upland root systems wíll be under evaluatíon by 
natíonal programs by 1997. Prelimínary as-
sessments of the usefulness of recurrent 
selectíon in rice breeding for Latin Ameríca will 
be avaílable, and lines earrying specific useful 
traits in a desirable background will be distrib-
uted to the natíonal programs. 
Well-adapted, high·yielding germplasm 
appropriate for íncorporating into savanna 
cropping systems will be in production by year 
2000. Expected contributions are 2.5 millíon 
addítional tons per year. Progress in under-
standing the mechanísms of adaptation and 
ínheritance will facílitate the transfer of rooting 
systems to !he írngated populations and sug-
gest strategíes for developíng sustainable 
systems for the savannas. 
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Understanding of the mechanisms of 
resistance to or tolerance of príncipal con-
straints; understanding of factors influencing 
varíability of biotic constraints and population 
dynamies; combining the knowledge of Ihese 
two areas with information on interactíon of 
components and probable stability of resis-
tance will help establish broad guidelines for 
ICM and IPM approaches at the national level. 
Understanding of plant genetics/physiology 
components affecting yíeld potential, togelher 
wíth understanding of rice root physiology, wíll 
provide the basis for continuous enhancement 
of yield potential under both irrígated and 
upland savanna condítions. 
By 1998, strong information exchange 
mechanisms, that is, networks; a rice research 
newsletter; and databases on ríce-growing 
agroecological zones, biotic/abiotic constraints, 
and germplasm development, will operate 
among the national programs and at CIA T. The 
programs can therefore benefi! from advances 
made elsewhere and monitor their ínvestment 
in ríce research. 
Stronger ríce research systems in varíous 
countries, with a broadened base of trained 
scientists, will inleract with neighbors in a 
systematic network of collaboratioo and infor-
mation exchange, uSing formal mechanisms. 
Tropical Forages Program 
Goal 
The Tropical Forages Program (TFP) ís a 
germplasm deveJopment program whose goal 
ís to ídentify and develop a porlfolio of produc-
tive grass and legume forage species and 
cultivars, both herbaceous and woody, adapted 
to dífferent agroecologíes1 on tropical acid 
soils. These forages will contnbute to increased 
meat and mí/k productíon and /0 soil ímprove-
roen/ and erosíon con/rol by /heír deployment 
in dífferent cropping systems. 
Mandate 
The program wíll as sume a worldwíde 
responsibiJíty tor herbaeeous legume and grass 
species adapted to low-fertílity acid soils of the 
lowland tropies. In the acid soils of tropical 
Ameríca, the Program's germplasm mandate 
inciudes herbaceous legume and grass spe-
cíes tor míd-altitudes, 18 OC annual mean 
temperature (e.g., 1000-1800 m.a.s.!. at the 
equator), and woody, leguminous torage 
species for both lowlands and mid-altitudes. 
'The geographical area in which a land use pattern and 
an environmental class overfap, 
Strategies, Objectives, and 
Activities 
The TFP's fundamental approach will 
involve the acquisition and evalualion 01 a 
broad range of germplasm lor adaptation lo 
abiolic and biotic constraints tha! characteríze 
the príncipal agroeeosystems largeted for 
research. The TFP will 13150 conduct stralegic 
research to improve efficiency of germplasm 
development through greater understanding of 
the plant genotypes involved and Iheir inlerae-
tioos with Ihe range of eovironmental diversity 
eocountered io the larget areas. 
Objective 1. Identification of produc-
tive herbaceous and woody forage 
germplasm 
Adapted forage germplasm is identified by 
exploiting the natural genetic varíability among 
and wilhin wíld species with forage potential 
and evaluating Ihis variabilily under abiolic and 
biotic constraints in major ecosystems. Acquisi-
lion of as broad a collection of relevant germ-




Activity 1. Germplasm acquisition. 
Exchange and collection to rectify deficien-
cies in existing collections of key herbaceous 
genera. Priority materials include Arachís pintoí 
and other Arachís spp.; Stylosanthes spP,. to 
cover better the centers ot diversity; Paspafum 
spp,; and Desmodíum spp, and related genera 
in Southeast Asia. Collections of potentially 
important species will be enlarged as required. 
e.g" Centrosema, Cratylía. Calopogonium. 
Hyparrhenia, and Me/ínis spp, 
The herbaceous collection will be comple-
mented by new acquisitions (through exchange 
or collection. as appropriate) of herbaceous 
and woody forage germplasm with potential for 
adaptation to mid-altitude, acid-soil 
environments. 
At present, CIAT has a limited collectíon of 
leguminous multipurpose forage trees and 
shrubs (MPFTS) wíth potential for adaptation to 
acíd soils. Further germplasm will be acquired. 
in collaboration with the GRU. through institu-
tions, such as ICRAF. ILCA. CSIRO. NFTA, 
CATIE, OFI, and through strategic collection. 
Activity 2. Germplasm evaluat/on. 
Screeníng of germplasm collectíons and 
bred materials and identification of promising 
forage species will be conducted by regional 
evaluation. This will include assessment of 
attnbutes related to adaptation. production. 
forage value, ease of propagation, and 5011 
improvement. An additional cnterion tor screen-
ing legume species will be nitrogen-fixing 
abillty. Selection criteria will be added in re-
sponse to the needs ot the Agroecosystems 
Programs (AEPs) and specific target areas, 
Parallel research will be conducted lo adapt 
and develop appropriate methodologíes for 
agronomíc evaluation and assessment ot 
nutritional quality. 
The TFP will be responsible for germplasm 
evaluatíon at the level of grazing in mixtures to 
determine persistence and nutritive value of 
components, Further evaluation to determine 
animal performance will be carned out by 
natíonal partners in the RIEPT with the active 
collaboration of the TFP's Regional Agrono-
mists and Animal Nutrition Specialist, and by 
the AEPs as part of prototype production 
systems. The links between Ihe TFP and the 
AEPs will be strongest at the level of the 
Genotype x Environment Specíalíst and 
associate economists in the TFP and the 
Production Systems Specíalists in the AEPs. 
Multilocational evaluation at major screen-
ing sites by TFP will continue to be importan! 
throughout 1993-1998. High prionty will be 
given to regional germplasm evaluation by the 
two Regional Agronomists. 
The Germplasm Specialist, in collaboration 
with the Regional Agronomísts, will coordinate 
the design of evaluation procedures according 
to species and dífferent utilization strategies. 
This will include the evaluation of a number of 
germplasm sets. including relevant checks. The 
specialist will also continue evaluating new 
germplasm for the llanos ecosystem, The 
Regional Agronomíst statíoned at EMBRAPAf 
CPAC will be responsible for developing germ-
plasm for the Cerrados (70%) and for !he 
Amazonian hum id tropics (30%), at the site 
selected for the Forest Margins Program and at 
other institutions based in the region. 
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The Regional Agronomist stationed in 
Costa Rica will target the forest margins and 
mid-altitude hillsides of Central Amenca. 
Existing sites are all in Costa Rica: at Guápíles 
for forest margins, at San Isidro tor screeníng. 
and Atenas tor initial seed multiplication, Once 
the site selected by the HiIIsides Agroecosys-
tem Program becomes operational. one of the 
existing TFP sites wíll be phased out. 
To answer the global mandate for herba-
ceous species for tropical, acid-soillowlands. 
an additional major screening site will be 
developed in Southeast Asia, Initially, ít will be 
a complementary position until a cora position 
is created in 1996 to provide continuity to the 
work. Pending funds, the Program plans to 
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outpost a Senior Agronomist to West Africa to 
implement a second majar screening site 
outside tropical America. 
Leguminous MPFTS will be screened at all 
majar screening sites in tropical America, with 
initial priority given to forest margins and mid-
altitud e acid-soil sites where this germplasm is 
judged to have the highest potential. The 
possibility of associating with ICRAF and 
CATIE in this endeavorwill be explored. 
In addition to germplasm evaluation by TFP 
staft, regional evaluation will be complemented 
and expanded through regional networks, 
namely, and in arder of priority, RIEPT (Latin 
America), SEAFRAD (Southeast Asia), and 
RABAOC (West Africa), which will receive high 
priority for complementary funding. Concur-
rently, TFP will promote the further evolution of 
these regional networks toward strengthening 
their capabilities and self-reliance. 
Limited quantities of seeds of priority mate-
rials will be multiplied for (a) experimental 
purposes, i.e., to conduct germplasm evalua-
tion (approximately 5-30 kg of legumes and 
1-10 kg of grasses), and (b) for delivery as 
basic seed to national multiplication prajects 
(5-100 kg). 
Primary (or initial) multiplications will be 
conducted by the Germplasm Section in col-
laboration with the GRU. Secondary multiplica-
tions will be conducted by both the Seed 
Section and Regional Agronomists. In the case 
of quarantine and clean seed multiplications, 
the Pathology Section, GRU, and VRU will 
also participate in collaboration with 
Colombia's ICA Quarantine Ofticer. 
When large volumes of seeds (Le., more 
than 30 kg), not commercially available, are 
required by CIAT Pragrams, the Seed Section 
will collaborate in the organization of contract 
praduction by third parties via the utilization of 
a Rotating Seed Fund. This means anticipating 
production targets by 1-2 years, and clients 
contributing to the production process and then 
purchasing seed fram the Rotating Seed Fund. 
The Program will be responsible for maintain-
ing the existing Rhizobium collection and for 
supplying inoculum for up to 30 kg of seeds for 
TFP and AEPs' research. Activities can be 
separated into two categories: 
Conservation: the current selection of 
Bradyrhizobium has about 4,000 
strains. The majority of these are 
stored, Iyophilized for several years, 
and require only occasional checking 
for rnutations and viability. 
Inoculant production: currently, a group 
of 25 strains are in active use for the 
production of inoculants, mainly for 
srnall-scale research trials for the 5 
rnain genera used by the TFP (Arachis, 
Centrosema, Desmodium, Pueraria, 
and Stylosanthes). The rernaining 
strains are used for another 12 genera 
of herbaceous and shrubby legumes. 
Links will be established other centers 
holding Rhizobium collections such as 
NifTAL and, in the future, ICRAF for 
MPFTS. 
The TFP will make use of CIA T's collection of 
mycorrhizal germplasm to evaluate the possible 
benefits of mycorrhizal association on certain 
key species. 
The Program will continue to monitor the 
evolution of the Latin American cattle industry to 
determine what demands will be placed on 
forage germplasm development and to derive 
suitable prototypes for RIEPT's portfolio of 
cultivars and species. 
Linkages. CIAT's BRU and VRU, and other 
external specialized institutions will collaborate 
to identify and evaluate species. 
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Specific areas of research will include genetics 
of Brachiaria, pathogen diversity of anthracnose 
and resistance in Stylosanthes, taxonomy and 
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phylogenetic relationships of Brachíaria and 
Arachís spp., and chemical characterization of 
tannins in herbaceous and MPFTS legumes 
selected for acid soils. 
Expected outputs. These are: 
Substantial progress in identification of key 
species for mid-altitudes. 
In the lowland tropics of Southeast Asia and 
Wesl Africa, considerable progress will 
have been made toward idenlifying key 
species for these regions. Large collections 
of herbaceous legumes and grasses will 
have been evaluated. 
Advances in research methodology. 
Regional networks, especially RIEPT, will 
become more autonomous wilh sorne 
specialization and division of research 
responsibilities al the subregionallevel. 
National inslitulions will increase the fre 
quency and improve the speed of effective 
release of a range of new species and 
cultivars. 
Objective 2. Defining factors influenc-
ing adaptation and productivity 
As we refine our understanding of the 
germplasm and ils interactions with the envi-
ronmenl on a genelic and physiological level, 
we improve the efficiency of the evaluationl 
selection process and of Ihe germplasm's use 
as cultivars and ultimately as pastures. Sludies 
of genotype interaction with environmental 
factors should lead to more efficient method-
ologies lo identify tolerance or resistance lo 
key biotic and abiotic constrainls. Rapid as-
sessment of genetic adaptalion lo low-fertílity, 
acid soils as well as resistance lo spittlebug are 
critical to Ihe Brachíaria improvement project 
An underslanding of temporal and spatial 
variation in Colletotrichum gloeosporioídes, Ihe 
causal agent of anthracnose in Stylosanthes, 
will greatly improve the chances of identifying 
durable resistance lo this importanl disease, 
particularly in the Brazilian Cerrados. Delermi-
nation of quality allributes of key torage spe-
cies will contribule lo detining beller their role 
in livestock production systems withín agro-
ecologies. 
Activity 1. Adaptatíon to acíd sol/s. 
The Progrem will aim to improve its under-
standing of the physiological and gene tic basis 
of plant adaptation lo nulrient-poor acid soils in 
order to develop suitable screening criteria and 
evaluate polential Irade-offs. 
Identification of major processes affecting 
plant adaptation to acid soils will help develop 
more efficient screening methodologies for 
rapid assessment of genetically altered materí-
als. Knowiedge of plant adaptation mecha-
nisms will be useful for evaluating the potential 
benefits to the plant in terms of nutrient acqui-
sition relative to Ihe carbon costs of acquiring 
nutrients (e.g., mycorrhizal association). 
The TFP and AEPs will form a team to 
understand the role of legumes and grasses in 
soil enhancement in legume-based pasture 
systems. Soil conditions in terms of soil organic 
maller quality, availability of nutrients, soil 
physical propertíes, and soil biological activity 
will be evaluated in grazed pastures. 
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Legumes will normally be inilially evaluated 
without inoculation in order to select germ-
plasm which is promiscuous with respect to 
Rhízobium symbionts. When otherwise promis-
ing or key specíes show obvious N deficíencies 
or marked responses to N, a need-to-inoculate 
test wilt be done by the Regional Agronomists 
in collaboration with the Savanna Progrem's 
(SP) Nitrogen-cycting Specialist. 
If further slrain selection is warranted in 
new or key species, e.g., Arachis pintoi, this 
work will be done al CIA T's headquarters by 
the TFP support staff (see p. 36) 
under Ihe supervision of a technician al the 
associate level or equivalen! and the SP's 
Nitrogen-cycling Specialist. 
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Activity 2. Adaptation to blotic 
constralnts. 
Mechanisms of resistance to key diseases 
of forage plants, including the genetics of hos!! 
pathogen interactions, will be defined to de-
velop suitable screening eriteria for germplasm 
evaluation. 
Understanding of lhe temporal and spatial 
variation in Co/letotríchum gloeosporíoídes, the 
causal agent of anthracnose, is essential for 
identifying durable resistance to lhis important 
disease, especially in the Cerrados. Similar 
studies are required to obtain durable resis-
tance to rhizoctonia in Centrosema spp. 
Spittlebug is a major pest of Brachíaría 
spp., some of which have accessions lhat are 
highly resistan!. The nature of this resistance 
wiJl be sought and the melhods extended to 
Panicum maximum. Some Brachiana spp. are 
resistant to attack by leafcutting ants. The 
nature of this resistance will also be 
investigated . 
Activity 3. Defining quallty constraints. 
Certain key legumes contain polyphenols 
(i.e., tannins), high levels of which are known 
to depress animal performance. The nature of 
this depression in ruminants will be investi-
gated by using key herbaceous and woody 
legumes wilh variable levels of tannins. 
Some herbaceous and woody leguminous 
species with potential adaptation to acid soils 
may have limited forage value because of 
antiquality tactors (Le., tannins, alkaloids). 
Defining lhese limitations and adjusting appro-
priate assay melhods will be important tor 
screening and for identifying superior forage 
cultivars. 
Digestibility in tropical forage species is an 
important quality attribute. The Program will 
define lhe extent of genetic variability in in vitro 
dry-matter digestibility (IVDMO) within a 
number of key grass and legume species to be 
used in selecting and/or enhancing promising. 
materials. Initially, priority will be given to 
Brachíana spp. 
Activity 4. Seed constraints. 
The TFP is involved with a wide array of 
different species whose primary characters of 
merit relate to their forage value. In many 
cases, however, characters, such as their 
flowering, seed setting, seed recovery, seed 
quality, are either litlle known or deficient for 
either regeneration and persistence within the 
pasture syslem or seed availability to farmers 
for adoption and diffusion. Thus stralegic 
research on seed-related constraints is 
essential. 
The seed biology of species in advanced 
evaluation categories will involve progressively 
characterizing such components as flowering, 
seed set, seed recovery, and seed yield and 
quality. Species profiles will be defined for 
Centrosema rofundifolium, Arachis pintoi, and 
others. Major constraints of each species will 
then be identified. Possible solutions to lhe 
major constraints of seed issues of key species 
will be sought, by specific research project(s), 
e.g., seed recovery and seed quality in A. 
pintoi; seed qualíty of Brachiaría spp.; and 
seed yield of S, guianensis. Such research will 
be conducted at the most relevant locations in 
collaboration with the TFP's Regional Agrono-
mists, national institutions, the private sector, 
and others. Collectively, lhese projects will also 
lead to improved definition of the role of envi-
ronmental factors (photoperiod, moisture, etc,) 
and management on seed yield and quality of 
key species. 
Model seed supply systems will be defined 
and monitored for key species wilhin different 
target environments (e.g" small farmers in 
forest margins, mechanized commercial farm-
ers in savannas) in conjunction with the 
Program's Economists and AEPs. 
The TFP's Regional Agronomists and olher 
CIA T Programs (lOS, Savannas, and Forest 
Margins) will promote wider participation in 
seed supply activities (production, commercial-
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ization, and researeh) by regional networks and 
local government and nongovernmental 
institutions. 
Línkages.Close collaboratíon wilh CIA T's 
BRU and other, external, speeialized researeh 
institutions will help ensure rapid progress in 
understanding Ihe meehanisms responsible for 
ecologícal adaptation of pasture componen!s. 
Specifie areas of research wíll inelude mecha-
nisms of acid-soil adaptation, mechanisms of 
resistance to key pests and diseases, pro-
cesses affeeting quality/antiquality factors. and 
mechanisms governing flowering and seed se!. 
Expected outputs. These are: 
Improved understanding of plant adaptation 
mechanisms to acid soils will contribute to 
the development of better screening tech 
níques to evaluate genetically altered 
materials (e.g., Brachiaria and Stylosanthes 
spp.). 
Knowledge on dynamics of soí! improve 
ment in legume-based pasture systems will 
help identífy key indicators of soil enhance 
men!. 
More efficient regional testíng willlead to 
durable resistance lo biotic stress and 
increased opportunities for genetic improve 
men!. 
Identification of tannin thresholds and 
within-species genetic variability for this trai! 
willlead to more reliable screeníng of 
legume species. 
Species profiles of propagation potentíal for 
species in advanced categories and identifi 
cation of species-specifíc constraints. 
Advances in research melhodology. 
Improved links with networks. 
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Objective 3. Developing improved for-
age plants 
Genetic manipulation through applied plant 
breeding and biotechnology will be used lo 
address discrete, well-defined conslraints of 
important herbaceous species for acid-soí! 
lowlands where these canno! be overcome by 
relianee on introduced germplasm. As most 
tropical forage specíes have nol been subject 
to genetic improvement, applied plant breeding 
activi!íes wíll be complemented by strategic 
studies of the genetics of eritical attributes and 
their inleractions with envirenmental factors, 
breedíng methodologíes, and manipulation of 
reproductive mode to íncrease the efficiency of 
genetie advance. 
During Ihe planned period, applied plant 
breeding activities will be foeused on Ihe 
genera Brachiaria and Stylosanthes, with the 
possible later addition of Centrosema spp. 
(disease resistance, seed yield, and persis-
tence); Panicum maximum (better acid- soil 
adaptation); and/or Desmodium heterocarpum 
(= D. ovalífofium) (forage quality). Advanced 
cellular and molecular biotechniques will be 
appfied for genetic improvement of acid-soil 
adaptation to Ihe most promising genera, 
Brachíaria and Arachís. 
Actívity 1. Improving Brachiaria. 
In Brachiaria, Ihe major objectives are to 
incorporate genetic resistance to spittlebug and 
improved nutritíonal quafíty (lVDMD) in apomie-
tic genotypes that are well adapted to infertife 
acid soils. Genetic mechanisms contrelling 
Ihese attributes, as wefl as reproductive mode, 
will be studied in close collaboration with 
colleagues at EMBRAPA-CNPGC. 
Actívity 2. Improvíng Stylosanthes. 
The TFP will initiate a project in the Brazil· 
ian Cerrados to enhance seed yield potential 
and disease resistance of selected promising 
accessions of S. guianensis, as wefl as to 
study host-plant resistanee and pathogen 
variation for anlhracnose of S. capitata. 
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Activity 3. Improving acld-soil 
adaptation. 
The former TPP identified a number of 
highly promising forage species during screen-
ing and evaluation of germplasm for adaptation 
in lhe larget area. Further improvement of 
these species will require physiological and 
genetic characterizalion lo identify the key 
traits that can be combined to improve their 
performance. This will be achieved by an 
integrated approach that involves conventional 
genetic enhancement and new biotechnologi-
cal lools. The TPP has already used materíals 
derived from tissue culture techniques (soma-
clonal variants of Stylosanthes spp.). To define 
physiological mechanisms responsible for 
adaptation lo acid soils, TFP will extend this 
work to olher key species such as Brachiaría 
and Arachis spp. Cellular and molecular bio-
techniques will be used further to characterize 
improved germplasm with desirable traits. 
Linkages. Very active collaboration is 
anticipated wilh BRU and GRU at CIAT and 
EMBRAPA-CNPGC in Brazil during the 
planned period. 
Expected outputs. These are: 
Spittlebug-resistant Brachiaria hybríds 
adapted to low-fertility acid soils. 
Progress in improving seed yield polential 
and disease resistan ce in Siylosanthes spp. 
Progress in identifying planls with improved 
adaptation to acid soils. 
Advances in research methodology. 
Objective 4. Defining interactions be-
tween germplasm and environment 
The TFP deals with a wide range of diverse 
species and does not focus upon a single crop 
species. As a result, the classical genotype x 
environment interactions analysis has limited 
relevance, except for certain key species (e.g., 
Brachíaria spp.) lo which il will be applied. 
For Ihe present operational plan, environ-
men! is considered as the sum of all extemal, 
nongenetic, abiotic, and biotic factors that 
influence plant performance. 1I is further com-
plicated by management and economic forces 
that ínfluence the role of forages in farming 
systems. Factors of overriding importance in 
assessing plant adaplation are productivity, 
disease and pes! resistance, and persistence 
under contrasling managements. 
The TFP's larget area includes a diverse 
range of environments and economic condi-
tions. The ideal forage would have general 
utility across the target area, Le., broad adapta-
tion. The reality is that no such forage exists. 
The challenge is to provide a portfolio of 
germplasm options (different species and 
cultivars) to fulfill the specific requirements of 
environmenlal diversity. While some species of 
grasses such as Brachiaria have shown broad 
adaptation, most legumes tend lo have narrow 
adaptation, e.g., S. capítata, which shows a 
strong preference for lighter texture soils. 
In the late 19705, Ihe former TPP made a 
detailed physical characterization of its larget 
ecosystems, which since provided the frame of 
reference for its strategies. Subsequent germ-
plasm evaluation by the TPP and RIEPT 
provided a vast database on the overall adap-
tation of a large number of genera, species, 
and accessions. Regression and pattern 
analysis of the data simplified interpretation of 
differences in species adaptation, for example, 
in Andropogon gayanus, Stylosanthes 
guíanensis, S. capítata, Brachiaria dictyoneura, 
and a limited number of Centrosema spp. 
The TFP will quantify key biotic and abiotic 
environmental variables to understand adapta-
tion al species level, and will use empirical and 
mechanistic models to idenlify better niche 
specificity. In collaboration with other CIA T 
programs, greater emphasis will be placed on 
this area for selected key species. 
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This approach will enable TFP to rationalize 
relative priorities for different key species. For 
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example, a species such as Arachis pintoi may 
have broader adaptation to a number of eco-
logical niches and therefore more utility, or the 
dimension of those niches may be much 
greater than for another species with narrow 
adaptation to edaphic, climatic, and manage-
men! condi!ions. 
A ctivity 1. Identification of agroeco-
logical n/ches2• 
Rigorous analysis of regional trial data will 
be used to determine the range ot ecological 
adaptation of key species and genotypes within 
species. Explicit definition of the optimal agro-
ecological niches for each will therefore result. 
Act/vity 2. Evaluatlon in prototype 
production systems. 
The performance of advanced germplasm 
in prototype production systems wíll be 
evaluated by the TFP's Regional Agronomists 
in close collaboration with the AEPs. The 
interactions between forage germplasm and 
production systems will therefore be better 
understood. 
Linkages. Evaluation of a genotype within 
production systems will require close collabora-
tion between the AEPs, the Genotype x Envi-
ronment Specialist and the Program's Econo-
mists. The appropriate niches will be deter-
mined within the production system options for 
each agroecosystem in which the components 
of the germplasm portfolio might best be 
exploited. Modeling will playa key role to 
determine the oulcome of the multiple options 
at this leveL A multidisciplinary team, including 
the TFP and the AEPs, will seek understanding 
of the systems' components so to construct 
meaningful models. The pasture development 
unit of the former TPP, with sorne enhance-
ments, provides a prototype of the leam ap-
proach envisaged, The Genotype x Environ-
ment Specialis! will playa key role by bringing 
germplasm from the TFP to the AEPs and 
together with the economists, facilitating f~ed-
2 A geographical area for which a particular speales 
or cultivar Is especlally filled. 
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back trom the AEPs to appropriate specialists 
in theTFP, 
Collaboration will ínitially be with the Sa-
vanna Program where a large portfolío of 
germplasm already exists in advanced stages 
and where technological options are clearer. 
Collaboration and feedback with the remaining 
AEPs will be developed progressively as 
agroecological niches become better defined, 
Expected outputs. These are: 
Improved definition of range of agronomic 
adaptation and major envíronmental 
constraints for key specíes, 
Identífication of geographícal areas 
(niches), their magnitude, and characteris 
ties, 
Feedback of knowledge to TFP (to gener 
ate better materials through screening and 
improvement), AEPs and networks. 
Improved congruence of selected forage 
species, associations, and management 
within specific production systems, 
Institutional Linkages 
Links with CIA T's Programs and 
Units 
Close collaboration with other CIA T Pro-
grams and Units (Box 3) will ensure rapid 
progress in germplasm evaluation, as well as in 
germplasm development Specific areas for 
research will include germplasm characteriza-
tion (GRU), geneties of Brachiaria (BRU), 
pathogen diversity of anthracnose (Bean 
Program) and resistance in Stylosanthes, clean 
seed production (VRU), resistance to or toler-
ance of spittlebug and ants (Rice Program), 
taxonomy and phylogenetic relationships of 
Brachiaria and Arachis spp. (GRU), and chemi-
cal characterization of tannins in legumes 
(BRU). 
Close collaboration is also anticipated tor 
defining factors that contribute to adaptation 
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Box 3. The TroplcalFóragesProgram's IInks with other CIATPrograms and Units. 
CIAT Program or Unlt Type of Interactlon Index ('JI.) 
i:tice Rice-pasture syslems, anls, spittlebug 10 
Seans RhiZobium. mycorrhizae. anthracnosa, 5 
quality aspects 
Cassava Mycorrhizae. erasion control 5 
GRU Germplasm acquisition, characleriZation 10 ' 
aRU Specles enhancement. plantmechanisms 10 
VRU Clean saed, viral díseases 5 
LandUsa Ecological niches 10 
Savannas Performance 20 
Hillside$ Performance 5 
Forest Marglns PerformanCe 10 
lOS Seed systems. training. informstion. 10 
project designo nelworks 
Tolal 
and productivity, The specifíc areas of research 
will ínclude mechanísms of acid-soll adaptation 
(BRU); rhízosphere biology (Beans. Rice. and 
Cassava), mechanísms of resistance to or 
tolerance of key pests (Rice) and diseases 
(Beans), processes affecting quality/ antiquality 
factors (BRU and Beans); and mechanísms 
goveming flowering. seed seto and seed supply 
(GRU. BRU. and lOS). Close collaboratíve links 
with Ihe Resource Management Research 
Dívision are al so antícípated to ídentify níches 
and obtain feedback on Ihe performance of key 
materíals ín prototype productíon systems. 
Links wíth other institutions 
The TFP wíll maintaín íts tradítionallínkages 
wilh NARls lhrough a range of aclívílíes withín 
the RIEPT network. partícularly with regard to 
germplasm evaluation. Together with network 
100 
steeríng committees and lOS, needs for spe-
cialized training will be identified. The TFP and 
IDS will then help develop and ímplement 
appropriate training events in conjunclion wilh 
other relevanl instítutíons, subjecl lo Ihe avail-
abílity of funds. 
Links with advanced research ínstítulíons 
wíll be expanded, especially for collaboralíve 
studies on genetie improvement and on factors 
of adaptation and productivity. 
Collaborative projects between NARls and 
GIA T's AEPs will provide connections with 
development-oriented organizations. In tum, 
the latter will aet as a bridge lo primary 
producers for studies on prototype production 
systems. 
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Table 8. Tropical Forages Programo Revised budget tor 1992 and projected budgets tor 
core activities tor 1993-1998 (SYs = Senior Slaff years). 
(Constant 1992 US$'OOO) 
1992 I 1993 ·····-19-9-4~1-1-9-95-~-,9-9-6~-1-9-97~ 1998-
:--,---'-----+---+-,----'-----,--+---,-----j-.............. -









r 1 C-6-00--+-,-111-6-00-+-,+--6QO-t--,+--620 
"/Off, 01 Leader (G/E interaction) 




190 r ~:t~:t:::y : :: : :: : 1:: : :: : :: 
.,,' i Entomology 0.5 100 0,5 100 0,5 100 0.5 100 0.5 100 I 0,5 








, Quality/Ruminant nutrition 1 190 ' 1 190 1 190 1 190 1 190 1 190 1 190 i 
,;f Seed biology 1 180 1 180 1 180 1 180 1 180 1 180 1 180 
Economlcs 85 - 65 - 85 - 65 - 85 - 65 - 85 





40 40 40 40 40 
-
Screenlng: Soulh America 
Screening: Cenlral Amerlca 
Screening: Soulhest Asia 
1 220 1 220 1 220 1 220 1 220 1 220 1 220 
1 210 1 210 1 210 1 210 " 210 1 210 1 210 
- - - - - - .- - 1 i 210 1 210 1 210 
Tolal • 9.5 2.615 9,5 2.395 9.5 i 2,395 9,5 2,395110.~J~.:.625 10.5 2,625 10.5 2,625 
Resource Allocation and 
Requirements 
Table 8 shows the Senior Staff positions 
needed to execute the Tropical Forages 
Program's operational plan during 1993-1998, 
and the costs associated with Ihe various 
research sections. A summary description of 
each Senior Slaff posítion proposed for the 
planning period follows. 
Description of Senior Staff 
Positions 
Office of Leader. Supervises, coordi-
nates, and guides the establishment of 
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priorities and implementation of forage germ-
plasm development strategies and activities; 
promotes interdisciplinary activities: establishes 
links with other CIA T Programs and Units and 
with national and intemational institutions. 
Germplasm. Responsible for the acquisí-
tion of forage gem1plasm through exchange 
and direct collection in collaboration with the 
GRU: conducts preliminary agronomic evalua-
tíon and develops evaluation procedures, 
Genetics. Responsible for genetic charac-
terization of key specíes and the genetic 
enhancement of specífic sttríbules of these; 
develops novel methodologies for the genetíc 
improvement of largely unknown tropical forage 
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species, induding methodologies for efficient 
genetíc recomblnation and for the assessment 
of gene tic variation; produces advanced prog-
enies tor decentralized testing. 
Pathology. Carrles out surveys to detect 
and Identify pathogens in Ihe collection; re-
sponsible for research on Ihe epidemiology of 
the main palhogens affecting key grass and 
legume species; develops reliable screening 
criteria; defines mechanisms of resistance to 
key diseases; and contributes to clean seed 
multiplícation. 
Entomology. Surveys the insect pests 
affecting the forage germplasm collection; 
carries out research on plant-pest interactions 
to identify appropriate screening criteria for key 
species. 
Plant nutrition. Responsible for research 
on the mechanisms of acid-soil adaptation in 
contrasting selected species of grasses and 
herbaceous legumes; contributes to the devel-
opment of reliable screening indices and to 
multidisciplinary research on plant-soil interre-
lationships. 
Quality/ruminant nutrition. Responsible 
for identifying quality and antiquality attributes 
of promising forage species and for the devel-
opment of appropriate quality screening meth-
ods. 
Seed biology. Conducts strategic research 
on factors affecting flowering, seed set, and 
seed quality; supports national programs to 
conduct collaborative research and pro motes 
the evolutíon of effective seed supply systems. 
Screening: South America (Cerrados and 
Forest Margins). Responsible for the agro-
nomic evaluatíon of forage germplasm in the 
Cerrados and Fores! Margins ecosystems; 
coordinates and analyzes multilocational lrials 
in the regions. 
Screening: Central Ameriea (Hillsides 
and Forest Margins). Responsible for the 
agronomic evaluation of forage germplasm; 
coordinates and analyzes multilocational Iríais 
in the region. 
Screening: Southeast Asia. Responsible 
for establishing of a major screening site for 
inltial agronomic evaluation in cooperation 
with an appropriate national program; coordi-
nates the exchange of germplasm and 
information across the region and with 
CSIRO. 
Tabla 9. Tropical Forages Programo Revised budget for 1992 and projected budgets for 
complementary activities lor 1993-1998 (SYs Senior Staff years). 
(Constanl 1992 US$'OOO) 
... ~ ... ,------..... 
! I 1992 
, 
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 
; Senior Staff Position 'Yo Amount BY' Amount BYo ArnOllnt BY, Amount OY, ArnOlo.lnt $Y. Aftlo\.mt .yo Amounl 
;""""' ---------~~.- -
Soreening: Southeast Asia 1 210 1 210 1 210 1 210 - - - - - -
Soreening: Africa - 1 200 1 200 1 230 1 230 1 230 1 230 
Ecophysiology - - - - 1 200 1 230 1 230 1 230 1 230 
Stability 01 savanna resources 1 166 1 : 166 1 113 - - - - - - -
Germplasm biology - 91 -. 76 - 76 - 76 - 76 - 76 - 76 
In vilro management 01 









Genotype x Environment. Conducts 
rígorous analysís of regional tríal data to íden-
tify ecologícal niches for key species; evaluates 
the performance of advanced germplasm in 
prototype production systems; and interacts 
with AEPs and LUP to facilítate feedback to 
appropríate specialists in the TFP. 
Complementary Activities 
Pastura germplasm screening in South-
east Asia. Thís activity will depend on special 
project funds to sereen pasture germplasm. In 
1996, this aetivity will become a eore aetivity. 
Pasture germplasm screening in West 
Africa. The Program will seek funds to estab-
lish a screening site on acid soils of subhumid 
West Afríca, staffed by a senior Regional 
Agronomist. 
Ecophysiology of forage species. Re-
sponsible tor studying the adaptation of forage 
plants used by grazing animals; develops an 
understanding of the mechanisms enabling 
forage plants to remain productive and persis-
tent in mixed swards under selective grazing by 
ruminant animals. 
Table 9 eontains the projected budgets for 




RESOURCE MANAGEMENT RESEARCH 
Social and economic forces drive agricul-
tural development in tropical America. The 
region has abundant land, but also has rural 
areas of extreme poverty and unequalland 
distribution, where the natural resource base is 
already severely degraded. The results are 
social conflict and a naturallandscape being 
rapidly, sometimes irreversibly, devastated. 
The rapid clearance of natural forests in 
recent years has brought relatively small gains 
in food production, beca use cleared areas 
often revert to bush within a few years. This 
futile destruction of natural resourees is the 
region's most eloquent argument for promoting 
effective land use strategies and policíes. 
Tropical America is home to the world's 
largest surviving tropical forest, a resource 
under increasing pressure. Fores! clearance 
and expansion of cultivated areas have been 
traditional sources of economic growth in Ihe 
region. From 20% to 30% of production in-
creases in the 1980s was from area expansion, 
mainly in the savannas and forested areas. 
Extemal pressures on the forests are 
generated by land speculators altracted by 
policy incentives, as well as by shifting cultiva-
tors emigrating from the hillsides, foreed to 
abandon their land because of soil degradation 
or lack of adequate water. Olhers have left 
overcrowded, impoverished areas to join 
voluntary resettlement schemes in search of 
land and a belter life. Intemal pressures on the 
forests stem from Ihe degrading "slash-and-
burn" practices adopted by those who must eke 
out a living from that ecosystem. 
In the mid-altitude hillsides, pressures from 
growing populations and expanding economies 
are causing overexploitation of the natural 
resources to satisfy immediate needs. Conse-
quently, the depletion of soils, forests, and 
other vital resources exceeds the renewal 
rates. Secondary problems such as soil 
erosion, sedimentation of dams, and water 
pollution are reaching criticallevels. This 
"mining" of Ihe environment gives farmers 
short-term subsistence, but leads to long-term 
decreases in food production, income, and 
general welfare. 
Concern is growing both within and outside 
tropical America about the environmental 
consequences of these increasing pressures 
on marginallands. In the past, the region's 
priority has been development This trend will 
prevail in the 1990s, as countries try to make 
up for Ihe "losl decade" of the 1980s. But if 
future development is to be sustainable, it must 
be environmentally sound, wilh minimal ad-
verse effects on the resource base. Develop-
ment mus! also be economically viable in both 
ihe short and long term, and compatible with 
local cultures and political systems. 
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Although these concems extend far beyond 
the challenge of increasing agricultural produc-
tivity in the region--incorporating global issues 
such as the protection of biological diversity 
and regional questions about ihe intrinsic value 
of the conservation of nature-CIAT research-
ers can no longer ignore the specific links 
between agricultural research and the natural 
resource problems facing tropieal Ameriea. 
CIA T's germplasm research strategies ean 
hardly succeed in raising overall agricultural 
output in a region where ihe inherent produc-
tive potential of the resouree base is declining 
sharply. This is particularly true where more 
and more of ihe poores! people in tropical 
Ameriea, who depend on CIA T's mandate 
crops-eassava, beans, upland rice--live in 
areas of marginal or tragile soils. For them. 
germplasm improvement alona ean never 
compensate for the productivity lost annually 
from soil erosion, leaching of nutrients, and 
staadily declining fertility, which result from 
inappropriate land use and lack of soil 
conservation. 
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CIA T's research goal in Resource Manage-
menl, as stated in the Strategic Plan, is "to 
improve the management of resources avail-
able for agriculture in tropical Ameriea, such 
that gains in tood outputs and other commodi-
ties are compatible with long-term preservation 
of the resource base." 
Possible alternatives for achieving this goal 
are to increase productivity of well-endowed 
areas, and to shift pressures to underpopulated 
lands. CIAT will focus on both approaches. 
Genetic research al CIAT ean produce 
technology that would help solve so me of the 
region's worst natural resource problems and 
contribute to agricultural productivity. First, by 
continually increasing productivity on better 
endowed areas some relíef ean and must be 
provided for overexploited and underproductive 
lands. Second, improved varietíes, character-
ized by low-input requirements, may contribute 
simultaneously to increasing food production 
for poor people and achieving conservation 
objectives. 
Resource management will also focus on 
the more fragile environments. CIA T believes 
that increasing the productivily of cleared lands 
will deflect social and market pressures from 
the fragile resource base. Regionally, Ihat 
means increasing the productivity of savannas 
and reverting the degradation of hillsides lo 
absorb immigration and slow the rate of 
outmigratíon. 
But appropriate policy incentives and 
disincentives mus! be initiated before sustain-
able land use alternatives ean become viable 
development options. These policies should 
modify Ihe economic behavior of land users by 
changing the allocation of costs and benefits. 
Information is needed on economic causes and 
effects of land degradation, and on how to 
effect politically viable changes in the institu-
lional system. 
elAT's Role in Resource Management Research 
Sustainability issues result from disparities 
between prívate and social benefits and costs. 
Historíeally, CIA T's initial contributions to a 
sustainable approach focused on productivity, 
mainly through the development of improved 
vaneties that are resistan! lo insects and 
diseases. Society benefited from increased 
food availability, lower príces, reduced 
environmental pollulion, and preserved 
biodiversity. elA T's germplasm collection, 
preservation, and utilization contributed to the 
arrest of genetic erosion; while germplasm 
development helped cut pollution by building 
resistant gene pools. Equity aspects were 
further tackled in a second stage, promoting 
development mainly through marketing studies 
and innovative participatory methods that 
brought small farmers into the research pro-
cess. CIAT has now evolved lo Ihe stage of 
emphasizing research on the social costs of 
sustainabílíty. 
Social Costs 
Additional social costs of intensified land 
use in agriculture are increased environmental 
pollution and land degradation. Resource 
management research will complement germ-
plasm development by focusing on degradation 
of land resources, mainly through research on 
both land use strategies and policies and 
integrated nutríent management. 
The focus on land use strategies and 
policíes deals with incentives fer long-term 
development. Markets are seldom adapted to 
deal wilh respensibilities over generatíons, or 
to common ownership ef property. They usually 
respond to short-term signals, whích ean 
mislead if applíed to !he long-term needs of 
sustainable agriculture. Fiscal and other incen-
tives are, therefore, needed to incorporate land 
degradation costs into economic analyses. 
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Otherwise, free markel torces driven by short-
term benefits could causa naglact of social 
needs, and exhaustion of resourcas essential 
for the future. 
Research on integrated nutríent manage-
ment should focus on reducing production 
costs by decreasing !he need tor extemal 
inputs and maximizing efficiency in the use of 
needed inputs. This requires biologically based 
mechanisms relying on multispecíes systems in 
5patial and temporal arrangements !ha! exploit 
ecological compatibility among soil5, plants, 
animals, and management practices: forming a 
"mosaic' across Ihe landscape. 
80th policy and nutríent-cycling research 
should be 5upported by Ihe development of 
geographical information systems that facilitate 
their integration inlo sustainable land use 
altematives. 
CIAT's Comparative Advantages 
We cannot set research prioríties for spe-
cific area-basad studies at this stage; they can 
only be determined after choosing representa-
tive study areas tor each agroecosystem and 
assessing comparative advantages of partnar 
institutions. Nevertheless, CIA T has obvious 
comparative advantages in fields that address: 
1. Issues of technology needs and factors 
!hat affect theír adoption by: 
understanding relationships among policíes, 
farmers' decísion making, and changas ín 
productivíty and land degradation; and 
analyzing land use strategies that make 
private benefits compatible wilh social 
costs. 
2. Issues related lo technology options !hat 
maximize Ihe efficient use of extemal inputs, 
and so minimize their use and negative 
environmental impact by: 
Designing spatial and temporal arrange-
menls of multispecies systems, thereby 
addressing lrade-offs in production and 
conservation. 
Modeling biological processes that improve 
soíl fertility in tropical acid soils, thereby 
synchronizing plant demand with nutrient 
availability Ihrough the quantity, quality, and 
timing of organic and inorganic inputs. 
3. Information lo support decision making 
by building: 
Spatial databases on nalural resources, 
and socioeconomic information. 
Production and environmental impact 
models. 
Expert systems on management and policy. 
Strategy evaluation programs. 
Operational Strategies 
We shall pursue strategies that integrate 
the ecological, economic, social, and political 
dimensions that underpin sustainability in 
agroecosystems and associated social sys-
. tems. This requires biophysical and socioeco-
nomic research to be carríed out at the ecosys-
tem and farm levels to assess Ihe potential tor 




Ecosystem studies al regionallevel address 
the economic feasibility, political viabiHty, and 
ecological stability of existing land use systems 
and altematives. Specifically, ecosyslem 
studies compare exisling and potentialland 
uses by evaluating bolh the resource base and 
socioeconomic and polítical opportunities. 
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Ecosystem research seeks to explore 
issues such as crop suitability and comparative 
advantages across agroecosystems; 
relationships among different production 
systems in space and time and their 
implicatíons for production and íncome; 
environmental impact; and policy incentives 
and disincentives. 
Farm Level 
The main researeh focus at the farm level is 
the generation of technologies tha! satisfy 
objectives of both farmer and society. 
Constraints and opportunities in existing 
farming systems will be studied, with the main 
objective of íncreasing long-term stability and 
reducing short-term risks; probably through 
combinations of species and cropping pattems. 
But we canno! address agroecosystem and 
farm level issues separately. Both must be 
addressed in an interactive manner, so they 
can complement one another. 
Institutional Cooperation 
Although the vas! majority of the resouree 
management research undertaken by the 
RMRD will have global significance, the three 
Agroecosystem Programs and the Land Use 
Program will focus primarily on the specific 
environmental challenges of tropical America. 
This ecoregional approach will help provide an 
agenda tor research and greater opportunities 
for cooperation among intemational, regional, 
national, and local institutions concemed with 
agricultural production and natural resource 
management as they relate specifically to 
tropical America. Ultimately, a major extemal 
objective of the Division is, in cooperation with 
govemments, intemational agencies, and 
nongovemmental organizations, to promote 
"the design of land use options aimed at 
optimizing social retums to agriculture under 
different trade-off scenarios between produc-
tion and conservation." 
Interinstitutional cooperation will help us 
reach our goals within available resources. 
Existing institutions have expertise in different 
aspects of sustainability, but each operates 
within a compartmentalized framework, not 
retlecting the Iinks between environment and 
development. Consequently, most policies are 
designed without considering their effects on 
natural resourees. 
But no institution can effectively address all 
dimensions. Sustainable agriculture empha-
sizes interdependencies, and that requires 
broad-based collaboration. Thus, different 
institutions must focus on agreed research 
agendas that toster complementarity. Mecha-
nisms should encourage and facílitate collabo-
ration among national, regional, and intema-
tional research systems. 
We see two mechanisms linking institutions 
vertically and horizontally. Verfica/linkages will 
be used to integrate research and development 
efforts at ecosystem and farm levels. These 
efforts will be carried out in specific geographic 
areas, where interactions can be recognized 
and investígated. We will collaborate through 
consortía of institutions operating at various 
levels, ranging from farm production to policy 
planning. 
The active participatíon of all consortía 
members in Ihe identification, planning, imple-
mentation, and evaluation of R & D activities is 
key lo this vertical mechanism. CIAT plans two 
contributions to consortia activities. First, we 
wíll assume research responsibilities based on 
our comparative advantages, identified through 
joint planning with consortia partners. Second, 
if partners so desire, CIA T will act as a con-
vener, catalyzer, and facilitator. 
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Horizontal Iínkages have a double purpose. 
First, they should systematically capture across 
the agroecosystem the rich variety of existing 
indigenous and exotíc knowledge through 
cross-sectional and longitudinal studies !hat 
analyze the agroecological and socioeconomic 
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rationale vis-a-vis the development of improved 
land use alternatives. Second, this type of 
mechanism will facilitate information sharing 
and discussion of issues relevant to sustain-
able research management within the agroeco-
system. Agroecosystem databases and publi-
cation of newsletlers will be key media; training 
and communicatíons will be essential to 
strengthen institutional capabílities. CIA T's role 
will be lo organize and coordinate Ihe resulting 
network, including the development of project 
databases and publication of newslelters. 
Organizational Structure 
Faur programs will develap two 
approaches: 
The Agroecosystem Programs will study 
agroecolagical and socioeconomic trends in 
farming systems of Ihree agroecosystems, 
to identify strategic issues in, and carry out 
research on technologies for, sustainable 
agricultural developmenl. 
The Land Use Program contributes to the 
development of altemative land use pat-
tems that optimize social returns under 
different trade-off scenarios between 
production and conservation. Such palterns 
will emerge from analyses of how policy 
instruments influence farmers' land use 
decisions and Iheir consequences on 
resource productivity and degradatíon. 
Outputs of land use studies will be used by 
the Agroecosyslem and Germplasm Programs 
to generate component technologies and 
corresponding management practices, adapted 
to designed land use options. The Land Use 
and Agroecosystem Programs are comple-
mented by Germplasm Programs to increase 
the biological limits and efficiency of commodí-
tíes and Ihe management ímplications of 
potential technological changes. 
Each approach will have scientists in 
headquarter-based (HQ) and area-based 
teams (Al, operating in selected geographic 
areas. The HQ teams will work mainly through 
horizontal mechanisms in Ihe analysis of data 
from different areas to ídenlify patterns and 
develop principies. The A teams and 
associated partners in the area-based 
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consortla will work mostly through vertical 
mechanisms, to conduct field research and 
development studies on alternative production 
systems and corresponding social 
organizatíons. 
Area-based research on farm level issues 
will also serve four other purposes. First, il will 
provide large! areas tor an inlegraled approach 
to land use among CIA T and partner institu-
tions. Second, such study areas will be experi-
mental grounds for both central and comple-
mentary teams to test methodologies and to 
acquire hands-on biophysical and socioeco-
nomic research experience. Third, the study 
areas will provide location-specific dala on 
research and development links fundamental 
lo the building of databases. Fourth, they will 
serve as "role model" sites for complementary 
research programs, and pravide a training 
ground tar interinstítutíonal teams who wish lo 
follow a similar approach in other 
agroecosystems. 
In summary, program scienlists assigned lo 
HQ teams will conduct research at the agro-
ecosyslem level, and those on A leams al the 
area leveL The study area scíentists wíll team 
up with other consortium scientísts from na-
tional and intematíonal institutions to imple-
ment joínt projects. 
CIA T's comparative advanlages in resource 
management research will Ihen be developed 
through complementary efforts of Land Use, 
Agroecosystem, and Germplasm Programs. 
Social scíentísts from all three Iypes of pro-
grams will use a working group mechanism to 
develap projects on "technology needs" ¡ssues 
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of common interest around policy and farmer 
decision-making research. For example, for the 
soil-plant focus in "technology oplion" issues, 
soil scienlists in the Agroecosystem Programs 
and plant nutritionists in the Germplasm 
Programs will devote part of their time lo 
common projects, developed by a working 
group on integrated nutrienl management. 
The Resource Managemenl Research 
Division is directed by Ihe Deputy Director 
General (Resource Management). The finan-
cial resources assigned to that office are listed 
in Tables on p. 95 and 97 as "Research 
Management" under the rubric "Resource 
Management" 
The Deputy Director General (Resource 
Management) also directs and coordinates the 
use of the financial resources in the area of 
Resource Management Research referred to 
as "Strategic Research Initiatives" (see Tables 
on p. 95 and 97 ). These resources are meant 
to support new strategic initiatives. The major-
ity of such initiatives are to be carried out as 
inter-program research projects. In this form, 
new research iniliatives will further foster the 
integration of efforts wilhin and across Ihe two 
research divisions. Most projects funded 
through the mechanism of "Strategic Research 
Initiatives" are likely to include collaboralive 
arrangements with advanced research 
institutions. 
Agroecosystem Programs 
Although each program will focus on a 
particular ecosystem with its own objectives, 
the program teams will follow a common 
melhodological approach to developing prolo-
Iypes of production systems for suslainable 
agricultural development. This common 
approach will combine farm experimentation in 
selected study areas (micro-basins) with spe-
cific observations from projects associaled in a 
network across agroecosystems. Site-specific 
experimentation and observations will produce 
empirical agroecological and socioeconomic 
data on research and development issues. 
These data and those from associated projects 
will be incorporated into agroecosystem 
databases. These will be used through GIS to 
study the relationships among field studies and 
to test hypotheses on the impact of land use 
on production and conservation at different 
levels of aggregation. 
Objectives 
Each of the three Agroecosyslem Programs 
and Ihe Land Use Program has its own specific 
objectives (see Box 4), which are highly 
complementary and closely interlinked wilh 
those of olher CIA T programs. These objec-
tives should also complemenl those of sister 




At headquarters, the program teams wíll: 
Develop and test melhodologies for "tech· 
nology oplion" studies wilh emphasis on 
policy/farmer decision-making relationships 
vis-a-vis technology design, and on plant-
soil relationships in multispecies syslems on 
acid soils, Ihereby providing feedback to 
ongoing research in area-based consortia. 
Analyze data obtained from research and 
development activities in sites operating 
under contrasting circumstances. Pattems 
can thus be identified from which principies 
can be derived. 
Pro mote effective and efficienl interinstilu-
lional collaboration. True partnership will be 
based on shared objectives, work plans 
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embodied in feasible research agendas, 
responsive communication systems, and 
effective leadership and coordination. 
Provide information to interested parties lo 
help develop sustainable production sys-
tems compatible with alternative land use 
stralegies. 
Area-based activities will complement those 
developed by consortia partners working on a 
common research agenda. Activities for each 
area-based research program will be carried 
out in four maln slages: (1) characterization of 
land use syslems; (2) selection of research 
study areas; (3) diagnosis of land use systems 
and identification of management alternatives; 
and (4) generation of prototype technologies. 
Although lhese four stages are presented in a 
logical sequence, they, nevertheless, form a 
dynamic and iterative process. Because avail-
able knowledge for each stage differs across 
ecosyslems, timing of efforts to achieve ex-
pected outputs will differ. Although activities 
under Stage 4 will be initíated within lhis plan-
ning period, lhey will certainly extend lo lhe 
next period. 
Stage 1. Characterize land use systems. 
The first slep toward identifying and design-
ing sustainable production alternatives is to 
characterize existing farming systems in terms 
of productivity, equity, and conservatíon. 
Primary data and published and secondary 
information will be collected, analyzed, and 
interpreted. Particular reference will be given to 
existing constraints and opportunilies for 
system interventíon. 
Land use inventories within agroecosys-
tems have been built upon the agroecozone 
characterization work already done by the 
Agroecological Studies Unit for CIA T's strategic 
planning exercise. The most important land use 
systems within those agroecosystems have 
also been further characterized by combining 
ínformation on land units (set by the physical 
environment) with Ihat on management units 
(production objectives and resources). Institu-
tions and/or projects operating in each 
agroecozone have also been identified. 
Based on such developments, the process 
of selectíng research study areas has been 
iniliated in all three agroecosystems. 
Stage 2. Se/ect research studyareas. 
Because land use studies examine both the 
ecological and developmental ímplications of 
technologies on lhe environment, research 
areas must ¡nclude several farms within a 
catchmenl contexto Their selection would be 
guided by a sel of criteria worked out with 
partner institutíons, who. in turn, must be 
identífied. 
Logistics indícate that only two research 
areas can be selected for each agroecosys-
temo They should comprise a minimal number 
of contrasting situations, depending on differ-
ing pressures on the resource base, farmers' 
responses to these pressures, and avaílable 
technologies. Because CIA T is international in 
nature, the sites for each agroecosystem will 
be located in at least two different countries. 
Exístíng statíons managed by national 
partner institutions may be used as experimen-
tal sites. Although major investments will be 
avoided, additional capital will be required to 
adapt or improve facilities at these staUons. 
As a result of acUvities developed in 
1991-1992, the selection process has 
advanced in aU three agroecosystems: 
HiIIsides. CIA T and its partners in the 
Central America Sustainable Agriculture Con-
sortium (CATIE, CIMMYT, IICA, IUCN) are 
selecting research sites for future coUaborative 
projects in the region. The consortium's team 
has already visited watersheds and micro-
watersheds in Panama, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, 
and Honduras. A comparative analysis led to 
the preselection of three areas in the northern 
Atlantic coast of Honduras (Iinked to the San 
Juan River Basin in Nicaragua), the Yajoa 
watershed in Honduras, and the Bayano 
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watershed in Panama. Interinstitutional teams 
are now preparing prelíminary proposals. 
Forest Margins. The consortium, in con-
junction with EMBRAPA, has chosen two broad 
regions in Brazil: one within the Amazon region 
of eastem Pará, and the other straddling Acre 
and Rondonia states. Both areas are charac-
terized by slash-and-bum agricultura, extensive 
cattle grazing, and I09glng. However, the 
histories of settlement and land distribution are 
different and offer important contrasts in prob-
lems and potential solutions. 
Savannas. As part of a jolnt effort between 
CIAT and EMBRAPA, 12 potential areas In five 
Brazllian states in the Cerrados have been 
identified and their representativeness as-
ses sed. Sorne are being selected for further 
diagnosis to develop research plans. 
Stage 3. Diagnose land use systems and 
identify management alternatives. 
To remove constraínts through ímproved 
production systems and/or new land patterns 
means designing appropriate technologies. 
However, methodologies for identifying indica-
tors of private and sodal costs and benefits of 
such systems mus! be developed if improved 
productíon systems and land use patterns are 
to reduce the frequent conflicts between sodal 
and private interests, 
This stage aims to assess farming systems 
problems and opportunities and, consequently, 
to develop hypotheses for more sustainable 
land use patterns and corresponding produo-
tion systems (see Box 4). Activities wiU involve: 
Rapid exploratory appraisals to develop 
simple, empirical models for ex ante analy-
sis of altemative farming/land use systems. 
Analysis of the various technological com-
ponents in production alternatives in order 
to understand their effects on soil/plant 
interactions. 
Workshops on each ecosystem, with par-
ticipation from partner institutions, ineluding 
local organizations, to discuss problems 
and opportunities of agroecosystems 
research. The purpose would be to identify 
alternative research approaches, common 
hypotheses and research agendas, appro-
priate divisions of labor, and potential 
experimental sites, 
Preparation of interinstitutional research 
projects for submission to appropriate 
donors. 
Stage 4. Generate prototype 
technologies. 
Through concerted efforts with partner 
institutions, CIA T can generate prototype 
production systems. As mentioned before, 
CIA T's comparative advantage lies in stralegic 
research aímed at understanding soíl/water/ 
plant relatíonships and farmer behavíoral 
pattems. Its actívíties would therefore inelude 
those required to document: 
Changes in the dynamics of nutrient cycling 
and plant growth according lo production 
systems, management practices, and land 
use intensily. 
Land allocation patterns withín and across 
farms in catchment areas under different 
land use intensíties to design sustainable 
systems for various land forms and user 
groups, 
Specific activities to be carried out by CIA T 
in area-based research will be defíned jointly 
with partners, including those from nalional 
systems, síster centers, NGOs, and interna-
tional programs of extra-regional universilies. 
Headquarter-based leams will nolonly 
contríbule lo activíties related lo the four out-
lined stages in area-based research, but will 
also identify relevant ongoing research projects 
in the agroecosystem, with the objective of 
building research networks. These networks 
would focus their activities on incorporating 
available information into research databases. 
They would be used for agroecosystem-wide 
analyses of production systems and 
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Box 4. Objectives of the Land Use and Agroecosystem Programs. 
HiIIsides Forest Margins Savannas 
, 1. Characterize the mecha- 1. Assess the possible 1. Identify key agricultural 
! nisms leading to social and environmental sustainability problems and 
resource degradation and impact of technological development opportunities 
assess technological innovation on shifting in the acid-soil savannas. 
options. cultivation. 
2. Design technological inter-
2. Generate agroecologically 2. Reduce Ihe destructive ventions tailored lo savanm 
and economically viable effects of shifting cultívaoon. environments to increase 
components, acceptable productivity, while preven!-
~ to farmers, for soil and ing or reversing resource 
water conservation and 3. Assist in the development degradation. 
management practices. of improved land use 
strategies in humid fores! 
areas. 3, Understand the biophysical 
3. Strengthen the capacity aspects of savanna produc-
of national systems to 
4, Strengthen nalional 
tion systems and their 
generale and transfer management for sustainabl 
I resource-enhancing capabilities for improving production, 
technology, forest-margin production 
systems, 
4. Strenglhen national capaci-
ties for designing and 
monitoring savanna produc-
! tion systems, 
-- -
SOURCE: CIAT in the 19905 and Beyond: A Strategic Plan 
Land Use 
1. Understand the dynamics of 
land use. 
2. Appraise policy alternatives 
for improved land use. 
3. Assess the impact on land 
use of new technologies 
and policies. 
4. Strengthen national capac-







corresponding agroecological and socioeco-
nomic processes, to derive principies in the 
form of stochastic and deterministic models. 
Expected Outputs 
As a result of these and complementary 
activities carried out by partners, outputs are 
expected to be delivered in three 3-year 
phases. 
Phase 1 outputs 
On-farm evaluation of the productive poten-
tial, cultural acceptability, and economic víabíl-
ity of "best-bet" technologies aimed al arresting 
land degradation while beíng compatible with 
socioeconomic and agroecological constraints 
and opportunities. 
Agroecosystem-wide networks of relevant 
research projects. 
Initiation of measurement of sustaínability 
indicators and strategic coefficients for the 
understanding of agroecological processes. 
Mechanisms that (1) link, in a complemen-
tary fashion, institutions involved in adaptive, 
applied, and strategic research; and (2) link 
these institutions with those responsible for 
designing land use strategies and correspond-
ing policy incentives. 
Phase 2 outputs 
Assessment of the potential social and 
environmental impacts of tested technologies 
in selected study areas (e.g., income levels 
and employment opportunities, deforestation 
and soil degradation rates). This will be accom-
panied by improvements in "appropriate" 
technologies, according lo feedback on farmer 
acceptability and agroecological soundness. 
Agroecosystem-wide databases in agroeca-
logical and socioeconomic processes. 
Establishment of relationships between 
sustainable indicators and agroecological 
processes. 
Organizational schemes to facilitate the 
development and application of land manage-
ment strategies at the micro-basin or 
catchment level. These schemes should be 
linked with regional and national bodies re-
sponsible for land use polícy design and impla-
mentation. Operational information and training 
mechanisms would be developed to dissemi-
nate the approach across the agroecosystem 
networks. 
Phase 3 outputs 
Models of agroecological relationships that 
would predict the sustainability of altemative 
land use strategíes and corresponding tech-
nologies under different scenaríos, based on 
an understanding of bioeconomíc processes. 
Widespread dissemination of suslainable 
systems in study areas. 
Operational structures responsible for the 
development and management of sustaínable 
land use systems in the study areas, along with 
organizational schemes in other areas of the 
agroecosystem network. 
In terms of actual impact upon land 
degradation, by the end of Phase 2, degrada-
tion trends should be visibly declining in the 
study areas. The new policy/technology 
approach should have set in motion new 
environment-fríendly land use pattems and 
production technologies. Similar approaches 
are expected to be initiated in other areas 
across the agroecosystem. At the end of 
Phase 3, land use in the selected areas should 
have reached a new equilibrium, compatible 
with sustainable development. 
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Team Composition 
A "standard" composition for core teams in 
!he Agroecosystem Programs should include a 
social scientist specialized in farmer decision-
making processes and two specialists in inte-
grated nutrient management: one in 
multispecies systems, and cne in nutríent 
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cycling. Complementary site-based teams will 
depend on the contribution ot partner institu-
tions and on project execution phase. 
Team leaders have already been recruited 
tor the three programs, and specialists tor the 
central teams will be appointed early in 1993. 
Resource Allocation and 
Requirements 
Tables 10 to 12 show the core Senior Slaff 
positions scheduled to execute the operational 
plan of the three programs during 1993-1998, 
and the costs associated with the various 
research sections. 
Description of Senior Staff 
Positions1 
Office of Leaders. Guide and coordinate 
design and implementation of research on 
farming systems at the agroecosystem level; 
promote and coordinate multidisciplinary and 
interinstitutional activities; and establish links 
with the Land Use and Commodity Programs 
and with other institutions. 
1 Common lo Ihe Ihree programs, except as 
indicated . 
Multispecies production systems, Forest 
Margins and Hillsides. Studies the contribu-
tion of selected crops to the performance of 
altemative production systems and their re-
quirements, and identifies appropriate niches 
withín altemative systems; studies the ecologi-
cal compatibilíty among components in 
multispecies systems; and participates in 
selected, highly focused strategic research on 
soiVplant relations in production systems. 
Soils management. Forest Margins. 
Studies physicochemical soil dynamics under a 
variety of cropping systems and agronomic 
practices; and determines long-term trends in 
organic malter, mineral nutrients, and soil 
structure in terms of viability of sustainable 
systems. 
Soils management. HiIIsides. Studies 
physicochemical soil dynamics under different 
management techniques; and determines long-
term trends in organic malter, nutrients, and 
soil structure, with particular attention to ero-
sion control. 
Nitrogen cycling, Savannas. Studies 
nitrogen cycling in tropical acid soils as an 
essential component of sustainable production 
where inputs are restricted; determines effi-
ciency of nitro gen fixation and nitrogen losses 
in tropical production systems in order to 
.. -.-~.-~ .. -.-.-.-'_. __ . __ ._._-_.~_.-~----~.~-~.-'-'-'-.• ---.--.-.-. 
Table 10. Fores! Margins Programo Revised budget for 1992 and projected budgets for 
core activities for 1993-1998 (SYs = Senior Staff years). 
(Constant 1992 US$'OOO) 
:1992¡~~~--l~ 199~I:~1995T~:996T'1991"1998 
Senior Staff PO$ition SY. '~"nt "y,: A~.nti 9y.1 .... "'" sv~ ...... I.Y. A<n ..... 1 av.1:_1 sv. .... ... 1 
~;-~-::~~·C~-·--~~·-:--
Office 01 Leader 1 300 1 300 1 300 1 300 1 300 1 300 1 300 
Soils managamanl/organic 
maller - - 1 200 1 200 1 200 1 200 1 200 1 200 
Production systems - - 1 200 1 200 1 200 1 200 1 200 1 200 
i 
i , 
Anthropoiogy - - 1 200 1 200 l' 200 li 200 1 200 1 200· 
i 
LIaool41 900 I 4 i 90n 900 I .t;l r~ot~~--- _._-_ .. 4 900 ~900 '- -. 
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Table 11, HiIIsides Programo Revised budget for 1992 and projected budgets for core 
activities for 1993-1998 (SYs = Senior Staff years). 
(Constant 1992 US$'OOO) 
11992-~1 1993T 1994 1995 '1996 I '1997 1 ' 1998\ 
I Senior Staff Position ¡:-r Amount¡ SYs AmolJ~ Amoul'lt SY. Amount! sv.: Amount l SV. Amouftt - sv. Amount 
--:~e ofLeader ~~~"~?/ ,- ¡"--T300' 1 300 1 300 '1-' 300 1 23030  I -2~ -llf 3002~ 
, Solls management - - 1 230 1 230 1 230 ~ I I ~ 
SocloJogylAnthropo
b





200 GIl '1 
200
200 
, Production systems ,,- 1 200 1 
Total 1 300, 4 930 4 930 <Ir 930: 4: 930' 4 1 930 4r;; 
~_~ ___ • ____ ~ ____ ,~~_~ ___ LI __ ~ __ ~L-~ __ ~'.__ L-~~L-~, I 
Table 12, Savannas Programo Revised budget for 1992 and projected budgets for core 
activities for 1993-1998 (SYs = Senior Staff years). 




1993~11994 '--'1995-T -::r--r--- ~TAmo" .. i sv. : Amount sv., Amount , '-o Lsenior Staff Pesltion :F' SYa Amount 
\' Off. 01 Leader (CIP/L Sys\ems), 1 360 1 360 1 360 1 360 1 360 
'{ <: 
, '" 
Croplpasture syst; Cerrados 230 1 230 
Nltrogen cycling x 230 1 230 
Nutrient cycllng 230 1 230 
Ecophysiology 230 1 230 




i Llanos-based research -,-
[ '---'~~j,-t-~ -T ot81 5.5 ' 1,400 I , ____ ,, ______ ~ ___ .~l_J_~ 
design stable, economicaUy viable systems; 
studies processes that control biological fixa-
tion, sizes of nitrogen pools in soils and plants, 
and the fluxes among them; and determines 
the effects of cropping sequences--particular/y 
transfer of legume nitrogen to nonleguminous 
crops--and of strategic applications of fertilizer 
nitrogen to crops in the nitrogen cycle, particu-
larly Ihe effects on the fixation process. 
Nutrient cycling. Savannas. Studies 
mechanisms of nutrient cycling in contrasting 
1 230 1 230 230 1 230 230 
1 230 1 230 230 230 230 
1 230 1 230 230 230 1 230 
1 230 1 230 230 230 230 
0,$ 120 0.5 120 0.5 120 0.5 120 0.5 120 
I 100 -1 1001 
- - t~-+ ~ 100: -! 100 
100 
5511,~.1~Ll,=-()()L5 .sl 1,500 I 6.5: 1,SOO 
i 5.5 ¡ 1,500 
cropping systems, partlcularly phosphorus; 
evaluates nutrient pools and fluxes under 
contrasting 5011 systems, crop-pasture rota-
nons, input levels, and crop sequences; and 
develops and adjusts methodologies and 
techniques for nutrient-cycling research, 
Ecophysiology. Savannas. Studies 
factors influencing relations among plants and 
their changes caused by variations in soil and 
aerial environments, especiaUy in perennial 
agropastoral and silvopastoral systems. Seeks 
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lo understand the physiological processes 
responsible; and, based on Ihis underslanding, 
develops models, in association with other 
leam specialists, to predict the oulcome of 
particular management strategies. 
CroplPasture livestock systems, Savan-
nas (Llanos and Cerrados). Collaborates in 
the design and implementation of characteriza-
tion studies, and elaborates appropriate data-
base management 10015; and, with other leam 
specialísts, develops simulation models to 
describe and test altemative farmíng systems. 
Anthropology. Forest Margins and HiII-
sides. Collaborates in multidiscíplínary charac-
terization of farming systems, particularly of 
decísion-making processes at farm level under 
different land use intensities; assists in the 
ídentificatíon of socíoeeonomic researeh príori-
ties; and contributes to partieípatory design and 
testing of altemative farming systems with 
emphasis on management implications of new 
teehnologies. 
Eeonomics, Savannas. Studies economie 
performance of altemative farming systems; 
contributes to development and testing of 
appropriate models; participates in multidísei-
plinary characterization of farming system, and 
their microeconomic, market, and other con-
straints, and helps prioritize altemative re-
search strategies; and collaborales in the 
design and testing of bioeconomie research al 
the farming system level. 
Land Use Program 
Goal 
To eontrlbute to the fasting produetívity of 
land resources in tropical Amerlea, and to 
provide crlticaf inputs to C/A T's Agroeeosystem 
and Germplasm Researr;h Programs. Thís wíll 
be aehíeved by ímprovíng the understanding of 
the impact of human activíties on the resourr;e 
base and, eonsequently, formulatíng approprl-
ate policies and technofogies. 
Objectives 
Objective 1. Understand the 
dynamics of land use in tropical 
America 
Land use in tropical America is exlraordi-
narily dynamie. 115 pattems are continually 
altered by frontier settlement, disturbance of 
natural envíronments, íntroduction of new crops 
and technologies, massive population mova-
menls, and rapid economic change. These 
pattems have nol been systematically charac-
terized, and neither are the reasons for rates 
and directions of change well understood. 
Activity 1. Identify land use pattems and 
problems. 
Land use over time, the physical environ-
ment, the development of economic infraslruc-
ture, and demographie pressures will be char-
acterized, with strong emphasis on developing 
geographical information systems. The exist-
ing CIA T agroecological database on tropical 
c1ímates, soils, and crops wíll be expanded, 
makíng use of primary and secondary data and 
remote sensing. 
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The program will assíst the Agroecosystem 
Programs to select regions for case studies 
and to prioritíze problems across agroecosys-
tems. It will also assíst germplasm develop-
ment programs in agroecological analysis, to 
define environmental homologues, and to 
develop selection eriteria for germplasm 
development. 
Activíty 2. Analyze causal relatíons 
among agricultural technology, socioeco-
nomíc trends, policy, and tand use. 
Geographical and economic modeling will 
be used to trace the hístorical determinants of 
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land use patterns, and to assess the 
following factors: the influence of the physical 
resouree base on land use, changes in produc-
tion technology, development of infrastructure, 
direct land tenure policies, and indirect policies 
such as exchange rates. 
This researeh will help evaluate the relative 
importance of faetors determining land use and 
Ihe optimal methods for modifyíng it. Priority 
will be given to the Agroeeosystem Programs' 
target regions. 
Actívíty 3. Measure social costs of land 
use practices. 
A broad range of existing land use 
practices are degradíng natural resources, 
resulting in widely varying social costs at 
highly variable rates. The program will examine 
these practices and the discrepancies among 
values for social and private use of natural 
resources. These studies will show which 
natural resources are at greatest risk and 
which land use practices are the most 
deleterious. They will suggest where 
interventions are mos! needed to adjust 
imbalanees between social and prívate 
cosls. Conventional economic evaluation of 
resourees will need to be complemented with 
innovative measurements of environmental 
impact. Results will help prioritize research 
issues in Ihe Agroecosystem Programs. 
Objective 2. Appraise policy 
alternatives for improved land use 
Policy is oflen crucial in determining 
resource use, for example, it determines 
access to natural resources and influences 
the level of return to private exploitation of 
land resourees. Much of the policy 
affecting resource use is framed wilhin 
objectives that lead to unexpected and 
unintended land use. Attention will therefore 
be paid to policies that regulate access to 
land and affeet prices, credit, and infrastructure 
investment. 
Activity 1. Conduct comparative and 
historical studies of policy impact on land 
use. 
To obtaín insight into relationships between 
policy and land use, inter-country comparisons 
will be cerried out. Themes will include policy 
impact on land use and technology adoption, 
and impact ovar time of differan! policies on 
tha same environment. 
Understanding the behavior and objeclives 
of tarmers as land resouree managers will help 
clarify the links between policy and resource 
use. Likewise, agricultural technology has a 
major impact on land use, and policy is oflen 
key in determining the economic advantages of 
alternativa !echnologies. 
Policies mus! be understood, not only tor 
their impact on land use, but also in tarms of 
Ihe socioeconomic forces underpinning them. 
Beceuse socioeconomic factors may be more 
important than land use outcomes to poliey 
makers, such factors must be taken into ac-
coun! when devising sound land use policies. 
Spatial models will be developed to reflect 
Ihe costs and benefi!s of policy and technology 
alternatives. These models will require innova-
tive interdisciplinary inputs to integrate crop 
and farm systems with regional environmental 
impact and socioeconomic variables. 
Activíty 2. Support natíonal and regional 
entities to design alternative land use 
outcomes. 
80th natural resource management and 
agricultural policy ins!itutions are responsible 
for poli cíes affecting land use. The program 
will identify institutíons interested in participat-
ing in land use policy studies. Although the 
program will not make policy recommenda-
!ions. it will focus on methodologies to assist 
national policy analysts in presenting policy 
makers with a range of options and assess-
ment of their probable impact on land use. 
Different policy implicetions for technology 
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design and transfer will be examined, partícu-
larly in reference to the environmental impact 
of agricultural production. 
Objective 3. Assess the impact of 
new technologies and policies on 
land use 
New crops, plant varieties, management 
practices, and spatial and temporal arrange-
ments of production systems greatly influence 
land use and resource degradation. Agricul-
tural productíon techníques have been chang-
íng rapidly in tropieal Ameriea, wilh mini mal 
attention to Iheir impact on the resource base. 
Thus ongoing research lo increase agricultural 
productivity should lake into account the 
ecologieal impact of new technology. 
Actlvlty 1. Orient deslgn of new agricul-
tural technology to optimize /and use 
practices. 
Through its sludies on land use trends and 
social costs of existing land use practices, the 
program will assist in designing parameters for 
new agricullural technology. It will work with 
the Agroecosystem and Germplasm Programs 
and national research instilutions lo evaluale 
the expecled environmental ímpact of prolo-
type technologies and lo ensure that they not 
only increase productivity but also conserve the 
resource base. 
Activlty 2. Monitor effects of new tech-
nolog/es on the resource base. 
Ex ante assessment of the impact of new 
lechnology on natural resources is a highly 
imperfect arto In Ihe conlext of rapid technieal 
change, the program will assist in adoption 
studies of new lechnology, focusing on 
changes in land use pattems and environmen-
tal impact wilhin a regional framework. 
Objective 4. Strengthen national 
capacity to improve land resource 
management 
Land in tropieal Ameriea is the resource on 
which people depend for their well-being. 
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Consequently, to ensure sound management 
of Ihe region's land resources, the institutions 
and people of tropieal Ameriea must enhance 
Iheir eapacity to manage technical and socio-
economic change. 
Activ/ty 1. Deve/op human and ínstitu-
tiona/ resources through collaborative 
research and Information exchange. 
Most research will be carriad out by the 
program in collaboralion with national inslilu-
lions. AII partners will have distinct compara-
tive advantages, and all will profil from working 
togelher. The program will conducl strategic 
research lo establish priority issues and de-
velop methodologies, whereas national part-
ners will focus on solving country-specific 
problems. The program will encourage the 
national programs lo exchange lessons leamed 
from these collaborative experiences. 
Activlty 2. Facilitate art/cu/ation among 
agricultural research, resource manage-
ment, and pol/cy instltutions. 
Land use is affected by the actions of many 
entities, whích are often not coordinated with 
each olher. Informatíon exchange through 
wOrkshops, publieatíons. and other medía will 
help bring together the major actors in land 
use--both to increase lheir understanding of 
the complex issues involved and to provide a 
forum for initíating actíons lo solve common 
problems. 
Team Composition 
Team composition is basad on the research 
priorities described under "CIA T's Role in 
Resource Managemenl Research" (p. 48). 
Thus, Ihe composition of the central Land Use 
team will reflect needs for specialísls in agricul-
tural production, environmental degradalion. 
economics. sociology. policíes, and decision 
support systems. "Counterparts" in the area-
based leams will complement this research; 
theír specialization will depend on the main 
land use problems in each sludy area. 
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Resource Allocation and 
Requirements 
Senior Staff positions and the costs associ-
ated with the various core research sections 
appear in Table 13. 
Description of Senior Staff 
Positions 
Office of Leader. Provides overall guid-
ance and coordination in identifying research 
priorities to develop working plans with the 
interdisciplinary team; develops and ímple-
ments interinstitutional strategy for land use 
analysís in national and regíonal ínstitutions; 
and coordinates with other CIA T units. 
Agriculturalland use. Assesses patterns 
of agriculturalland use over space and time; 
characterizes relations between changes in 
agricultural technology and land use; and 
monitors technical change and its ímpact on 
land use dynamics. The specialist will need 
sufficient practical knowledge of agricultural 
production to interact with agronomists in the 
Agroecosystem Programs. 
Environmental impact economics. Ap-
praises the regional effect of changes in agri-
cultural technology and land use on environ-
ment from an aggregate, social perspective; 
monitors environmental impact of new tech-
nologíes; and orients technology design away 
from ecologícal degradatíon. 
Information management. Manages and 
integrates unifíed GIS databases, incJudíng 
envíronmental variables (climate, soils, vegeta-
tion) , agricultural variables (crap and land use 
distribution, technology, rotations, input levels), 
economic variables (infrastructure, transport 
costs, land, and other factor costs), and social 
variables (human settlement, migration, popu-
lation growth); develops systems to merge 
these databases at dífferent levels of aggrega-
tion tor analysis, rangíng fram continental to 
local; and contributes to studies on relation-
ships of these environmental variables with 
land use pattems. 
Resource economics. Analyzes land use 
pattems from an economic perspective, focus-
ing on influence of land prices and infrastruc-
ture development on land use; assesses social 
costs of resource degradation under varying 
Table 13. Land Use Programo Revised budget tor 1992 and projected budgets tor core 
activities tor 1993-1998 (SYs = Senior Staft years). 
~enior Staff Posi:io.n . ~t-SY. 
, 
DifÍCIl 01 Lsoo..r (Land use I i policy) x 
I 
1 
I Agriculturalland use x 6/S 1 
I Environm. lmpact MQOO'l'ffi&}l -
GlS/lnfOrlIlfllion.mill'lsge_ 1 
Resource economícs )!, -
Sociology -
Total 3 L _________ 
(Constan! 1992 US$'OOO) 
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land uses and agricultural technologies; and 
identifies regional comparative advantages. 
Economic policy. Studies effects of 
policies-including taxation, eredi!, infrastruc-
ture investment, and subsidies--on land use 
pattems and agricultural technology; and 
appraises effect of altemative policy scenarios 
on land use pattems. This specialist is not 
included in the core budget as he or she will 
come from IFPRI. 
Sociology, Analyzes relationships among 
social variables (migration, settlement, urban-
ization, demography, population growth), land 
use pattems, and agricultural technologies; 
and develops database systems on social 
variables so to understand their effect on 
resource use and degradation, 
Land use policy, Distinguished decision 
makers and/or researchers will be invited, in 
the capacity of visiting senior fellow, to study 
for one year the pOlitics of decísion making 
behind policies related to land use pattems. 
Complementary funding will be sought for this 
activity. 
Expected Outputs 
The ínformation and analysis generated by 
the Land Use Program's research is an inter-
mediate output, that is, ít will be used by the 
Agroecosystem and Commodity Programs and 
sister ínstitutions (e.g., ICRAF, CIFOR), and for 
policy formulation. Within the nex! 6 years, the 
Program therefore expects to prioritize prob-
lems and select sítes for the Agroecosystem 
Programs; collect information and develop 
analytical models of trends in land use man-
agement of selected agroecosystems with 
partícular emphasis on zones where area-
based research is located; improve under-
standing of policy options; and improve the 
efficiency of national institutions working on 
land use issues in resource management. 
The specific outputs expected for the 
Program's four objectives are as follows: 
ObJectlve 1. Understand the dynamics of 
land use in tropical America 
Improved understanding of interactions 
between human activities and the land 
resource base, with emphasis on zones 
where area-based research is located. 
Better appreciation of social and environ-
mental costs of alternative land resource 
uses in those zones. 
Methodological frameworks and information 
for further land use studies. 
ObJective 2. Appraíse poficy alternativas 
fer improved land use 
Improved understanding of policy impact on 
land use, with emphasis on zones where 
area-based research is located. 
Development of alternative policy scenarios 
to improve land use management in those 
zones. 
ObJectlva 3. Assess the impact of new 
technologíes and policies on land use 
Improved understanding of the implications 
of technical change for natural resources. 
Contributions to the design of technology 
for sound land use, 
Objective 4. Strengthen nationaf capac-
íty to improve land resource management 
Strengthened institutional capacity for land 
use analysis and management. 
Tighter linkages among institutions influenc-
ing land use. 
Complementary Activities 
Outlined area-based research in each 
agroecosystem is considered as complemen-
tary. The composition of complementary teams 
will depend on the strengths and weaknesses 
of consortia members. CIA T may develop 
complementary projects and recruit in research 
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fields other than those viewed as comparatively 
advantageous, if weaknesses in consortia 
demand temporary "gap filling." Examples of 
lhese are specialísts in silviculture, forest 
management, land use policy, forest policy, 
agroforestry, and on selected crops highly 
relevant to lhe Agroecosystems Programs. 
However, sister institulions (e.g., ICRAF, 
CIFOR, IFPRI, ICRISAT, IFDC, and IBSRAM) 
will probably wish lo enhance Ihe effectiveness 
of their own programs by 
deplbying slaff lo integrate their research with 
that of other partners in lhe 
consortia-sponsered area prejects. Table 14 
depicts the proposed CIAT complementary 
prejects to conduct relevant strategic research 
within the consortia-sponsored area projects, 
reinforce feedback to HQ stralegic research, 
and strengthen links and support for nalional 
programs. Allhough defining specific expertise 
ia premature at lhis moment of writing the plan, 
a minimum of three experts per agroecosystem 
may be required. These requirements, those of 
ongoing projects, and network coordinators for 
the HiIIsides and Savannas Programs are 
shown in Table 14. 
Table 14. Resource Management Division. Revised budget for 1992 snd projected 
budgets tor complementary activities for 1993-1998 (SYs = Senior Staft yesrs). 
(Constant 1992 US$'OOO) 
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CIA T's Strategic Plan for the 1990s de-
scribes two interrelated perspectives of the 
center's approach to technology developmenl. 
They are an increased emphasis on the pro-
duction systems in which agricultural develop-
men! occurs; and the realization that integrated 
solution models require the participation of 
many actors. In the case of commodity re-
search. the systems perspective focuses on 
germplasm developrnent and component 
technologies for speeific agroecological pro-
duction environments. In lhe case of resouree 
management research. this perspective fo-
cuses on selected. important agroecosystems 
wi!hin which resource management problems 
can be coherently approached. The second 
perspective implies that technology generation 
is a highly participatory endeavor in which 
interinstitutional coordination and mutual 
support are as important as the researeh 
activities themselves. 
CIAT is in a unique position as an intema-
tional research organization to assume strong 
leadership. not only in high-priority researeh 
but al so in providing an intemational focus for 
other instilutions' research. By contributing 
appropriate platforms, CIA T can make it pos-
sible for intemational centers and national and 
regional programs to contribute their energies 
and expertise in a collaborative fashion lo well-
defined research agendas. 
Consequently. the Center plans to contrib-
ute to interinstitutionat work through rotes lhat 
would advocate lhe need for research and 
development in CIAT's commodity and agro-
ecosystem domains; develop intemational 
information support mechanisms; and provide 
training in areas of CIATs research. 
Although the various institutional devetop-
ment roles are assumed by the respective 
research programs and lhe Center as a whole. 
a well-defined support program--described 
below--assists them lo exercise these roles 
effectivety. 
Institutional Oevelopment Support (lOS) 
Goal 
To assist CIAT's research programs in 
strengthening the capacity and increasing the 
efficiency ef natienal and regional research 
systems to contribute to sustainable agricul-
tura. 
Strategies 
Strategy 1. Strengthen national research 
institutions by providing advanced training 
tor scientists and delivering specialized 
information through documentation sys-
tems, library-based services, and publica-
tions. 
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Strategy 2. Enhance the efficiency of 
national research systems and facilitate 
their linkages with development activities 
through multi-institutional collaborative 
projects. 
Strategy 3. Contribute to the formation 
and strengthening of national and regional 
training organizations to train protessionals 
dedicated to commodity production and 
adaptive research. 
Activities 
Activlty 1. Training. 
The aim is lo move gradually from a general 
lo a specialized fecus. tha! ís, íntroduclory 
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research training will be phased out as it is 
taken over by national or regional ins!itutions 
with the support of Activity 2. At the same time, 
individualized training at headquarters wi/l 
become highly specialized, focusing on mid-
career scientists, and master's and doctoral 
candidates. As many as 100 such trainees 
would be expected every year once the shift 
from introductory to advanced research training 
is accomplished. 
Group training will also become more 
advanced and specialized. The number of 
courses wíll decrease from the current five to 
two or three advanced courses per year, 
involving as many as 60 partieipants. 
Actlvlty 2. Training oftrainers. 
With respee! to Strategy 3, the objective is 
to phase out training of technology intermediar-
ies and entry-Ievel researchers. A two-pronged 
approaeh will be followed: encouraging instilu-
tionalization of national and regional training 
bodies for entry-Ievel researehers and technol-
ogy intermediaries; and training trainers in 
research and produetion methods, course 
organization, and adult education. These . 
efforts will be accompanied by the develop-
ment of training materials lo be usad by the 
new Irainers. 
A major effort in training trainers is already 
under way. II focuses on commodity-specifie 
training programs al subregionallevels where a 
cadre of commodity speeialists exisls and there 
is political support for sueh efforts. This is Ihe 
case for Central America and the Caribbean for 
beans, Ihe northem Andes for rice, and the 
Southem Cone tor cassava. 
Acfivity 3. Conferences. 
Conferences are a major tool for facilitating 
interactions among CIA T, its partners, and 
other stakeholders through information ex-
change, diseussion of researeh issues, and 
interinstitutional cocperalion. The program's 
support tor eonferenees ineludes planning, 
logisties, and assistance in facílitating partici-
pan! interaction. 
During the last decade, CIA T held an 
average of four "Iarge" and four "small" conter-
ences per year, each wilh approximately 80 
and 15 participants, respectively. During Ihe 
planning period, the number of conferences tor 
the Germplasm Development Division is likely 
to be unehanged. A reduetion in applied and 
adaptive researeh meetings will be offset by an 
increase in advaneed research network mee!-
ings. In addition, the Resource Management 
Research Division will convene about eight 
working meetings per year. 
Core funds will cover only the salaries of a 
minimum cadre of conferences support staff 
plus "sead money" for the first steps toward the 
organization of eonferenees. Complementary 
sources will be sought to meet the remaining 
funding needs (see p. 68-69). 
Actlvity 4. Communications. 
Information gathering and dissemination 
are, respectively, an input to and an ou!pu! of 
CIA T's program strategies. Communication 
media production for both purposes is the 
responsibility of the lOS. The main communica-
tion objective will be to serve a larger and more 
diversifiad audience with producls targeted to 
specific audience subgroups. 
New members are joining the germplasm 
devetopment research audience: natural 
resource researchers, technology intermediar-
ies, and professionals in higher eduealion. In 
addition, CIA T's shareholders, national and 
inlemational decision makers, and public 
opinion groups al large must be informed of Ihe 
Center's ae!ivilies wilh a view to sustainíng and 
strengthening Iheir favorable attitudes loward 
CIAT. 
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The conten!!! of communication media will 
inelude, inter alia, consolidated research 
resulls, research methods, suslainable agricul-
ture, management characteristics of technolo-
gies, seed-embodied teehnologies, 
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collaborative research activities, and scientific 
events. Formats and types of communicalion 
media will include bulletíns, monographs, 
reports, manuals, proceedings, catalogs, 
newsletters, audiovisual units, videolapes, and 
diskettes. 
Activity 5. Bibliographic information 
services. 
Rapid access lo worfdwide bibliographic 
information is essential for CIA T scientists: this 
is the central responsibility of the program's 
Information Unit. These services are shared 
with nalional program colleagues, thus conlrib-
utíng lo Stralegies 1 and 2. Other contribulions 
are networking with national program libraries, 
training their staff in advanced information 
management, and assisting national program 
scíentists in accessing bibliographic sources. 
CIA T's bibliographic information services 
have been recently modemized. Future activi-
ties will seek to keep CIA T at the forefront of 
information management developments; to 
further facilitate access by natíonal program 
members to CIA T's information resources; and 
to enhance natíonal program information 
systems through networking, training, and role 
modeling. 
Informatíon products and services are 
current awareness publicatíons (on paper or 
diskette); naUonal. germplasm development· 
oriented bibliographies; quick bibliographies on 
current germplasm development-related topics 
of interest; bibliographic searches in the 
Center's databases (CATAL, CINFOS. 
SERIAD) and CD·ROM databases; woridwide 
on-line searches in extemal databas es; and 
photocopying services. 
Activity 6. Support through 
interinstitutional mechanísms. 
CIA T has a strong record of successful 
networking and interinstitutional cooperation. 
Collaboration in this area will increase. particu· 
larly in resource management research. 
Interinstitutional efforts will be supported by 
the lOS with partner identification, project 
designo and establishment of effective interin-
stitutional linkages. Each collaborative project 
will therefore receive enhanced performance 
planning and monitoring that will contribute to 
increasing the project's accountability. Interin-
stítutional projects will be used as training 
grounds for national program scientists and 
decision makers. 
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To support interinstítutional activities. the 
lOS has set up a Project Design Office, led by 
a project design and development specialist. 
Activity 7. Institutional information 
system. 
To support the program's strategies, an 
information system on partner and collaborat-
ing institutions is being established. This 
system will also assist other CIA T programs' 
collaborative efforts and help prioritize and 
target the Center's institutional development 
activities. The system, which will be built upon 
existing databases and with the cooperation of 
other programs and units, should be fully 
operalional by 1994. 
Resource Allocation and 
Requirements 
Senior Slaff posilions scheduled for the 
execution of the operational plan of Institutional 
Development Support during 1993-1998. and 
the costs associaled with the various opera-
ti anal sections. appear in Table 15. A summary 
description of each Senior Staff position pro-
posed for the planning period follows. 
Description of Senior Staff 
Positions 
Associate Director for Institutional Rela· 
tions. This position has two roles: (1) lo pro· 
vide continuity lo interinstilulional agreements 
and arrangements, and to represent CIA T 
,\ : 
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Table 15. Institutional Development Support. Revised budget for 1992 and projected 
budgets for core activities for 1993-1998 (SYs = Senior Slaft years). 
(Constan! 1992 US$'OOO) 
r ---~--,---------~---~---~-~ -~--- .-
L-~ 992j 199~~ ~~~~~_~! ~~:;_l1996_19~?~ I ~~1 ~8~~ 
Senior Staff Position I OYo A~ .... 'yi Ame ... SY.~~ ... BY, "",.".1 SY. ~ ... ~",;-:,,: __ l Amo.:f ... I.m ..... -----_._---_._--
Assaciate Director for 
institutiOnal relatiOns 1 228 1 228 1 228 1 22B 1 228 1 228 1 22B 
I Professional development ~ 460 - 460 - 460 - 460 -
=1 
- 460 - 460 i 
í Confareneas - 240 - 240 - 240 - 240 - - 240 - 240 
'. Information and dOcumenlatlo 585 i 1 1 550 1 550 1 550 1 550 . 1 550 1 550 
í 
, 
I Communlcallon/public aftalrs 2 1,031 2 1.031 2 1.031 2 1.031 2 1.031 2 1,031 2' 1.031 
design a 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 -
- 35& - , - - - - - - - - -1 - -
í 
5 2,912 ,5 E5091_~2,509 ~~ 51 2,509 L ~::09 L~~r2,509 5 2,509 
i Paid from indireCI costs recovery. 
before other institutions; and (2) to provide 
leadership and assume responsibility for lOS 
activities, which are carried out in close col-
laboration with CIA Ts research programs and 
units. Coordinates postgraduate training and 
training in adult education, group dynamics, 
and interpersonal communicalion skills; and 
oversees support lo CIA T conferences. 
Communicatíons and Public Affaírs Unít: 
The Unit will have the following staff: 
Unlt Head. Designs and implements infor-
mation strategies aimed at promoting 
CIA Ts research among the Center's share-
holders and relevant policy-making groups; 
and oversees the development, production, 
and distribution of CIA Ts research informa-
tion output 
Science Infarmatian. Produces CIA T's 
research information products. 
Informarían and documentatían. Main-
tains cost-effective bibliographic information 
services at the technological forefront. 
Project desígn. Provides expertise on 
project design and development. 
Complementary Activity 
CIA T will seek special project funds to 
undertake a major effort in support of 
Strategy 1 and corresponding activities, par-
ticulany those of training trainers. This effort 
aims to consolidate national programs' capacity 
to train their entry-Ievel researchers and tech-
nology transfer cadres. The resulting training 
teams will undertake responsibilities tradition-
ally carried out by CIA T staff, thus relieving the 
Center of a heavy training load. 
This activity will be jointly carried out by 
CIA T and collaborating research and develop-
ment institutions. It seeks to identify and 
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analyze national and regional training neads 
and rasources for technology transfer; provida 
groups of qualified professionals with opportu-
nities for training in the planning, execution, 
and evaluation of training programs and events 
tor technology transfer personnel; and follow 
up and evaluate the ultimate effect of such 
training on agronomic practicas by farmers and 
technology transfer agents. The proposed 
budget tor this complementary activity appears 
in Table 16. Part of the resources will be tor 
developing training materíals that can be used 
as teaching aids by trainers and adapted as 
technology transfer lools for technicians. 
Expected Outputs 
The IDS's general output, to be achieved in 
collaboration with Ihe other elA T programs, will 
be national research institutions with an in-
creased technical capacity to perform their role, 
and more effective and efficient national and 
regional research systems for sustainable 
agriculture. 
Component outputs for this enhancement 
of research institutions and systems will be: 
Traíned researchers. Individualized and 
group traíníng will open about 800 traíning 
opportunities for researchers during the 
planning período However, the actual num-
ber of persons ínvolved will be 400-500 
beca use sorne índividuals will partícipate in 
various events. 
Subregional trainíng bodies for entry-Ievel 
researchers and technology intermediaries, 
endowed with well-prepared trainers and 
appropriate training materials. Six 
subregional teams will be formed, with 25 
trainers each, equipped with 40 instruc-
lional units consisting of written and visual 
aids and evaluation instruments. These 
training teams are expected to offer com-
modity-specific production training to about 
2500 technology transfer professionals over 
the planning periodo 
Improved access and lherefore greater use 
by national professionals of relevant infor-
mation; national programs supported by a 
stronger network of agriculturallibraries, 
especially in latin America and the Carib-
bean; improved access to information by 
scientists; and increased information use by 
research systems. 
Improved communication of CIA T achieve-
ments lo a larger and more diverse audi-
ence, wilh producls targeted to specific 
subgroups; additional capacity for writing 
Table 16. Institutional Development Support. Revised budgetfor 1992 and projecled 
budgels tor complementary ac!ívities for 1993-1998 (SYs = Senior Slaff years). 
(Constan! 1992 US$'OOO) 
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and audiovisual productíon will be devel-
oped; and publication facilities upgraded to 
inelude desk-top and electronic publishing 
and pnnting equipment as required by 
increasing demand for publications and 
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other media. Production volume is expected 
to increase significantly over the planning 
penod. 




The Biotechnology Research Unit (BRU), 
the Genetíc Resources Unít (GRUl, and the 
Vírology Research Unít (VRU) provide research 
support to CIA T's Programs. Research Support 
also ínc\udes Vísítíng Scíentísts and 
Postdoctorals, Research Servíces, Research 
Stations, Information Management Systems, 
and Impact Assessment Research. 
Table 17 provídes an overall summary of 
projected budgets tor the research support 
core actívitíes during Ihe planning periodo 
The Deputy Director General for Research 
guides and oversees the various research and 
support units to ensure integration of efforts 
and cost effectiveness. Organizational respon-
sibilíties are depicted in Figure 1 (p. 105), 
Impact Assessment reports to the Director 
General. 
Biotechnology Research Unit 
Goal 
To deve/op app/ications of modem bi%gi-
cal methodologies for increasing the efficiency 
and cost-effectiveness of G/A T's strategic 
research. The Biotechnology Research Unit 
(BRU) is designed to perform as a prob/em-
sOlving, scientific bridge to the development of 
productive, stress-tolerant germplasm for 
sustainable agroecosystems 
Strategies, Objectives, and 
Activities 
Strategy 1. Integrating biotechnology 
with CIA T's strategic research 
Fírst, ín cooperation wíth CIAT sCientists, 
\he BRU wíll ídentífy those relevant constraints, 
objects of CIA T's strategíc research, that are 
amenable to biotechnology solution or more 
basic research, The BRU will globally monitor 
basíc research developments and bríng CIA T 
new information and methodologies. The BRU 
will cooperate with program and unít scienlists 
to use and scale bíotechnology methods and 
techniques. Integration with advanced research 
network.s will be essentíal to implement this 
strategy. 
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In íntegrating bíotechnology wíth CIA T 
research, the BRU will address three general 
objectíves: (1) characterizatíon of germplasm 
genetíc diversity: planls and associated mícro-
organísm populatíons; (2) broadeníng the 
genetíc base of crop species; and (3) crop 
germplasm enhancement. 
Strategy 2. Networking 
The BRU will cooperate with CIA T research 
programs and uníts lo bring príoritízed research 
constraints to the attentíon of the world scien-
tífic community and donors. Thís exercise wíll 
lead to intemalional cooperative efforts and 
establish effectíve research línks between 
basic research institutions with CIA T's strategic 
research, In bridging bíotechnology with the 
NARS of developing countries, the Unit will 
cooperate with CIA T research programs and 
the Instítutional Developmenl Support (lOS) to 
pro vide trainíng opportunitíes ín biotechnology 
methods and techníques. 
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Table 17. Research Support. Revised budget for 1992 and projected budgets for core 
activities for 1993-1998 (SYs = Senior Staft years). 
(Constant 1992 US$'OOO) 
1=1992 1993. ~941 1995-r 1996 1 19?7 r1998~ 
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Development of genetic fíngerprinting and 
molecular maps wíll help characterize more 
precisely the core collection of beans and 
cassava, and describe and interpret genetic 
variation in beans, Brachíaria and Arachis 
germplasm, associated microbial (pathogenic 
and beneficial), and arthropod populations. 
This work will lead to the detection of useful 
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genetic variability in crop gene pools, localiza-
tion of important traits by gene mapping, and 
methods for monitoring microbial and arthropod 
population dynamics. 
Activity 2. Plant manipulation for broad-
ening the genetic base and germplasm 
enhancement. 
Molecular markers, such as RFLPs and 
RAPOs, and linkage maps; tissue culture clonal 
multiplication and plant regeneration from 
somatic and reproductive tissues; gene isola-
tion and cloning; and genetic transformation 
techniques will be developed to strengthen 
methods for genome manipulation, ultimately 
broadening the genetic base of elA T crops for 
better adaptation to agroecosystems. 
Broadening lhe gene tic base of crops and 
germplasm enhancement will follow three 
interrelated rautes: 
Enhancing intraspecific genetic recambina-
tion through haploid and double-haploid 
induction in cassava and Brachíaria spp.; 
somaclonal variation of Brachiaria sp., 
Arachis pinto/, Stylosanthes, and beans; 
molecular markers assisted gene tagging 
and analysis of quantitative trait loci in 
beans and cassava. 
Enhancing interspecific genetic recambina-
tion lhrough immature embryo rescue and 
culture for introgression of useful traits to 
common beans from P. acutífolíus and 
other Phaseo/us spp.; through species-
specific molecular markers for introgression 
of wild Maníhot traits to cassava; and 
ultimately, development of interspecific 
gene pools for use in germplasm enhance-
men!. 
Oevelopment of nonsexual recambination 
methods through gene transfer and expres-
sion in cassava, beans, and Sty/osanthes. 
Agrobacterium-mediated and direct ONA 
gene transfer methods of genetic transfor-
mation will be developed. Useful genes for 
transformation will be made available 
through lhe advanced networks, collabora-
tive projects, donations, and eventually by 
elA 1'5 own research. 
Actlvíty 3. Cryopreservation of genetic 
variabl/íty. 
Tissue culture and cryopreservation tech-
niques will be developed for the long-term ex 
s/tu canservation of vegetative and reproduc-
tive plan! tissues and organs in cassava, and 
selected tropical forages, trees, and shrubs. 
Objective 2. Studies in adaptation 
mechanisms for broadening genetic base 
and germplasm enhancement 
Activity 1. Strategic research on mecha-
nisms in pathology, entomology, plant 
physíology, and nutrition in C/A T programs 
will increaslng/y benefit trom the Unit's 
research with biochemical and molecular 
genetic methods. Identificat/on of the fac-
tors underlying se/ected plant-biotic and 
abiotic stress interactions will be followed 
by deve/opment of effective germplasm 
screening techniques. 
Modem methodologies for gene identifica-
tion, isolation, and cloning will be undertaken in 
cooperation with advanced research 
institutions. 
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Activity 2. Host-insect pest relatíons: 
burrowing bug and whiteffy In cassava. 
Actlvity 3. Host-pathogen relations: 
anthracnose in Sty/osanthes and beans; 
bacterial blight In beans. 
Activity 4. Photosynthetic adaptation 
mechanísms: cassava. 
Activity 5. Nutríent uptake efficiencyand 
root structure: beans, tropical foragas; 
alumínum tolerance in tropical (orages. 
Objective 3. Institution building 
Activity 1. Consultation with sc/entists 
trom developed and developlng countries to 
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set up priorities for biotechnology researeh 
and organlze bioteehnology research net-
worles for cassava, beans, and se/ected 
tropical forages. 
Activity 2. Tra/ning activities will talee the 
form of short- and medlum-term in-serv/ce 
frain/ng, short-term study leave, intensive 
short duration courses, and advaneed 
degree theses. 
Aetivity 3. The Unlt wifl organize updat-
ing seminars and courses on cellufar and 
molecular genetics or speeialized topies of 
bioteehnology for C/A T researeh programs. 
Activity 4. The Unit wi/l inform and keep 
natlonal programs up-to-date on issues 
such as blosafety and preventive and defen-
sive proteetion of intelleetual property. 
Resource Requirements 
The BRU's requirements for core resources 
are Usted in Table 17. 
Description of Senior Staff 
Positions 
Three core positions in the areas of plant 
and cell physiology, molecular biochemistry, 
and molecular genetics are considered the 
minimum essential strategic research team for 
the development of biotechnology methods at 
CIAT in the period 1993-1998. A complemen-
tary position in the area of microbial genetics is 
proposed. 
Plant physiology (Head of Unit). In charge 
of eel! and tissue culture research and genetie 
transformation/plant regeneration. Links the 
Unit and programs' research aetivities in the 
area of cell and tíssue culture. Responsible for 
assisting CIA T commodity programs to orga-
nize and initially coordinate the respective 
biolechnology networks, and to organize CIA T 
biosafety guidelines and matters relating to 
preventíve protection of biotechnology produets 
and processes, and biotechnology training 
activities. 
Plant molecular biochemistry. Provides 
basie research support lo commodily programs 
in the characterization of pathogenic 
microorganisms, and plant biotíc and abiotic 
interactions al biochemical and molecular 
levels. The aims would be to identify !he fac-
tors involved, and help with germplasm sereen-
ing and enhancemenl actívilies involving the 
use of immunoassays, genetic probes, and 
biochemical assays. Provides necessary 
technical support for genetic manipulation of 
CIA T crops. Links the Unit and programs' 
researeh aetivities in the area of biochemistry 
and molecular biology. 
Plant molecular genetics. Develops 
applications of molecular genetic markers and 
maps in germplasm characterization and 
enhancement lo faeilitate gene tagging of 
important traits and genetie fingerprinting of 
seleeted germplasm. Links the Unit and pro-
grams' researeh activities in !he area of mo-
lecular genetie markers and mapping. 
Complementary Activities 
crA T will seek extra-eore resources for the 
Unit as listed in Table 18. Included in these 
resources is a principal scientist position for 
microbial genetics. The principal responsibility 
of this scientist will be to eharacterize the 
genetic mechanisms of plant-microbial associa-
tions, with special attention to !he rhizosphere 
and plant endophytes. The purpose is to 
improve nutrient uptake and cycling processes 
of CIA T crops. as well as to explore the devel-
opment of safe integrated management of 
pests and pathogens. This scientist will interael 
closely with CIA T research programs in !he 
areas of microbiology. pathology, and soillplant 
nutrition. 
Should !he complementary resources 
described here and those for coordinating 
advanced research networks (as deseribed 
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Table 18. Biotechnology Research. Revised budget for 1992 and projected budgets lor 
complementary activities for 1993-1998 (SYs = Senior Staft years). 
(Constant 1992 US$'OOO) 
1992 ' 1993 • 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 
.. _ .... ---
Senior St8ft Posmon "Y. T Amoufrt: SYs Amount SYo Amount SY$ ""'""'" SYa i Amount OYa - SV. A ....... . _ .. -~ 
-1 
, , 
Mlcroblal genetics - 1 215 1 215 1 215 1 215 1 215 1 215 
Bean molecular mapplng and ! ! 
reslslance mechanlsms • - 54 - 57 ' - 60 - 63 ~ 66 - - - -
Cassava molecular mapping • - 60 - 60 ~ 80 - - - - - - - -
Rice biotechnology • - 90 - 90' - 90 - 90 - - - - - -
Bean transformation a - - - 15
1 
- 15 - 15 - - - - - -
.......... 
Total budgeted in research : 
,. 
programs' - 224 1 457 1 460 1 383 1 281 1 215 1 • 215 
Total budgeted in 
215
1 
Biotechnology - - 1 215 1 1 215 1 1 2f5 1 215 . • 
a. ProjeGt is ruso shown snd accountCKi for in the proposed bUdget for complementary activities ot th. re.pectiv8 
fes&arch program; lhe project is ,epeated hefe for the purpO$e of comprehens¡Yeness~ 
under the Bean and Cassava Programs) be 
available, the Unit can engage in the following 
additional activities: 
Objective 1. Characterization of 
genetic diversity, broadening crop 
genetic base, and germplasm 
enhancement 
Activffy 1. Understsnd the gename 
structure. 
Develop genetic fingerprinting and molécu-
lar maps of cassava and wild Manihot 5pp, in 
cooperation with the Cassava Program; 
collaborate on genetic fingerprinting of rice 
blast with the Rice Program; develop the 
molecular map of other Phaseolus spp., start-
ing with tepary bean. 
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Activffy 2. Plant germplasm enhance· 
mento 
Enhance intraspecific genetic recombina-
tion of rice through double-haploid induction; 
molecular marker-assisted gene tagging and 
analysis of QTL for rice biotic stresses. 
Develop nonsexual gene transfer methods 
for rice and beans. 
Actívffy 3. Germplasm cryopreservation. 
Develop tissue culture techniques for 
cloning and cryopreservation of MPFTS in 
cooperation with the GRU and the Tropical 
Forages Programo 
Objective 2. Studies in adaptation 
mechanisms for broadening genetic 
base and germplasm enhancement 
. 
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Activity. Host-insect pest re/ations: 
bruchids in beans, splttlebug in Brachiaria 
spp. 
Objective 3. Institution building 
Activity 1. Cooperate with C/A T research 
programs in organlzing advanced network 
meetlngs, training, and productlon o, net-
work communication media. 
Activity 2. Organize short-term advanced 
trainlng courses on blotechnology methods 
for Latín American sclentlsts. 
Actívity 3. Conduct advanced thesis 
research projects. 
Expected Outputs 
Objectíve 1. Charaeterízat/on of genetíe 
dlversity, broadeníng crop genetlc base, 
and germplasm enhancement 
Molecular maps. The first framework of the 
cassava and tepary beans linkage maps will be 
available in 1994 and the number of molecular 
markers of the bean map will be incraased, 
using cONA probes and RAPOs, 
Genetic fingerprinting, Methods will 
become available for characterizing cassava 
and Phaseo/us beans core collections, and 
seleded MPFTS genetic variability, using 
hypervariable probes and synthetic oligonucle-
otides with PCR Curren! ONA fingerprinting 
techniques for pathogenic microbial popula-
tions, such as Pyricularia in rice, Xanthomonas 
in beans, and Colletotrichum in Sty/osanthes 
and beans, will be further developed and used 
in CIA T research programs. Similar techniques 
will allow a betler understanding of microorgan-
ism population dynamics, especially in the 
rhizosphere, This information will be useful for 
the management of pest and pathogen biocon-
trol and for enhancing nutrient use efficiency 
by the plant. 
Gene tagging, Technology for establishing 
tight linkages of relevant traits with molecular 
markers (RFLP and RAPO) will be used in 
germplasm enhancement by CIA T scientists 
with rice and beans first, then with cassava, 
and possibly with Brachiaria spp, Similar 
approaches will be developed to allow analysis 
of quantitative traits al the molecular level with 
all CIA T crops, 
Trait introgression. Tissue culture tech-
niques will be expanded to help achieve intro-
gression of useful traits from distant Phaseolus 
spp, sources lo common bean through inler-
specific hybridizalion, Molecular linkage maps 
and ONA fingerprinling lechniques will be also 
used lo increase introgression efficiency. Later, 
a similar approach will be developed for cas-
saya and seleded tropical forages, Interspe-
cific gene pools will be developed for use in 
germplasm enhancement. 
Cryopreservation. Cryogenic techniques 
for long-term conservation of cassava gerrn-
plasm that save labor, space, and costs will be 
available in 1994-1995. Implementation of thís 
technology for other CIA T crops will be 
evaluated, 
Nonsexual gene transfer, Genetic trans-
formation methodologies for the íntrodudion 
and stable expression of selected genes, such 
as the coat proteín gene in cassava and beans, 
will be developed. Use of Stylosanthes and rice 
as model systems will accelerate progress in 
this field. Plant regeneration techniques, a 
prerequísíte for genetic transformatíon, will be 
developed and/or improved. 
Intravarietal genetíc variability. Efficient 
plant regeneration protocols from somatíc and 
reproductive (microspores) cells will be devel-
oped to generate lines with variable root-shoot 
morphology and physiology. These techniques 
will be used as tools in plantiroot-soil nutriant 
studíes with Stylosanthes, Brachiaria, and 
Arachis. 
Objectlve 2, Studíes in adaptation 
mechanisms far broadening genetlc base 
and germplasm enhancement 
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Basic analytical biochemical and molecular 
tools for identifying factors involved in plant-
biotic and abiotic stress interactions will be 
Implemented by the Uni!, that 15, separation 
techniques (HPLC), detection techniques 
(immunoassays), construction of genomic and 
cONA libraríes, gene isolation and eloning, and 
in situ hybrídization techniques. 
Efficient screening and better manipulation 
of tralts will be developed on lhe basis of prior 
identification of (1) resistance-tolerance factors 
underlying plant-biotic and abiotic stress rela-
tions such as the burrowing bug and whitefly in 
cassava, spittlebug in Brachiaria, bruchids in 
beans, and anlhracnose in Sty/osanthes and 
beans; or (2) adaptation mechanisms such as 
photosynlhetic efficiency in cassava, and 
nutrient uptake efficiency and root structure in 
beans and tropical forages. 
Objective 3. Institution building 
A two-way bridge between developed 
country institutions and national programs of 
developing countries will be establíshed to 
transfer information and technologies, and to 
develop awareness of critical issues on bio-
technology research and technology transfer. 
Genetic Resources Unit 
Goal 
To assemble, conserve, and characterize 
all ctitícai germplasm resources ín Phaseolus, 
Manihot, and severa/ genera of tropical for-
ages, and to research those co/lections so that 
thay can be usad more fully by ¡ntemational 
organizations and national programs 
Strategy and Activities 
AII research activities wíll focus on aspects 
of strategic value tor future research purposes 
in collaboration with CIA T's programs and 
units. The Unit's research covers a wide field 
that íneludes taxonomy, reproductive biology, 
evolution, genetic diversily, germplasm conser-
vation methodology. and seed physiology. 
Ultimately. the Unit is responsible for increas-
ing knowledge on germplasm, which. in tum, 
will help improve efficiency in germplasm 
management and enhance germplasm use. 
Activity 1. Phaseolus (bean) germplasm. 
Acquisition and introduc!ion will involve 
the following: 
Backlog germplasm. About 6000 bean 
accessions have been introduced to CIA T 
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but have not passed through lhe quaran-
tine process and are lhus not available for 
use. This backlog germplasm. introduced 
mainly from other continents, will be 
processed under quarantine regulatíons 
establíshed by the Instituto Colombiano 
Agropecuario (lCA). A new quarantine 
greenhouse in Bogotá will become avail-
able early in 1992. 
Wi/d Phaseolus species. Even though 
CIA T does no! have a world mandate for 
wild Phaseolus species, lhis germplasm 
will become important to the Centers 
stra!egic research, especially in light of 
recent biotechnological developments. 
Bean genetic stock collectíon. The use of 
genetic stocks-such as biochemical and 
morphological mutants, ísogenic lines, and 
aneuploids--has been instrumental in 
modem biology advances. The use of 
such mutants will become increasingly 
importan! for strategic research on com-
mon bean germplasm. 
DupUcating the collection and long-term 
storage capacity ínvolves: 
Duplícatíon. Safe duplication of the collec-
tion is being carried out under agreements 
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with CA TIE in Costa Rica and the Centro 
Nacional de Recursos Genéticos 
(CENARGEN) in Brazil. Thus far, 21,390 
and 3,019 accessions, respectively, have 
been sent to these two centers. 
Storage. The GRU has a cold room (-20 OC) 
for long-terro storage o, gerroplasm; how-
ever, only 4200 accessions ara now storad 
because o, lack of seeds. 
Health status of the collection. Preserving 
the seed health of germplasm for intematíonal 
exchange is a major concem of the intema-
tional germplasm community. The unit will 
soon implement a new system of seed produc-
tion under strict quarantine conditíons and 
proper pathological checking. 
Core collection. Passport information tor 
germplasm from centers of primary genetic 
diversity has been updated and will be used as 
a base for selecting accessions for the core 
collection. The value of the core coUection will 
be assessed in subsequent years. 
Collaborative germplasm research in-
eludes studying: 
Outcrossing (allogamy) frequency. AU of 
CIATs common bean accessions are grown 
in the freid for seed increase. If outcrossing 
occurs during seed increase, some of the 
seeds harvested will be genetically contami-
nated. Thus, research on aUogamy fre-
quency was recently initiated as par! of a 
collaborative project between CIA T and the 
IBPGR. 
Genetic diversity. Understanding Ihe 
genetic structure of bean germplasm is key 
lo the efficient management and use of 
germplasm. Biochemical markers have 
been successfuUy used, contributing to 
better understanding of gene pools and the 
origín of bean apecies. In collaboration with 
the BRU and other advanced laboratories, 
germplasm will continue to be analyzed, 
especíally with new molecular markers. 
Unkage maps of all cultívated bean spe-
cíes. The use of three cultivated bean 
species (P. acutifolíus, P. coccíneus, and P. 
lunatus) as sources of important traits tor 
common bean improvement has been of 
major interest to bean geneticists. The 
recent development of an RFLP map for P. 
vulgaris is an opportunity to develop RFLP 
maps for related species. The maps will 
provide better understanding of the mecha-
nisms underlying cytogenetic barriers that 
have prevented the effective use of those 
species. This work will be carried out in 
collaboration with the Bean Program and 
the BRU through complementary funding. 
Activity 2. Tropical forage germplasm. 
Acquisition and introduction. There are 
already large comprehensive collections of key 
tropicallegume and grass species. Their 
growth will slow down as they are limited to 
germplasm essential for filling known genetic or 
geographic gaps. About 400 accessions from 
the join! collection missions in the African 
countries by CIAT and ILCA have yet to be 
introduced to CIA T. Given the new orientation 
of CIATs Tropical Pastures Program (now 
Tropical Forages Program), new herbaceous 
germplasm with adaptation potential for higher 
altítude, acid soils will be acquired. 
MPFTS, adapted to acid soils, will also be 
introduced, in collaboratíon with national and 
international institutions such as the ICRAF 
and the IBPGR. The GRU will assist the 
Tropical Forages Program to introduce materlal 
in sUch aspecls as joint collection, coordinatíon 
with natíonal and intemational institutions, and 
quarantine. 
Duplicating the collection and long-term 
storage. In the past, more than 2300 samples 
were prepared for safe duplicate deposi! even 
though CIAT had no agreements tor safe 
duplication with other institutions. At present, 
about 3600 samples are under long-term 
storage; monitoring of their seed viability will 
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start. Further efforts for seed increase of key 
genera will be made. 
Characterízation of key genera. C1AT has 
assembled large collecüons of grass genera 
such as Brachiaria, Hyparrhenia, and Panicum, 
which playa key role in pasture improvement. 
However, they stilllack proper characterizanon. 
Documentation and data management 
involves: 
P/ant descriptors. CIA T should take a 
leading role in developing and establishing 
plant descriptors for tropical forage germ-
plasm, taking advantage of existing consid-
erable expertise in germplasm characteriza-
tion and preliminary evaluation. 
Characterization and passport data. AI-
though tropical forage germplasm was 
characterized by the former Tropical Pas-
tures Program and the GRU, these data are 
not easily accessible. Passport data of 
many accessions registered since the 
1970s are incomplete. 
Computing germp/asm management. For 
more efficient germplasm management, 
data on seed increase, distribution, and 
inventory, as well as from field collections, 
need to be correlated with each other and 
with the general database. 
Activity 3. Cassava (Manihot) 
germplasm. 
The GRU will take full responsibílity of 
cassava germplasm management. This in-
eludes the collecüon, conservanon (field and in 
vitro), characterization, and documentation of 
cassava and wild Manihot specíes. In close 
collaboration with the Cassava Program, the 
BRU, the VRU, and the DSU, the following 
activíties will be carried out: 
Incorporation into the germplasm collection 
of additional existing Latin American and 
Asian materials and new accessions col-
lected in field expeditions, mainly in Brazil. 
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Selection and study of representative 
subsets of the collection as a means of 
streamlining the conservation and charac-
terization of genetic variation within M. 
esculenta. 
Acquisition and introduction. By 1997, the 
cassava field germplasm bank (4677 
accessions at present) will have been 
increased by about 1500 accessions. CIAT 
recently received about 800 accessions 
from Brazil, which makes the collecüon 
comprehensive in terms of germplasm from 
centers of primary genetic diversity. 
Health status of the collecüon. Germplasm 
exchange of clonally propagated crops 
needs extra care. Frog skin disease is of 
special concem because it is endemic to 
Colombia and adjacent countries and there 
is no reliable serological method for detect-
ing it. In collaboration with the VRU, the 
GRU will "elean" and index all important 
accessions in the germplasm bank. 
Establishment of a comprehensive wild 
Manihot collection. Although the potential 
value of wHd Manihot specíes as new 
sources of useful traits for cassava cultivar 
improvement has been well established, 
there is no germplasm bank holding an 
adequately comprehensive number of wild 
Manihot accessions. The GRU will make 
the wild collection available for the Cassava 
Program which will evaluate the collection 
for its potential contributíon to cassava 
improvement. 
Duplicating the collection. CIA T's cassava 
collection is maintained in two germplasm 
banks: field and in vitro. Thus, technically 
speaking, the collection is duplicated and 
no majar worries exist for 105s of important 
germplasm. However, both germplasm 
banks are located at CIA T and are not 
conserved in other places. Two ap-
proaches are being considered: first, the 
Cassava Program wilf collect open-polli-
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nated true seeds from the fíeld collection lo 
be used as a means of gene conservation; 
and second, the BRU is developing a 
cryopreservation technology for cassava, 
which, if successful, will facilitate duplica-
tion of the collection in olher placas at 
reduced costs, compared with the meristem 
culture system, 
Fingerprinting the collection by biochemical 
and molecular markers. In the past Ihree 
years, 4205 accessions have been charac-
terized by esterase isozymes, DNA markers 
are al so being used for additional finger-
printing of the collection. 
CIA T, within Ihe CGIAR system, has ae-
cepted responsibility for conservation of 
cultivated and wild cassava germplasm, 
The mission can only be accomplished 
through working with others in this en-
deavor. At present, there are 55 national 
and international cassava collections 
maintained in 45 countries, There is also a 
large amount of cultivated cassava diversíty 
in Africa, which is probably not under 
immediate threat of genetic erosion, but 
which must be collected, CIAT, in collabora-
tion with liTA, IBPGR, and some key na-
lional programs, will seek to develop a 
global approach to secure conservation of 
the remainder of this important germplasm 
and to enhance its future use through the 
integration of the work of many institutions 
worldwide and Ihrough appropriate conser-
vation and utilization methodologies, 
Resource Requirements 
Table 17 shows Ihe resources allocated to 
the Genetic Resources Unit in terms of Senior 
Staff positions, 
Complementary Activities 
CIA T will seek extra-core resources for the 
Unit as shown in Table 19, With the availability 
19. Genetic Resources Unit. Revised budget tor 1992 and projected budgets tor 
complementary activities for 1993-1998 (SYs = Senior Slaft years). 
Senior Staff PO$ition 
Sorghum and soybean 
germplasm 
Forage germplasm biology • 
Forage in vitro management' 
Phaseolus bean germplasm 
Wild cassava germplasm a 
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of complementary resources, as described 
here, the GRU will be able to implement the 
following complementary projects: 
Activity 1. Sorghum and soybean 
germplasm. 
The GRU will assist in the introduction of 
highly selected (for potential adaptation to acid 
soils) sorghum and soybean germplasm. 
Additional resources (greenhouse workers and 
new quarantine screenhouses) will be added 
through complementary projects in this area. 
Activity 2. Forage germplasm biology. 
A clear understanding of reproductive 
biology is very important for managing germ-
plasm. In collaboration with the Tropical For-
ages Program, the GRU will investigate repro-
ductive biology (allogamy frequency, pollination 
mechanisms, apomixis, and genetic structure) 
in key species. 
Activity 3. In vitro management of forage 
germplasm. 
In vitro culture is an essential tool for sup-
porting forage genetic resources activities and 
for overcoming constraints in the provision of 
forage germplasm. The objective of this 
complementary project is to develop and 
establish in vitro culture techniques for the 
proper management of specific tropical forage 
germplasm, with special emphasis on some 
grass and MPFTS species. 
Activity 4. Phaseolus bean germplasm. 
Better understanding of the genetic struc-
ture of Phaseolus spp. is crucial for its effective 
use in strategic germplasm development. 
There is a strong need to further study founder 
effects; origin and gene pool s of the four 
cultivated species in Phaseolus; allogamy 
frequency of bean accessions; genetic struc-
ture of wild bean populations; effects of differ-
ent management practices on gene frequency 
changes; and application of highly variable 
DNA markers for fingerprinting of the collec-
tion. 
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Activity 5. Wild cassava germplasm. 
This project aims to complement the estab-
lishment of a comprehensive wild cassava 
germplasm bank by developing broad knowl-
edge on crossability of species in the germ-
plasm bank; and evaluating potential traits in 
wild species accessions. 
Expected Outputs 
Activity 1. Phaseolus (bean) germplasm. 
About 3500 backlog accessions processed 
and incorporated into the existing collection. 
The world's largest collection of wild 
Phaseolus germplasm assembled at CIA T. 
The bean genetic stock collection 
established and seeds distributed to bona fide 
users; all accessions available for distribution 
duplicated at CATIE by 1994; and a total of 
12000 accessions duplicated at CENARGEN 
by 1997. 
AII accessions with CIA T G number under 
long-term storage at the end of the planning 
periodo 
Availability of approximately 
4200 accessions free of bean common mosaic 
and bean southem mosaic viruses. 
Allogamy frequencies estimated for a 
sample of bean accessions. 
Bet!er understanding of the genetic 
structure of bean populations in nature and in 
the germplasm bank. 
RFLP maps established for P. acutifolius 
and two other species, if time permits. 
Better knowledge on how to improve 
efficiency in germplasm introgression. 
Activity 2. Tropical forage germplasm. 
Completion of the collection of key genera 
as gaps are filled; about 9000 accessions, with 
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emphasis on key genera, duplicaled al a 
reliable institution. 
Avaílabílity of forage germplasm adapted lo 
tropical acid-soil environments from sea level 
lo 1800 m.a.s.1. 
A collection of MPFTS for tropical acid soils 
assembled through germplasm exchange and 
direct collection. 
Accessions of key genera conserved in 
long-Ierm storage; seed viability of samples in 
long-term storage ascertained. 
CIA T's Brachiaria and Panicum collections 
characterized for morphological traits. 
Publícation of plant descríptors for key 
tropicallegume and grass genera in collabora-
tion with the lBPGR; documentation of charac-
terízation data for tropical forage germplasm; 
completion of passport data for accessions 
registered until1990, and publication (in 001-
laborabon with the Tropical Forages Program) 
of several regional germplasm catalogs. 
Implementation of a computerized system 
for germplasm management in oollaboration 
with CIAT's Informabon Management Systems 
Uni!. 
Estimation of the allogamy frequencies of 
key species at CIA T's multiplication sites. 
Better understanding of pollínation 
mechanisms; characterízation of grass oollec-
lions for Iheir reproductive mode (sexual 
versus apomixis). 
Increased knowledge of seed physiology. 
Activity 3. Cassava (Manihot) 
germplasm. 
Consolidation of the world's largest and 
most oomprehensive cultivated cassava 
germplasm oollection. 
About 5000 clones properly indexed and 
ready for exchange as pathogen-tested mate-
ríal. 
A comprehensive wild cassava germplasm 
bank; potential traits in wild species accessions 
evaluated. 
Conservation of true seeds of all floweríng 
clones in cold-room storage. 
Broad knowledge on crossability of species 
in the germplasm bank. 
Implementalion of cryopreservation for safe 
and long-term oonservalion. 
The whole collection fingerprinted by 
esterase isozyme; other isozymes used for 
additional fingerprinting and genetic diversity 
studies. 
Virology Research Unit 
Goal 
To support G/A T's research programs and 
some units in lhe araa of plant vir%gy for 
detecting, identífying, and controlling viruses of 
economic orquarantine importance. Specífic 
attention wil/ be gíven to viruses affecting 
beans, cassava, rice. and tropical pasturas 
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Strategies and Activities 
Strategy 1. Detection 
The presence of viruses, particularly new 
strains and exotic viruses, are constantly 
surveyed in bean, cassava, rice, and tropical 
forage pastures areas. The detection of plant 
viruses in reproductiva plant mataríais is al so 
critical for the safe exchange of plant germ-
plasm batween intemational centers and 
oollaboraling agricultural research ínstítutions. 
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Strategy 2. Characterization 
The pathogenicity and transmission of 
viruses are studied under field and greenhouse 
conditions, and their ph1'sicochemical proper-
ties characterized through electron microscopy, 
centrifugation, spectrophotometry, electro-
phoresis, serolog1', and molecular techniques, 
Strategy 3, Control and monitoring 
Practical control methods, mainl1' sources 
of resistan ce, are identified and breeding 
materials evaluated under artificial (green-
house, screenhouse, growth room) and field 
conditions, Finall1', the implementation of virus 
detection methods permits monitoring virus 
incidence and pathogenic variability in key 
production areas, 
Act/víty 1. /dentlfícatlon of v/ruses affect-
Ing C/A T's commodítíes. 
The VRU will concentrate research efforts 
on unknown viral pathogens of cassava, 
particularty the virus complexes found in Co-
lombia, and tropical forage pastures, with 
emphasis on legume and grass species cur-
rently exchanged with collaborating national 
research institutions, 
Actív/ty 2. Characterizatíon of economi-
cally Important víruses affectlng CIAT's 
commodities (biology). 
Afler viruses have been identified and 
shown lo be economically important--that is, 
not opportunistic--they are characterized for 
their pathogenicity, variability, mode of trans-
mission, and ke1' physicochemícal propertíes, 
They are then used to produce reliable detec· 
tion methods, such as antisera and probes. 
A number of bean viruses, such as bean 
severe and cucumber mosaic viruses, must be 
fully characterized, The same is true for those 
cassava viruses found in South America, which 
have onl1' been partially characterized. The 
identification and characterization of unknown 
forage legume and grass viruses will continue 
throughout the planning period, Molecular 
characterization of the rice "hoja blanca" virus 
(RHBV) should be completed within the same 
periodo 
Activity 3. Search far sources of virus 
resistance (plant protection components). 
During the planning period this activit1' will 
playa major role in supporting CIA T's germ-
plasm development activities, Suitabte sources 
of genetic resistance need to be identified for 
the following viruses: cassava viruses in gen-
eral; bean severe, bean yellow, and cucumber 
mosaic viruses in P. vulgaris; and for tropical 
pastures, pot1'viruses in Arachís, Centrosema, 
Stylosanthes, and Brachiaria species, For rice, 
the crop's genetic base of resistance to RHBV 
should be broadened, 
Activity 4. Development of reliable virus 
detection methods for epldemiological and 
quarantine purposes (ecology). 
This is probably the VRU's most constant 
and resource-demanding activily, AII viruses 
infecting CIA T's commodities--regardless of 
their economic importance--must be identified 
for quarantine purposes to guarantee germ-
plasm, introduced or exported by CIAT, as 
virus free, 
The VRU will replenish and produce 
polycional and monoclonal antisera for all 
viruses it has characterized, The basic anti-
sera coltection wilt increase the Unit's capacit1' 
to detect viruses that naturall1' intect CtA T's 
commodities. The VRU also plans lo expand its 
capacity to generate radio active and non radio-
active specific probes for viruses not readily 
identifiable or detected by 5erology, The main 
thrust of this effort is to develop and utilize 
nucleic acid hybridization techniques. 
Actlvlty 5. Implementatlon o, molecular 
vlrology and genetie engineering tech-
niques to produce transgenlc plants pos-
sessing resistance to plant vlruses. 
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The recently developed technique of intro-
ducing useful foreign genes into plants by 
ballistic methods has allowed scientists to 
genetically Iransform many species, such as 
beans, and circumvent Ihe difficult regenera-
tion of certain species by tissue culture tech-
niques, 
The incorporation into plants of foreign 
genes shown to confer virus resistance has 
been demonstrated for various virus-plant 
systems. The VRU wíll conlinue lo work on the 
genetic Iransformation of bean and, later, 
cassava planls lo test different virus-induced 
plant resistance mechanisms such as coal 
protein, satellite, and lethal mutant-mediated 
plan! resistance, Other vectors of genelic 
material, such as Agrobacterium spp., can also 
be tested with tobacco systems amenable to 
planl transformation. Through Ihe use of these 
techniques, breakthroughs in the area of plan! 
regeneration are anticipated, 
Activity 6, Training. 
The VRU reached full operational capacity 
in 1992, when training of junior staff in molecu-
lar virology was completed. The Unit wíll then 
be in a posilion lo transfer information and 
appropriate technology to scientists in national 
programs, who are responsible for handling 
similar virus problems in their countries, Em-
phasis wíll be placed on demonslrating modern 
virus-detection techniques, such as cONA 
pro bes, as practical tools for fíeld researchers 
who need diagnostic capacity in the absence of 
adequate local virology facilities, 
Other virus-detection techniques, such as 
immunosorbent serological methods (ELlSA), 
using polyclonal or monoclonal antibodies, will 
be demonstrated to pro mote scientists' aware-
ness of the availability of backup centralized 
tests, which can greatly assist breeding for 
virus resístance in isolated regions. 
Another major training area tor nalional 
program virologists is screening for virus 
resistance and selection of virus-resistant 
germplasm. 
Resource Requirements 
Table 17 shows Ihe resources allocated for 
the Virology Research Unit in terms of Senior 
Staff positions, 
Visiting Scientists and Postdoctorals 
Visiting scíentisls trom institutions of devel-
oped countries are expected to be fínanced 
through non-CIAT resources. However, CIAT 
budgets tor limited financial resources lo cover, 
if necessary, par! of Ihe sustenance costs of 
such visiting scienlisls, CIA T also mainlains a 
program lo invite cooperating, senior scientísts 
from national programs to conduct research al 
the Center for periods of 6 lo 12 months. On 
the average, CIAT can host 2 lo 3 such scien-
tisis al a cosl approximalely equal lo Ihal of 
one posldoctoral fellow, 
The Cenler budgels core resources for 
postdoctoral fellows on a yearly basis al an 
equivalence of 7-8 person-years, Postdoctoral 
fellows are recruited to engage in high-priority, 
often exploratory, research and are placed 
directly wilh Ihe research programs or Ihe 
research support units. Whíle Ihese young 
scíentists make considerable contríbutions to 
Ihe research programs, the posldoctoral pro-
gram al so provides Ihem with experíence in an 
inlemational research setting Ihat prepares 




Centra liza ti o n of services ensures econo-
mies of scale and reduces capital costs by 
providing an efficient mechanism for sharing 
the use of expensive advanced research 
equipment. Research Services at CIA Tare 
organized to provide centralized services lo all 
programs and units in the following areas: soíl 
and plant analytical services, plant growth 
facilities (screenhouses, greenhouses, growth 
rooms, and growth chambers), mass 
spectrophotometry laboratory, and mycorrhizae 
laboralory, The central microscope laboratory 
now has updated equipment and will expand 
ils services, The small-animal colony will be 
transferred lo Research Services, 
As advanced research equipment is pur-
chased, these resources are placed under Ihe 
administration of Research Services, super-
vised by a committee of users, 
Research Stations 
CIA T maintains research stations in Colom-
bia for experimental use by all its programs, 
with commercial production only on land that is 
in excess of program needs, CIAT-Palmira 
(404 ha of cultivable land), CIAT-Quilichao 
(177 ha cultivated), CIAT-Santa Rosa (29 ha 
cultivated), CIAT-Popayán (19 ha cultivated), 
and ICA's Centro Nacional de Investigaciones 
at Carimagua (CNI-Carimagua; co-managed by 
CIA T) are key elements in CIA 1's strategy for 
commodity programs and tor expanding needs 
in natural resource management research, 
CIAT -Palmira 
This fully irrigated slation has reached 
maturity, but appropriate equipment replace-
ment remains a key element in efficient man-
agement. AII programs and unils use the 
station, with heaviest emphasis on beans and 
rice research; about 20% of the cultivated area 
is devoted to commercial production, contribul-
ing an average of US$120,000 per year to 
CIA 1's income, 
CIAT Substations 
These stations are directly managed and 
provide a set of environments for research not 
available at headquarters, e.g., at Popayán 
(1800 m altitude), there are acid soils and a 
hum id, cool tropical climate for beans and 
cassava; at Quilichao (1000 m), acid soils and 
a subhumid mid-altitude climate for tropical 
forages, cassava, beans, maize (CIMMYT), 
and sorghum (INTSORMIL); and at Santa Rosa 
(300 m), moderately acid soils with a humid 
lowland tropical climate tor rice. The substa-
tions are managed by Station Operalions as a 
service lo all programs, The facilities are 
relatively modest, and, apart from the essenlial 
replacement of capital, significanl capital 
investments are not expected in the futura. 
On-stalion research by resource management 
programs will expand in so me keyareas, and 
this will be accommodated on existing stations 
with present resources, 
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Diagnostic work now being carried out by 
the resource management group will idenlify 
two further locations for on-station research 
over the planning periodo In both cases, Ihe 
research to be conducted would be in collabo-
ralion with national programs at exisling sta-
tions. Modest funds have been allocated for 
the additional capital needed at those stations 
to provide appropriate offíce and field labora-
tory space for CIAT. The actuallocations of 
these two sites should be determined by eariy 
1993. Modest amounts of funding have been 
included fer this purpose in the capital requests 
fer 1993 and 1994. 
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In addition to the aboye, there will be a 
need to develop a mid-altitude (approximately 
1500 m) screening site forthe Tropical Forages 
Program's work on MFPTS, as well as in 
grasses and legumes. This site is not envis-
aged as a full substation. II is expected that 
resources tor Ihis site will be derived from 
normal capital allocations in 1993 or 1994. 
CNI-Carimagua and Llanos-
based Research 
On-stalion and on-farm research by the 
Rice and Tropical Forages Programs in the 
Llanos Orientales (Eastern Plains) of Colombia 
has expanded greatly in recent years. The 
new Savannas Program will have a major sel 
of activities in the Colombian Llanos, incorpo-
rating !he existing rice-pasture activities within 
a systems context. The Rice and Tropical 
Forages Programs will continue to carry out 
germplasm development work (rice at Santa 
Rosa, and in collaboration with ICA at nearby 
"La Libertad: and on-farm in the area; and 
tropical forages at Carimagua and on-farm). In 
addition, the Cassava Program will continue to 
develop germplasm for the acid lowland humid 
tropics in collaboration with ICA at "La 
Libertad." 
AII these activities will place increasing 
logistic demands on CIA T's Station Opera-
tions. The administrative base now in place at 
Villavicencio and Santa Rosa will need to grow 
to provide local support for these far-flung 
activities. The total resources required tor the 
L1anos-based station operations and logistic 
support will be accommodated within the 
present budget allocated to existing activities in 
the region. The working budget of Ihe new 
Savannas Program will help to complement the 
centrally funded logistic services. 
Information Management 
To develop its information tunctions, CIA T 
has opted for decentralized hardware, soft-
ware, and personnel resources within so-called 
"information domains" relevant lo the new CIA T 
strategy, combined with a centralized policy, 
coordination, and technical support. 
The information domains identified within 
CIAT are: 
Geographíc and Land Use Information; 
Socioeconomic Information; 
Germplasm Development Information; 
SoillPlant Information; 
Bibliographic/Documentation Information; 
Institutional Development Information; 
Finandal/Administrative Information. 
Each doma in develops information input, 
processing, storage, and analysis procedures 
to support Its unique information needs. 
The Informa!ion Management Committee 
(IMC) considers and recommends CIA T policy 
and coordinates activities. services, and re-
sources to guarantee effiden! management of 
CIA T's information resources. It is chaired by a 
DDG and includes as members both technical 
personnel in the areas of information manage-
men! and analysis, and users representative of 
the differen! information domains. In particular. 
the IMC assumes the following responsibilities: 
Long-term policy and strategies for informa-
tion management within CIA T and between 
CIA T and ils partner institutions. 
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Components and slandards of the various 
information systems. 
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CIA T policy on hardware and software 
acquisition, maintenance, and growth. 
A central group of specíalists in the areas of 
information management and analysis forms 
the Informalion Management Unit The Unit 
provides technical advice and support to CIA T 
research Programs and Units within the infor-
mation domains in databases and information 
systems development Additionally, it is re-
sponsible for maintaining the principal main-
frame installation. The budget shown in Table 




Depending of the nature of the information 
domain, the effective conceptualization, design, 
implementation, and maintenance of databases 
or informalion syslems require a specifically 
composed 'dalabase team." For CIAT 
germplasm development databases, soillplanl 
relations databases, and some types of socío-
economic databases, for example, whose body 
is constituted by experimental results, the data-
base team requires a clear understanding of the 
biological nature of the crop(s), their multiple 
components, and the meaning of experimental 
data. Therefore, members of these database 
teams are (a) the systems analyst, who is the 
software expert and designer of the efficient 
storage of data with minimal redundancy and 
with the most effactive interactive access lo 
end-users; (b) the researcher(s), who have a 
elear understanding of the problem, purpose, 
and audience of the database; and (e) the 
biometrieian, who has a elear understanding of 
the data and the mos! suilable slatislícal sum-
maries with which to characterize a gíven re-
search process. For other types of applícations, 
such as bibliographíc and documentalion data-
bases, the database team would include people 
with a dífferent mix of abilities. 
Specific responsibilities of the Databases/ 
Information Syslems Development group in-
elude: 
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Assisting CIA T lo develop standard s for 
database management software for main-
frame, micras, and LAN environments, and 
methodology for applications developmenl. 
Supporting Ihe different domains in data-
base development. 
Designing, implementing, and maintaining 
institutíonal research and research-related 
databases in clase collaboration with CIA T 
research Programs and Units. 
Training end-users in the use of existing 
databases, using the Microcomputer Train-
ing Laboratory facilities. 
CIA T's standard database management 
software, across all hardware platforms (main-
frame, micras, and LANs), is ORACLE from 
Oraele Corporation. AII major research and 
research-related databases-Genetic Re-
sources Database, Bean Breeding Database, 
Cassava Breeding Database, Tropical Forages 
Evaluation Dalabase, and Inlerinstilulional 
Relalions Dalabase-are implemented in 
ORACLE, and interactive access to them is 
provided lo end-users within CIA T Headquar-
terso Databases are distributed lo CIAT re-
gional programs in other countries and partner 
NARDls by diskette, making use of ORACLE 
interfaces with Dbase and Lotus. However, 
because CIA T was recently accepted as 
member of the scíentific WAN (wide area 
network), BITNET, electronic informatlon flow 
from and to CIAT is technically feasible. 
Biometry Support 
As a science-based institution, CIAT relies 
heavily on statistical and mathematical scí-
ences and on tools for research design and 
analysis of results. The Centers research 
Programs and Units receive biometric support 
In the following areas: 
Statistical and mathematical orientation in 
experimental design, data analysis method-
ology, interpretation of results and their 
forecasting ability, and final presentation. 
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Statistical analysis of experimental results 
to be stored in research databases, and 
selectíon of relevant slatístical summaries. 
Collaboralive methodological studies and 
data analysis projects with CIA T scientísts. 
Training in statistical and mathematícal 
methods and data analysis for CIATre-
search staff and collaborating national 
program researchers, using the Microcom-
puter Training Laboratory facilities. 
Assistance to CIAT in defining standards for 
statístical and malhematical software for 
mainframe, micros, and LAN environments. 
CIA T standards tor statistical and data 
analysis software for Ihe maintrame computer 
include SAS/BASICS, SAS/ST A TS, SASI 
GRAPH, SAS/FSP, SAS/ETS, SAS/IML, and 
SAS/OR from SAS Institute Inc., Raleigh, North 
Carolina, USA; and GENSTAT, GLlM, and 
Fortran Library from Ihe NAG Algorithm Group, 
London, England. Microcomputer statístícal 
and data analysis software inelude MST A T 
trom Michigan State University; GLMM from 
Louisíana State University; SYSTAT from 
SYSTAT Inc., Chicago, IlIinois; AGROBASE/4 
from Agronomíx Software Inc., Manitoba, 
Canada; Lotus 1-2-3; and Dbase 111. 
Impact Assessment 
The shift toward increased emphasis on 
strategic germplasm development as 
described in this Operatíonal Plan ís 
accompanied by an importan! reduction in 
agricultural economics work in the germplasm 
development programs. At the same time, 
however, Ihere is a conlinuing, even increas-
ing, need tor CIA T lo monitor the agricultural 
economics situation surrounding Ihe production 
of the Center's mandale commodilies. Such 
research assists in Ihe continuous settíng of 
priorities through ex ante impact assessmenl. 
Similarly, wilh the initiatíon of the 
Agroecosystems Programs, methodologies for 
impact assessment in the area of resource 
management research need to be developed 
or adapted. While actual fíeldwork will be 
carried out by the respective programs, Ihís 
work needs to be íntegrated into the Center's 
overall impact assessment processes. 
Additionally, CIA T must be able to assess 
and monitor the impact of its work, as well as to 
respond to requests for special economíc 
analyses from ¡he CGIAR, the Board, and 
Management. To partly fill !he gap opened by 
Ihe reduced number of agricultural economis! 
positions, and to fulfill the needs tor !rends 
analysis, impact assessment, and special 
economic studies, the seclion of Impact As-
sessment is proposed, lo be initiated in 1993. 
The Uní! will report to Ihe Director General. II 
will be staffed by a senior economist and a 
small professíonal support staff. Also assigned 
to Ihe office are financial resources Ihat allow 
the senior economist to contract selected data 
collection and field studies work and coordinale 
the Center's working group on impact assess-
ment research. 
The resource requiremenls for Impact 
Assessment in Ihe 1993-1998 period are 
shown in Table 17. 
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MANAGEMENT, ADMINISTRATION, ANO 
CENTRAL SERVICES 
In 1992, after an important restructuring of 
administrative and services areas, CIA T de-
voted 7.4% of its core resources to manage-
ment and administration, and 12% to central 
services, Together, the two areas accounted 
for US$5,680,OOO or 19.4% of the core bud-
gel. For the forthcoming operational period, 
1993-1998, CIAT projects general operatíng 
expenditures to remain at approximately the 
same proportion. 
CIA T is aware that the more complex 
organization described by this operational plan 
and the addition of resource management 
research will significantly increase demands on 
management, administration, and central 
services, However, the center will continue to 
selectively decentralize management and 
administration and lo increase the systematiza-
tion of operations and cost reduction mea-
sures, thus making it feasible to meet the 
demand of the expected ripple effect wilh 
minimal additional resources, 
... _--_ ... _--_ .... _-- ---'-, 
Table 20. Management and Administration. Revised budget for 1992 and projected 
budgets for cere activities tor 1993-1998 (SYs = Senior Staff years). 
(Constant 1992 US$'OOO) 
1996 1998 1997 
I 
["" 1992 i 19?_3-+-_1994 I 1. 995 
!l_en_to.f Staff Positlo.:.:n ___ -l_s:.:y..:.' ¡...:::~=un::¡.t --,SY:.:.:..' I,..:A.:.:m:::.ou:::n':¡""':SY:;".:.r "mourrt! sy., Amount SVa I Amounl SVs Amount sv. Amo.unt 
Board 01 Trustees 
Central administration 
Office 01 Director General 
Office 01 DDG for Finance 
- 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 
2 _ 2 _ 2 _ 2 _ 2 _ ~ _ 2 _ 
and Administration 1 236 1 236 1 236 1 236 1 236 1 236 1 236 
Off. 01 the Executive OfflCer 1 378 1 378 1 378 1 378 1 378 1 378 1 378 












- 223 223 - 223 



















- 1,193 - 1,193 - 1,193 - 1,193 1,193 - 1,193 - 1,193 
- 639 - 639 639 - 639 - 639 639 
492 Motor pool - 492 - 492 - 492 -1 492 ] 492 -
f-.._G_e_n .. e .. _ra_l .. e .. x_p_e_ns_e._s. ___ .¡.. .... _-+-_59S_~ - 608 .. 4 _~ 608-+_'-'--1.1_ 608_+--: 808 
Totat 5 5,680L~ 5,680..L.. 5,5,680 ' 5
1





5 5,680 I 
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Senior Staff positions for management and 
administration were reduced from six in 1991 to 
five in 1992 (not included are two positions for 
research directors, which are shown in the 
respective research divisions [see Table 23]). 
The internationally recruited posinon of 
Projects Offícer was transferred frorn lhe 
Projects Adminístration Office to lhe Institu-
lional Development Support, as Project Design 
Specialist. Replacing the posítion ís a locally 
recruited position for Administration. 
Table 20 shows the projected Senior Staff 
posinons and resource requirements in lhe 





The present value of CIATs fixed assets is 
US$20A million. To keep its capital infrastruc-
ture at presant levels, CIA T calculates tha! an 
annual allocation of US$2. O million is required.1 
With the influx of these financial resources, 
CIA T can guarantee the donor community that 
its capital infrastructure is maintained at opti-
mallevels and that all its research, laboratory, 
machinery, and computer equipment will be in 
good operating order and will be replaced with 
state-of-the-art equipment at reasonable 
intervals. However, the constant pressure on 
'The amoun! mentione<! hare Is tha result of applylng 
lhe straíght-lina daprecíatíon formula to CIA 1"$ assels 
valuad al original acquisition casts This formula was 
introduce<! in the 1991 financial year as per guidelines 
issue<! by the CGIAR Secretaria!. Tha amount closely 
CIA T lO maximize its research output by avail-
ing itself of advanced researeh equipmenl 
requires capital resources beyond the eurrent 
levals al which CIA T keeps up its present flxed 
assets. To replaee ouldated research equip-
ment with new and enhanced equipment, and 
to acquire new research implemenls, machin-
ery, and other equipment, CIAT projects an 
additional annual capital allocation of 
US$300,OOQ, This amount is reflected in the 
corresponding asset category shown in 
Table 21. 
matches CIA T's own estimates-estimatas basad on 
experienoe over several years-as to the resources 
needed to maintain lhe capitallnfrastructure (mclud-
Ing research and laboratory aquipment) up-to-date 
and in working order, 
Table 21. Capital resources. Revised budget tor 1992 and projected budgets tor cora 
activities for 1993-1998 (SYs = Senior 5taft yaars). 
(Const3m1992 US$'OOO) 
! 
.. ~ .. 
I 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 ,. 
I .. ~. 
As$ots categoriea. ¡ .:, Amount Amourif '~nt Amount· Ame).mt ' Am~írt,';:. -
land, buildings, and leasehold 
improvements 200 400 280 400 300 300 1SO 
Operating equipment 500 500 300 420 500 500 350 
Vehicles 400 420 420 4SO 480 450 450 
Furnishlng and office equipm. 30 50 30 30 50 50 80 
Research equipment seo 7SO seo , 800 800 800 700 
Aircralt - - 400 I - - - 400 , 
Computer equipmen! 180 180 180 
i 









SUMMARY ANO ANALYSIS OF RESOURCE 
REQUIREMENTS 
CIA Ts proposed alloeanon of resources 
over the 1993-1998 period is summarized in 
Tabla 22. Information in this table is based on 
the elassification of "activities' used by the 
CGIAR systam (sea Appendix 11). 
Table 23 shows projected resource raquire-
ments tor tha core program during the planníng 
período Details on those requirements appear 
in the respective program or unít description. 
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Table 24 gives the same information for 
complementary activities in the same period, 
whíle Table 25 presents the total resourca 
requirements tor eore and complementary 
activities combinad. 
Table 26 shows the resource requirements 
by expense categories; Table 27 shows total 
personnel requirements by program and unit 
tor the planning periodo 
¡r;ble 22. utilizati~n ~f ~ore resources by actlvities for the years 1991 -1998 (percent 
I share) .• 
! Activities b 
, 1. Conservalion and management of natural 
rescuICas, including garmplasm conservati 
1.1 Ecosystem conservation and management 
LAC 
1.2 Germplasm collection, conservation, 















3.2 Llvestock systems 
LAC 
4. Socio-economíc, public policy and public 
managemem research 






4.3 Govemance and management 01 public 
systems 
lAC 
5. Institution building 





. ......•. ......... ......... . . .....• 1~~~.f99l) Avg., t991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1Jll-:,91Í1 
I ! i I 
10.0. 21.0 I 25.0 I 24.51 25.0 ¡ .25.0 25.5 26.0 24.5 
3.01 13.0 : 17.51 17.0 1 "'7.5' . ,,;5 n5 18.0 .17:01 
l 3.0 13.0 .~ 17.0' 17.5 I 17.5. 17.5 18.0 17.0 : ! I ' ! 
7.01 8.0 .. 7.5 .. 7.51· 7.51· 7.51 .' Q.O M" 7.~ i 4.0, 4.5 4.0 ' 4.0, 4.0, 4.0, 4.5 : 4,5 i 4.0 
I 2,0 ' 2.0 2.0 2,0 2,0 : 2.0 : 2,0 I 2.0 2,0. 
1.0 ' 1,5 1,5 1,5 1,5 1.5 1 1.5 i 1.5 1,5 , 
,,~ .. 
~f M.S 32.0 31.0 3O.53j.~Kl.5~:.~ 32,lt :23.5 33.5 32.0 31.0 30.5 F31.53J~ ~l'O . 32.0 
1 16,5 20,0 19,0 18,5 : 18,0 i 18,5, 18.5 19,0 19.0 4,5 ! 8,5 8,0 7,5 ' 7,5 : 7,5 I 7,5 I 8,0 8.0 i 




14:5 16.5 14.5 15.5 15.5 15.0 14.5 1;~ 
1 21.0 15.0 13.0 14.0 14.0 13.5 13.0 13.0 '. 13.5, 
13.5 8,5 7,5 8,1), 8,0 . 7,5 I 7,5, 7.5 
~:; j 5.0 4.0 3,0 4,0 4,0 i 3~i 3,0 I 3,0 2,5, 2,5 2.5 2,0 2,0 2,5 2,5 ¡ 2.5 f.- 2,5 
~~4¡; 1.5 • 1.5, 1,5 1,511.51 1;5 1.5 
6,5' 1.5 1.5 1.5 --1.5 1.5, 1.5 1.5 1.5 
. . 
• "."7 .
· .6.0 9.0 11.51 12.0 12.0 12.0 '12.0 12.01 11.11 
5,5 .. 6.5 8.01 e.5 8.5: 8.5 8.5 .' 8.51 . 8.0 
""_. ""_. 
4.0 5.0 6.5 ' 7,0 7,0 7,0 7.0 7.0 ' 6.5, 
1,0 1.0 1.0¡ 1.0 1.0 ' 1.0 1.0 1.0 i 1.0 
0.5 ' 0,5 0,5 ; 0.5 0,5 0,5 ' 0.5 0.5 : 0.5 
0.5 2.0 2.5. 1 2.5 2.5 .2.51 ,:2-5 2.51 2.lj' 
L'S 2.0 2,5 2,5 2,5 2,5, 2,5 2,5 i 2.5 . 
~,oTi;O t',~ 1 - 0.5 1.0, 1.0 • 1.0 1.0 
~: 
"0.5 1.0 I:¡r~:o ~f.o 1.0 1.0 1.0 
""'C'i:": 
~~. 
I--.:~ I--.:~' .~ "''':i 
~? ~~. ~~o. 17.0 16.1> "16.1> .1[1.1>' 17.0. 
· .l7.5 7.0 5,0 5.0 5.0,. tiO ·····$:0 5.0 5.0' 
13.5 4.5 3.0 3.0 3.0, 3.0 I 3.0 3.0 3,0 
3.0 2.0 1.5 1.5 1,5, 1.5 ' 1.5 1.5 1.5 
1,0 ' 0,5 0.5 0.5 0.5 ' 0,5 0.5 0.5 ! 












I Summary by region: 
, lAC 
I SSA 
1 10.5 10.51 10,01 10.0, 10.0.~,: 10.0 10 .. 0 10.01 
i 8.5 S,5:Lj'0, 6.0 6.01 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 I 
1.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 ' 3.0 ' 3.0 ! 3.0 3.0, 3.0, 
, 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 i 1.0 i 1.0 1.0 ¡ 1.0 ~-¡{O -2.51 2.0 2.0 2.01 1.sl i5 1'.5 2.0 · 3.5. 1.5! 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 1.0 
I 1.0 I 0.5
1 
0.5 0.5 0.5.L; 0.5 • 0.5 0.5 
1 " "' 1.' " .. O., 0.5 0.5 ! 1,00•0 100.0 100.0 100.0 ~J 100.0 100.0 100:" jllO:o' 
I~T ' 
735 67.51 69.5 69.5 69.5. 69.0 1 69.5 70.5 I 69.0 
18.0 21.0, 19.01 19.5
1 
19.5 19.0, 18.5. 19.0 19.5 
I 8.5 11.51 11.5: 11.0, 11.0 12.01 12.0, 10.51 11.5 
100~0 I 1 OO.Gf, 00.0 1'00.0 ~".' .1. ¡100.0 100.0 I~OQ.O 100,0. 10lUf 
. -- - -
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Table 23. Resource requirements. Revised budget for 1992 and projected budgets for 




















, 47.5 12._ 
(Constant 1992 US$'OOO) 
14 3,390 1. 3.390 13 3,240 13 
10 2.400 11 2.816 11 2,826 11 
6 1,540 6 1,540 6 1,$40 6 
9~5 2,395 9,5 2.395 9~5 2,395 10.5 
3 500 3 500 3 528 3 
352 2' 352 2 
~¡ 1 I 753 370 i 
238 1 1 238 : 1 
2 352 2 










300 • 900 4 
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Resource requirements. Revised budget for 1992 and projected budgets for 
complementary activities for 1993-1998 (SYs = Senior Staff years). a 





Cassava - 1,074 
I Ric<> 2 810 
Tropical Forages 2 5J6 
BiotechnoJoQ}l 1 215 ' 
I - -
96 
Table 25. Resource requirements. Revised budget tor 1992 and projected budgets tor 
core and complementary activitles for 1993-1998 (SYs = Senior Staft years). 
(Constant 1992 US$'OOO) 
1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 
l------ $Y. Amoun1 $Y.: Amoun SV. A"'.~ $Y,. An100n SV. Amoun $'(. i. Amoun1 $Y. Amou~ O 
.-.:..;=.:=-t----'r:::..'-t---'-==--,.. 
~:-Dow~ 23 6,854 23 1 6.662 2' 1 6,050 20 I 5,903 
Cassaw 12 4,333, 13
1 
5.308 13 5,259 13 1: 5,222 
RIce ? 1.995: 8 2,510 8 2.570 8 2,540 
Tropicalforages 11.5 3.216; 12.5 3,112 13.5 3,328 12,5: 3,141 











352 Vi~ogy 2 352 ! 2 ' 352 2 352 2 : 352 
Genetic resoutces 1: 729 ' 1 I 130 1 750 1 153 1 ¡ 763 































238 ResM(ch management 1 ¡ 238 I 1 238 1 238 1 23& 1 236 : 1 1 i 
,--r---+---j--+--!---,--t-+--+--j----I 
ToIalgemp ...... dew/opm.... "".5 1$.317 64.5 119.892 63.5 19._ 61.5 19.262 59.5 17P97 56.5 17.;103 57.5 17.018 
Resouroe Management ! 
FOrMt Margins 1, 300 6 i 1.250 7 1,450 7 1.450 
Hillsides l' 430 ' 7 i 1.410 9 1,760 9 1.860 
Sawnnas 6,5 i 1,465 i 6,5: 1,565 6.5 1,115 6.5 1.750 
landUse _31, no 4 1,030 5 1,150 6 1,230: 
Strategic r_ee.rch initiatives lOO - i 185 - 320 - 370 : 





















233 Research mana~nt 1; 233 1 233 1 233 1 233 i 
,-~~~.--+---¡.~ .. -+_I---t~+--~+--+~+-f__Ii___+~.-r_' --+--1 
: 12.5 3,298 2 •. 5 5.673, 28.5 6.628 29.5 6,893 29.5 8,943 29.5 6.94.3 29.5 &,943 
_Sopport 
Research services - 438 - 436 - ! 438 - 438 , - 438 - 438 - 438 
Fieldopemtlons 1! 871 1 i na 1 773 1 773: 1 773 1 773 1 n3 
Carimagua : - 347 - 347 347 - 347 - 347 - 347 - 347 
In(ormation management - ) 283 - 286 - 286 - 2861 - 286 - :286 : - 286 
Biomeby support 1, - , 224 - 224 i - 224 - 224 ' - I 224 - , 224~; - 224 
¡ Visl¡ng $clentists and postdootorals, - 532 ¡ - 532 ' - 532 - ' 532 - I 532 -, 1 300532 - 5.'l2 
! tmpact assessment I - 1 200 ¡ 1 200 1 250 1 : 250 : 1 ¡ 300 
1. __ F'_f~~_~!patory rese8rch ~_'_!~_~~+_+_27_.-+I_-+_ 2_'lll+ __ +_2_7_".j __ +- 27_9+_+-~~ ,. __ '+! __ 27_9,1 
I
1 
ToIalte:$8ltr<:hliUppofÍ : 2 ¡ 2)174 _3+-3_."_79-t __ 3+ 3.079 3 3.129 i 3 ~129 3 3.179: 3· 3.179 
Institutional Devetopment Support I 
Associale Director (lnstirut. relations.) ! 228 ¡ 228 ' 228 1: 228 i 226 : 1:; 228 1: 228 
Profess~ deveJopmerrt _- i 1,160 1,060 1.060 1,060 I 860 ó60 i 560 
Conforeoces ; ,240 540 540 540 : i 540 S40 - ! 54í) , 
CommunicatiorVPubl~affafn¡ 2 i 1,031 2:: 1,031 2 1,031 2 1,03~ 1, 2 1,031 2 1,031 2, 1,031 ¡ 
Informatbn and doeumenta~ion i 1 : 585 1 i 55(} 1 550 1 550 l' 550 1 550 1: 550 ' 
Proiectdesrgn- l' l' -: , 1 i -! 
T:d¡:::nal ~~t • ~·+3·~.:-~-2+-:-j'-3 .• ··09··+~5-¡--3-._-+·-5-'-3-,-_-~'·5'+-3-,209-+--5+-3-.009-- -:1 2~ I 
lílanagemcnt and AdministmUon 




5 i 1,961 
3,519 
--- -+---+-
1 I! . 
200 - i 200 200 : 200 200 , 200 : 
5: 1,961: 5: 1,961 5 1,961 I 5 1,961 ¡ 5 1,961: 5 ¡ 1,961 I 
3,519 L. 3,519 -: 3.519: 3,519 ' 3,519 ; 3.519 : --t--, ,~-t--;..... -~-t-----1t---+~---¡-+---.--, 
I 
Tolatrna.nagementandadministral 5 5.680 S 5.680 ¡ 5 5.680_+-_5+5",,:...680_¡-1 _5-,-_5.:..680-,-". ___ 5+ 5.680 f 
00""", .. _ ~nse 2,000 2,000 ! 2,000 2,000 . - 1 2,000 i 2,000 
Contíngencios 367 403 : 401 399 ¡ 385 : 377 : 373 i 
~!~-I-~~~.:::.------_+--=85.::..l:..36:.:.--'48:..::..¡.-='02 0I0.136! 105 10I0.n9 104: 010.772 I 102 '39.343 r'01 ".iJ91 1 100 38"1 
lea= <ap~ ...... ~ __ ~_ --+d_r--_600--¡i_ :._600_.¡ ___ +_600_"--..--i..--i_600 ___ i_-+_600_f--_O-+! _600--,1 
I TotaI .. ""piIa_I ___ ~ : - i 300 i 600 600 600 I 600 ¡ t;()O 600 . --t~-+-~-+--'+---j"-+-"':':"+~+--=~~ .. -+--=='¡ 
~-=T---':-. - 359 ! 64 - 9 . 3 1 - i 
L:l=81~:...i_='="=_= ... =. ,='05==1 4=.=.4=""=". ='=04~"41=,,,=,~._I~='02=~I,"39=.946=k=k=~=~===1 




Table 26. Budget by categories of expenses. Revised budget for 1992 and projected 
budgets for core activities for 1993-1998 (SYs = Senior Staff years). 
(Constant 1992 US$'OOO) 
1992 1993 1994 : 1995 1996 1997 1998 
I 
Categorias of expenses Am!)Unt Amounl AmouM AJI'lounl Amounl Amount AmOl.lnl 
~. 
I 
Personnel 18,148 18,113 18,372 18,338 18,445 18,319 18,319 
Traíníng 692 692 692 692 692 692 692 
Supplíes and servíC9S 4,991 4,848 4,956 4,976 4,977 4,983 4,983 
Travel 1,600 1,833 1,600 1,701 1,687 1,697 1,697 
Other expenses 1,613 1,693 2,023 2,164 2,114 2,136 2,136 
Deprecíation expense 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 
Contingency 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 
Capital - 300 300 300 300 300 300 
Workíng capital adjustment - 19 61 6 3 -




I Tabla 27. Actual pOsít:ons for 1992, and projected cora positions for 1993-1998. 
1 I Support Slalf 
.~ i Senior Staff Scientific and &upervisory Clerical and Other.taff 
. . l"~~·31"1··~f-" ~¡-M- '.-+93~~W." J[ ~ .... _93+ .. ~ ... _!!L:u; ~ ... ps+-.. J!!jc.!BJ&J+"_ 
G«m,.,.,m""-""",, I 1 1 I I ¡ 1 1 1 1 '1 1 1 I . 
a..M l· 15 1 14.
1 
14, 13 13 13 13 31 11 291 291 "'1 26 26 :2'6 121 116 H61 111 1111' 111 111 167 ¡ 159 J 1~ I 150·1 150 l· '50 1 '50 Cas&ava , 10 10 11 I 11 11 10 10 25 25. 2S 1
1 
29 28 25 25 91 91 91 91 91. gl 91 1261 1261 131 I 131: 130, 1!Z6. 126 
Afee '1 S ¡ 6 1 6 i 6 6 6 6 191 191 19 , 191 19 19 19 66 se &61 OS "1 se 66 91 ¡ 91 1 91· 91 1 91) 91 I 91 
l
' TropkalFomgM , 9.!:l l. 9,' 9.5! 9,5 10.5 10.5 10.~ 26 i 26. 261 261 2' 1 '27 27 107 107 107 101 112. 112 112 1431 143 1431 143. 150, 150 I 150 
6iotechl1ology I 3i 3 3t 3 3 3 3 el el e 9' 9, 9 9: 7 7 7] 1 al 6 e 1811161'81 HII 20) 201 20 
\lirology , 2 2 21 2 2 :;1 2 S I 6 6 I e I El 6 6 6 ~ 6 . e a . a $: 14 14 14 14 ' 141 '41 14 
(
' GentllKteWurce$ 1 1 l' 1 1 t 1 si al 81 9
1 
SI 9: 9 40 40 42 42 421 42 42 491 49 511. 52 ,.~! 52
,RMeaIChmanagement 1 1 1 t 1 1 '¡--1-- i 11_'¡-~ ___ 1_~~?_ 2 2 _?-2+ ___ 2r---3- __ 4.;------~ __ .4_4.r__-4 .. 4, 
~ ... ¡ ... mp".m_m.nt 4,. 48,' <7,' 48,' ......... 4a'!f_"" ~-'25.i '" "" 122 440 430 4.31 .,. ....... .,. .".5 ooa •• ,~~~, _. _5~ 
IR .... ''''' ....... '''''''. ! I '1 '-¡--:I I1 ·I! l ' I! 1 ! FoteSt Margins 1 1 j 4 I 4 41 .. , 4 .. :2 61 6 8 , 8 8 1I 8 2 1$ '1 t6 16 1$ I le 16 5 28 28 '1 2S 28 2& , 28 J 
! H<illtdes 1 ' 4 ' .. " '1 4 1 -4 4 2 e ' 8 1 81 ti 6 i 8 2 16, 16 16 16 '1 16 16 5 26 28 , 28 26 281 28 \ 
1 
SavanM$ 5.51 5}5' e,5 5.5 5,e I -S,e 5.5 15 151 15
1 
15, 15 15 i 15 41 41 I 4' 41 41 1 41 41 62 62 621 62 S2 62 i 62 1 
¡ landUse ::Il' " 5 6 6 6 6 11 15' 18, 221 21 22122 8 it'O 11 12 12 12 12 22 29 34140 40 40 401 AesearchiMNlgemcrtt 1 ._1_ 1 ._~ 1 t. 1 1 1 1 1 -~r- 1 __ ' __ 1.. ___ 1 __ Ir---!- 1 _~1 _' 3 ::1 31 3: 3 3 ~~ 
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MANAGING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 
PLAN 
The medium-term plan, as introduced in the 
foregoing chapters, js not business as usual; 
rather, jt calls for a transformation of the center 
in line with the aims of the Strategic Plan. This 
transformation will coincide with a relative 
scarcity of resources. At the same time, very 
high expectations have been placed on CIA T 
to have a major impact in terms of sustainable 
agricultural production in the ragions il serves. 
There are real problems to be sOlved, which 
will require innovative and effective manage-
ment of the center. 
As evidenced in ils Strategic Plan, CIA T is 
willíng to refocus; in carrying out its mission, 
the center is determined to proceed with a 
lean, results-oriented action programo The 
guiding features in accomplishing the imple-
mentation of the strategic and operational 
plans are: 
Sharp definitions of work plans; 
Choice of an appropriate modus operandi; 
Design of conducive organizationa! struc-
tures; 
Transfer of selected activities; 
Maintenance of maximum flexibility; 
Management of the organizational culture. 
Work Plans 
Through ils Strategic Plan and the present 
Operatíonal Plan, CIAT has undertaken the 
basic sleps lo indicate clearly the directions in 
which the inslitulion is headed. CIAT is commit-
ted to take the necessary additional steps to 
focus Ihe work of all research and administra-
tive units so that staff throughout Ihe organiza-
tion understand the importance of their work for 
Ihe institution's new mission, and the standards 
required for ils accomplishment. Included in 
Ihis endeavor of continuous planning and 
definition of what is expected from each pro-
gram, unit, or project are provisions for sharp 
definitions of work plans, and provisions for 
performance planning and monitoring, annual 
program reviews, and documentation of impact 
and results. The Director General's office will 
establish the necessary organizational features 
to ensure coordination of all aclivilies designed 
to (1) obtain systematic feedback on the results 
of CIAT's work in the respective environments 
for which this work is designed, and (2) obtain 
and analyze information on the changing 
environments, which may require adjustmenls 
in research and management. 
Modus Operandi 
CIA T is involved in large and complex 
tasks. Clearly, no single inslitution will be able 
to accomplish these tasks on íts own. CIA T's 
strategy is to integrate germplasm develop-
ment and resource management research 
within the ecoregional model adopted. Central 
to the strategy is Ihe need for an interinstitu-
lional modus operandi. CIAT is committed lO 
identifying innovative ways of arranging for 
multi-institutionallinkages. These linkages 
should ensure sharíng a common research 
agenda based on a common platform that 
provides for the free interchange of informa-
tion, technologies, and materíals. 
The center is committed to developing 
simple but effective multi-inslitutional linkages 
that provide for: 
Joint planning and effective coordination in 
Ihe implementation of work plans; 
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Sharp definition of institutional and staff 
responsibilities for execution of activities' 
and ' 
Definition of eftective oversight mecha-
nisms for monitoring outputs and impact. 
This modus operandi calls for an open 
organization that designs its work on a 
cooperative level; ís willing to subsume 
recognition for work performed to the 
achievement of results per se; and is as 
concemed about the effectiveness of lhe 
contributions of others as it is about the 
effectiveness of its own work. 
Organizational Structures 
While scientific progress is lhe resul! of 
creative, ínlelligenl, persistent, and largely 
individual efforts of lhe scientific slaft, CIA T's 
success in accomplishing its mission is a 
functíon of lhe degree to which multidisciplinary 
leams of scientists achieve inlegrated solu-
tions. The challenge for CIAT as a research 
organization is to blend individual research 
efforts with the objectives of the programs in 
germplasm development and resource man-
agement research. Superimposed is the chal-
lenge to permít scíentísts to pursue selected 
research endeavors Ihat require 
intradísciplinary work (e.g., planl protectionists 
working on plant protection models involving 
multiple commodities wilhín an ecosystem, 
economísls working on impact assessment, soil 
scientists working on nutríenl processes), or 
that require lhe ad hoc formation-extemal to 
the organizational program structure-of re-
search leams composed of various disciplinary 
specialists. 
This Operational Plan makes it evident lhat 
CIA T will continue pursuíng its research work 
largely along multidísciptinary program slrue-
tures conducting ínterdísciplinary research. 
Nevertheless, CIA T ís committed to create an 
open intemal organizational model Iha! allows 
for a high degree of ínlercommunícation among 
programs and units, and facilitates lhe creation 
of temporary work teams to resolve specífic 
problems. The key mechanísm to achieve this 
openness is a continuing process of defining 
medl~m- and .short-term objectíves as they 
anse In pursutng the cenler's mission, and then 
assembling and reallocatíng lhe resources 
required lo achieve these dynamic objectives 
on a project-by-project basís. Furthermore, 
CIA T is committed lo participatory manage-
ment, whereby individual work leams and units 
have a major say in how they wish to organíze 
and staff themselves in bríngíng about specifíc 
outcomes under theír responsibility. 
Fostering Integration 
The chosen "program structure" implies 
budgeting by programs. The advantages of 
"project budgeting" are captured through the 
sharp definition of objectives, outputs, ex-
pected impacto and assumptions within each 
program that facilitate performance planning 
and monitoring. Budget provisions for ínter-
and intradisciplinary activitíes across programs 
are made within each program, as well as 
through special budget line items for strategic 
research in both lhe Germplasm Development 
Dívlsion and the Resource Management Re-
search Division and in the various support units 
and programs. For lhis purpose, internal, 
temporary budget reallocations will be made on 
a project-by-project basis. This project orienta-
lion is seen as a major factor contributing to 
íntegration of program efforts within and across 
the two research divislons. 
Another organizatlonal mechanism to 
further integration ls lhe Management Commit-
tee whose members are all dírectors and 
program leaders. This committee is charged 
with the tasks of coordinating lhe sharing of 
common resources, and guiding and oversee-
íng the overall integration of research efforts 
within the Center and wilh research partners in 
lhe region and around the globe. 
Adminístratively, CIAT wíll continue to 
emphasíze on the principie lhat, when it comes 
to processes,- fewer are better. The center will 
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work to reduce administrative procedures to 
the minimal amount needed for the organíza-
tion to run smoothly. 
Transfer of Selected Activities 
The new CIA T strategy implies tha! the 
center's various programs will need to design 
mechanlsms for others to carry out important 
activities currently carried out by them. These 
activities include production training, pre-
development activities, technical assistance, 
and implementation and replication of pilot 
projects (e.g., cassava drying plants). The new 
Project Design Office in the Institutional Devel-
opment Support Program (funded through 
indirect cost recovery) will assist CIA T's various 
programs in the development of well-designed, 
accountable special projects to carry out such 
activities and to be executed by others. If and 
when such projects need continued technical 
support from CIA T programs, the respective 
budgets will include provisions for such support 
so not to unduly tax the center's core programo 
Maximum Flexibility 
CIAT cannot, and will not, invest Its opera-
tional resources in more or less fixed organiza-
tional units and processes. While the center 
recognizes the pitfalls and limitations of con-
tinuous zero-based budgeting, it will inslst that 
every work aspect be reviewed and justified 
periodically. The organization will seek to have 
maximum flexibility in assigning and reassign-
ing Its resources so as to be in a position to 
take advantage of new opportunities, embark 
on new initiatives, and phase out or modify 
processes that have oullived their usefulness 
or are of relatively lower priority. CIA T is aware 
of the fact that increased flexibílity will require 
increased management and resource adminis-
tration time: however, considering the altema-
tive of large fixed-cost pattems and the inability 
to adjust to new situations expeditiously. the 
investment is well worth the effort, 
Organizational Culture 
For CIA T to excel. il nol only requires 
focused research and administrative units but it 
also needs a staff that is dedicated to the 
center's mission and values, understands its 
work. and is committed to do its utmost to 
contribute to the center' s success and to 
observe the standards far accomplishing its 
work. Management is keenly aware of the 
importance that organizational values. atti-
tudes, and processes-that ¡s, organizational 
culture-have on the ultimate success of eIAT, 
It will assign great importance to the identifica-
tion of factors that have positive or negative 
effects on CIA T's organizational culture, with 
the aim of reinforcing supportive traits and 
eliminating or de-emphasizing those that are 
negative. 
It is clear that the implementation of the 
strategic and operational plans requires 
effective and creative management. CIA T is 
a strong institution that has responded very 
positively to leadership: the challenges of 
the future require the redoubling of the 
center's efforts to refocus and streamline its 
actions under effective management al all 
levels with a dear and shared vision of the 
future extemal environment of the Center. 
Organizational Structure 
As pointed out in the Strategic Plan. CIA T 
has concluded that the operationalization of 
the Strategic Plan can best be pursued in the 
context of two research divisíons: one empha-
sizing germplasm development research (and 
comprísíng the four germplasm research 
programs): and one primaríly concerned with 
resource management research (and consist-
ing of the three Agroecosystems Programs and 
the Land Use Program. Figure 1 shows the 
organizational structure for the planning period 
(1993-1998), It shows three divisions (Germ-
plasm Development; Resource Management; 
and Finance and Adminístration), each headed 
by a Deputy Director General reporting to the 
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Director General. A position of Associate 
Director for Institutíonal Relations provides 
support in terms of interinstitutional relations, 
and also assumes responsibilities for support 
activities in training and professional develop-
ment, and for communication and information 
services. 
The research programs in the two research 
divisions (Germplasm Development and Re-
source Management) are headed by Program 
Leaders who assume a dual responsibility: to 
contribute to the research objectives of their 
programs in the area of their expertise; and to lead 
and coordinate the respective research teams. 
Research support activities are assigned to 
the two research divisions, while central sup-
port operations are placed in the of Finance 
and Administration Division. 
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Figure 1. CIAT Organization Chart (1993-1998) 
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Outputa and Expected Impact of CIAT's Programs 
Summaries of Outputs and Expected Impacts of the CIAT Programs over!he perlod of!he 
Strategic Plan, are given in the tables. These tables are based on!he output tables in CIAT's 
Strategic Plan. 
I-A Bean Program 
I-B Cassava Program 
I-C Rice Program 
I-D Tropical Forages Program 
I-E Land Use Program 
I-F Agroecosystem Programs 
I-G Institutional Development 
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Table 1-A. Outputs and expected impact of the Bean Program 
--
Objective Output Expected lmpact Assumptions 
1. Generale advanced methods - Less expensiva, taster genetic - Lower research costs; - Continued progress in basic 
tor gene identification and improvemenl; - earlier adoplion; research at advanced 
transler. - access lo genes in 'exotic' - solution of previously iaboratories; 
maleriaL intractable problems 01 8GMV, - conlinued public access lo 
t ::¡ 
~ -' ascochyta, Empoasca desirable genes; 
- effective national programs to 
utilize new genes as parental 
materíals. 
2. Increase yield potentia!. - New, higher yielding ideotypes. - Increased yields at farm level; - Existence 01 useful gene tic 
- reliel 01 pressure on fragUe variability; 
lands as beans move to higher - effective seed systems. 
productivity environments. 
..... 3. Improve microbial symbiosis. - Belter bean genotypes for - Reduced production costs; - Effective inoculationl 
g nitrogen lixation; • enriched soil biosphere; distribution systems. 
- improved straíns for belter - more suslaínable productíon. 
symbiosis. 
4. I mprove nutríent and water - Parental material adapted to - Improved productivity under • Elleclive seed systems; 
elticíency. edaphic systems and toleranl slress condilions. - genetic variability. 
to abiotic stresses. 
5. Achieve stable resislance to - Diverse parental materíals with - Stabilized and ímproved • Eflective seed systems; 
diseases and pests. multiple resislances. productívity; - genetie varíabílity. 
- redueed pesticíde use. 
6. Strenglhen natianal programs. • Trained national scientists. • More effectíve adaptive and - Greater national commítmenl 
applied research, leading lo lo agricultural research; 
higher on-Iarm productivity. - improved stabilíty 01 scientists 
in national programs. 
7. Form regíonal networks lor - More eflicient resauree • Lower research 00515; - Natianal willingness to 
horizontal technology Iranster. utilization through specialization - broader, more rapíd exchange results. 
and coordination; productivity increases. 
- more rapid diffusion of new 
technology. 
--
Table 1·8. Outputs and impact of the Cassava Program 
Objective Output 
1, Genetically improve • High-yielding parental 
productivíty and yíeld stabílíty materíals tolerant 01 biotic 
01 cassava, and abiotic stresses and , 
wílh desírable quality 
characterístics lar specilic 
end uses; technology lor 
2, Develop crop management the commercial productíon 
practices lar sustaínable i 01 cassava, using true seed; 
cassava productíon in selected principies and lechnology 
ecosystems, components lar the design 




soil lertility mainlenance 
3, Improve cassava qualily lar soíl conservatian 
diverse end uses, integrated pesl and 
disease management; 
consumer-acceplable cassava- • 
based products, 
4, Slrenglhen natianal cassava - Trained NARDS personnel; 
research and development - regional cassava research and 
systems, development networks; 
- inlegrated cassava produclion, 
processing and marketing 
projecls, 
Impact 





cassava production, especially 
under adverse edaphoclimatíc 
conditions; 
increased incomes 01 the rural 
population in cassava-growing 
regions; 
increased market potenlial lar 
cassava and cassava-based 
producls; 
cheaper cassava for direcl and 
indirecl human consumplion in 
urban areas, 
- More etlective and integrated 
national syslems, 
Assumption 
- Continued and íncreasing 
interest in cassava research 
by advanced laboratories; 
adequate lunding lor cassava 
research at the internatíonal 
level; 
commitment 01 natíonal 
governments to invest in the 
development 01 martginal 
areas where cassava is a 
principal crop; 
government policies that are 




: - Minimum inveslmenl in 
! cassava research and 







Tabla 1-C. Outputs and expected impact of tha Rice Programo 
Objective- - - -OUtput -- -1 Expected Impact Assumptions 
1. Achieve a luller expression 01 
Ihe yield polential and broaden 
the genetic base 01 the upland i 
rice germplasm adapted lo Ihe I 
savannas. 
2. Broaden Ihe genelic resouree 
base lar irrigated rice to 
increase yield polential and 
production slability. 
3. Relnforce and promote 
regional information exchange 
among national programs. 
Well adapted, high-yielding 
germplasm for upland 
condilions; 
Better understanding 01 plant 
genetics/physiology 
components aflecting yield 
potential; 
Belter understanding 01 root 
physiology . 
Populalions with disease 
resislancEl' background; 
Parental material lor crossing 
programs al nalianal level; 
Irrigated lines with upland rool 
systems; 
Evaluation methodologies lor 
NARDS; 
-Unders!anding 01 bioticlabiolic 
conslrainls and germplasm 
inleraclions. 
Informalion in usable lorm; ! 
Books, pamphlels, newsletters; 11 
CD-ROM (including germplasm 
databases). 
Additional 2.5 million tons/year 
by 1998. 
• Stabilized high productivity 
levels; 
Expanded area 01 rice Ilnes 
wilh higher efficiency 01 water 
use; 
Reduced produclion cosls; 
Reduced prices for urban 
consumers. 
Avaílabilily 01 knowledge lo 
enable broad implemenlalion 
01 objeclives 1-2 al NARDS. 
Variety release and adoplions 
by 1994/1995. 
Continued support lor national 
rice improvement programs; 
Continued INGER/IRRI 
support for germplasm 
exchange. 
CIAT support lor inlormation 
exchange mechanisms, and 






Table 1-0. Outputs and expected impact of the Tropical Forages Programo 
Objective Output Expected Impact 
--
1. Generate herbaceous and • Improved grasses and legumes - Improved rumlnant productlon 
woody species adapted lo lar poor acid-soillands, lrom and fertílity in low·lertility acJd 
acid soils. Oto 1800 m.a.s.1. soilland~. 
! 2. Improve efficiency 01 • Knowledge 01 acid·solt - New pastures and MPFTS 
germplasm developmenl adaptation mechanisms; components that are elliclent 
through the understanding 01 - knowledge 01 mechanisms 01 in contributing lo animal 
ecological compatibiJity plant resislance lo pests and production and lo soll 
mechanisms. diseases; enhancement. 
- quality and anllquallty faclors 
affecting ruminant nutrition; 
- Identillcallon 01 genes. 
3. Strenglhen national and - NAROS and networks (RIEPT, • Broad adoption 01 new 
regional capabílities. AFRNET and SEAFRAO) adapted paslures and MPFTS 
capable 01 developing lo low-fertilíty acid soils. 
germplasm and pastures and 
deploying multipurpose forage 
trees and shrubs (MPFTS). 




- Resources lor continued -
acquisltion 01 germplasm and 
support by GRU; 
- ellectlve feedback Irom 
agroecosystems programs. 
- Ellective links with advanced 
instltutions, and support by 
BRU and VRU. 
• National commltmenl lo lo raga 
research; 
- adequate support by CIA T's 
lOS program, especially in 
seed supply systems. 
_._ .... _._--
Table 1-G. Outputs and expected impact of the Institutional Development Support. 
Objective Output Expected Impact 
1. Strengthen the capacity 01 • Human resources and team3 · Increased generation 01 
naUonal research institutíons. with appropriate knowledge, relevant technology by NARS; 
skills and inlormation lor • íncreased effícíency of 
applied and strategic research. research through national 
programslCIAT 
complementarity. 
2. Increase the elliciency 01 - Mechanísms for · Increased efficiency 01 
-" 
-" 
national research systems and interinstitutional complementary research through 
facilitate their interiacing with research; interinstitutional coilaboration. 
.j>. agricultural development. • tightly designed projects. 
3. Develop seed supply systems · New organizational • Adoption 01 improved crop 
suitable lor small farms' mechanisms and enterprises varietles and of pastures and 
circumstances. far seed supply; MPFTS for resource 
• new seed productior1 and conservation. 
processing technologies lor 
small seed enlerprises. 
4. Enhance nationallregional • lnstitutionalized national and - I ncreased effectiveness of 
training in commodity regional training programs for CIAT/regional/national research 
, production and adaplive commodity production and and technology transfer 
research. adaptive research. systems; therefore, more 




Continuity 01 alumni in mother 
institutions and in their field 01 
specialization, and availability 
01 resources. 
Political support and 
institutional willingness to 
cooperate and fulfill 
commitments. 
Support from national research 
and development programs, 
and donor financial support to 
initiate pilot projects. 
• POlitical decision lo 
institutionalize training al 
nationallsubregionallevels, 
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Appendix 11 
TAC RESEARCH ACTIVITV STRUCTURE 
The Technical Advisory Committee (T AC) of the CGIAR has developed a list of defioítioos to 
describe activities carried out by too chalo of international agricultural research centers, to which 
CIAT belongs. CIAT's activitles, as described io the text and tables, are listed io this appendix, 
together with their corresponding TAC definitions. 
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Activlty 
1. Conservation and 




2. Germplasm Enhancement 
and Breeding 
Sub-Actlvity 
1.1 Ecosysle m conse !Valion and 
Management 









(1) Eco-system analysis, ecological characterizatior 
and environmental concerns -. the 
characterization, classification, mapping and 
analysis 01 aqualic and terreslrial ecosystems. 
especially in relation to the lunctioning and use 
01 ecosystems, climate hydrology, soU and land 
reformo 
(2) Biology and ecology 01 uselul organisms and 
pests .- study 01 Ihe distribution, production and 
dynamics 01 economically important plants, 
animals and fish and 01 the weeds, insecl pests 
and diseases which allac! tham. 
(3) Land resources conservalion and management 
research on the mainlenance or improvement 01 
the potential productivity 01 the land resouree 
base and ils components especially the edaphie 
climatic, hydrological and biological resources. 
(3.a) SoU and landlorm - research on monitoriol 
maintaining or ímprovíng the physical, biological 
and chemical lertility 01 soíls. 
(3.b) Water· research on the conservatíon ane 
management 01 rainfall andlor irrigatíon water. 
(3.c) Plants and anímals - research on the 
faclors affectíng the productivity and 
conservation 01 natural vegetation including 
loresls and rangelands, and research to monitol 
natural populations 01 wildlile. 
(4) Aqualic Resources Conservation and 
Management - research on the maíntenance or 
improvement 01 the potential productivíty 01 the 
aquatic resource base, including research on IhE 
population dynamics 01 aqualic resources and 
Iheir exploitation. 
(5) Collection, conse!Vation, characlerization and 
evaluation 01 germplasm - collection and 
maintenance 01 in vitro (and in situ) germplasm 
collections and the ditribution, characterization 
and documentation 01 colleclions. 
(1) Crop germplasm enhancement and breedíng • 
incorporating primitive and novel germplasm int< 
useful material lor breeding purposes, as well a! 
germplasm evaluation and conventional breedín' 
(2) Breed improvement íncluding livestock and lísh . 
breeding 01 improved livestock and lish. 
o Appendix 11 
Activity Sub-Activity Sub-Actlvlty Specific 
2.3 Trees (3) Tree germplasm improvement - breeding 01 
improved trees ineludíng multipurpose trees and 
shrubs. 
2.4 Fish (4) Breed improvement ineluding livestock and fish-
breeding 01 improved livestoek and lish. 
(Generíe) (5) Techníques in molecular biology - development 
and application 01 modern methods in molecular 
biology such as genetic mapping and genetíc 
markers to assist genetíc enhancement and 
breeding programmes. 
3. Productíon Systems 3.1 Croppíng Systems (1) Plant proteetíon (díseases, ¡nseet pests and 
Development and weeds) - the economíe control 01 disease, insee! 
Management pesls and weeds 01 crop and pasture species 
íncluding systems for íntegrated pest 
management. 
(2) Seed production - increase 01 seed 01 elite 
materíals, íls certilication and release. 
(3) Plan! nutrition - crop, pasture and nutrien! 
requirements, the availability, cycling and uplake 
01 nutrienls (including the role 01 mycorrhíza and 
other symbionts), and lertilizer management. 
(4) Post harvest technology - the development 01 
ways 01 treating commodities to reduce losses in 
the storage and marketing system and ímprove 
the quality and value 01 loods through 
processing. 
3.2 Livestock Systems (5) Animal health (including lish pests and diseases) 
- epídemiology, biology, immunology and 
genetics 01 animal and lísh pests. 
(6) Livestock reproduction - reproductive biology 01 
livestock and the reductíon 01 reproductive 
wastage Irom reproductive diseases and other 
causes. 
(7) Lives!ock nutrition including studies on leeds, 
pastures and lodder - assessment 01 the 
nulritional status 01 livestock in relalion to the 
availability 01 leed resources. 
3.3 Tree syslems (8) Silviculture and tree production - the 
management 01 trees in agroforestry, plantalion 
and natural lorest systems lo enhance and 
sustain productivily. 
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(9) Tree nutrition - tree nutrients requirements, the 
availability, cycling and uptake 01 nutrients 
(including the role 01 mycorrhiza and other 
symbionls), and fertilizer management. 
(10) Tree protection (diseases, insec! pests and 
weeds) - the economic control 01 disease, inse< 
pests and weeds 01 tree species including 
systems for integrated pest management. 
3.4 Aquatio Systems (11) Fish reproduction - reproductive biology 01 fish 
and the reduction 01 reproductive wastage Irom 
reproductive díseases and other causes. 
(12) Fish nutritíon including studies on feeds -
assessment 01 the nutrítional status 01 lish in 
relatlon to the availability 01 leed rasources. 
(Ganerie) (13) Baseline studies 01 production systems 
(including constraint analysis and monitoring 01 
sustainability) - characterization 01 the socio-
economic and agricultural aspects 01 larming 
systems including analysis 01 constraints 01 
production and sustainability. 
(14) Development and management 01 larming 
systems - design and testing 01 farming system 
and components lor more productive and 
sustainable systems listed. 
(14.a) Cropping systems 
(14.b) Uvestock sytems 
(14.c) Tree systems 
(14.d) Aqualic systems 
4. Socio-economic, Public 4.1 Economic and Social (1) Human nutritíon - study 01 the relationship 
Policy and Public Analysis between such lactors as nutritlonal compositior 
Management Research 01 commodities, load quality, Inoome, price, 
socio-economic characterlstics and the 
nutritional status 01 people. 
(2) Gender, human hea"h and socio-cultural 
organization - analysls 01 gender, heallh and 
socio-cultural organization in agricultural 
communities. 
(3) Micro-economic and social analysis - research 
lo determine the economic and social effects 
and implications 01 technologies or policies as 
they allect people, by examining larm, 
household or village data. 
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(4) Markel and trade analysis - research to 
determine the marke! level economic condilions 
tha! may resuit from various technologies, 
institutions or policies and lo analyza the impact 
01 trada and macro-economic policy on markets. 
(5) Impact assessment and priority setling -
research to assess the impact 01 research 
including costlbenefit analysis and to improva 
the analytical bases on whieh researeh priorities 
are sel. 
4.2 Policy Analysis (6) Poliey analysis - research to determine the 
desirability 01 alternative pOlicies Irom the 
viewpoint 01 society, taking inlo considera!ion 
produelivily, aquíly , sustaínability, and 
environmental cancerns. 
4.3 Governanca and (7) Governance and managemenl al public syslems 
Managemenl 01 Public (including irrigalion systems) - analysis al 
Systems organizalions lar Ihe management 01 public 
systems (including irrigation syslems) and the 
development 01 innovations to improve their 
perlormanee. 
5.1nstitulion Building 5.1Training and Conlerenees (1) Training - human resouree enhancement 
including specialized Iraining courses, poSI 
graduate research, sludy lours, etc. 
(2) Conlerences and seminars - lo loster the build-
up 01 NARS eapacilies and the eflective 
lunctioning 01 intemaUonal research 
collaboration; lora lar discussion 01 scienlilic 
cooperation among the partners in the global 
System (lARes, NARS, specialized institutions); 
stimulaling horizontal Iransler olinlormalion and 
technology among NARS, 
5.2 Documenlalion, Publication, (3) Documentation, publication and dissemination 
and Dissemination 01 01 inlormalion - eflorts lo use systematically the 
Inlormation global knowledge base in areas and disciplines 
01 relevance to Centre's researeh programmes 
and lo make available lo NARS relevant 
inlormation on progress and outpul 01 Centre's 
research programmes, makíng available 
relevant information through newsletters, 
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(4) Research on organization and management 01 
institutes - analysis 01 research and research 
management processes aimed al Ihe 
developmenVenhancement 01 approaches, 
methodologies and 10015 lor conducting these 
processes. The procedures generated relate to: 
biological/technological research, I.e., leehnolog 
generalion efforts and organization and 
managemenl 01 NARS. 
(5) Inslitulion building/adviee lo NARS - assisling 
NARS through Ihe provision 01 advise and 
counsel. This covers a range 01 subjects/topics 
and includes the biological scienees (eonducl 01 
research) and the organizalion and managemer 
field (organization and management 01 NARS). 
Plimary objeclive: build up 01 NARS capaeities 
(instilullon building). 
(6) Networks - organlzing, eoordinating, managing 
or backslopping 01 collaborative research eflort¡ 
among vafÍous partners in Ihe global research 
systems to build up national capadties; the 
objectives cover a broad range and include: 
research/technology generallon, global/regionaL 
topie specific information exchange, ele. 












ACRONYMS ANO ABBREVIATIONS 
Agroecosystems Program 
Pan-African Livestock Feed Resources Network, ILCA 
bean common mosaic virus 
bean golden mosaic virus 
biological nitrogen fixation 
Biotechnology Research Unit, CIA T 
Centro Agronómico Tropical de Investigación y Enseñanza, Costa Rica 
Cassava Biotechnology Network 
complementary DNA 
compact disc-read only memory 
Centre d'Etudes et d'Experimentation du Machinisme Agrícole Tropical, 
France 













Consultative Group on Intemational Agricultural Research 
cassava green spider mite 
ESCAP Regional Co-ordination Centre for Research and Development of 
Coarse Grains, Pulses, Roots, and Tuber Crops in Ihe Humid Tropics of 
Asia and Ihe Pacific, Indonesia 
Canadian Intemational Development Agency 
Centre for Intemational Forestry Research 
Centro Intemacional de Mejoramiento de Maíz y Trigo, Mexico 
Centro Intemacional de la Papa, Peru 
Centre de Coopération Intemationale en Recherche Agronomique pour le 
Développement, France 
Comisión Latinoamericana de Investigación en Sorgo 
Centro Nacional de Investigaciones, ICA, Colombia 
Centro Nacional de Pesquisa de Gado de Corte, EMBRAPA, Brazil 
Centro Nacional de Pesquisa de Mandioca e Fruticultura, EMBRAPA, 
Brazil 
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Centro de Pesquisa Agropecuária dos Cerrados, EMBRAPA, Brazil 
Caribbean Rice Improvement Network, Dominican Republic 
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, Australia 
Corporación Autónoma Regional del Valle del Cauca, Colombia 
Depuly Director General, CIAT 
deoxyribonucleic acid (fundamental genelic material) 
Data Services Unít, CIA T 
enzyme-linked ímmunosorbent assay 
Empresa Brasileíra de Pesquisa Agropecuária, Brazil 
Empresa de Pesquisa Agropecuáría de Santa Catarina, Brazil 
External Program Review/External Management Review, CIAT 
Food and Agriculture Organization 01 the United Nations, Italy 
Fundación para la Aplicación y Enseñanza de la Ciencia, Colombia 















General Administrative Services, CIA T 
Germplasm Development Programs, CIAT 
geographic ínformation systems 
Germplasm Resources Unit, CIAT 
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit [German Agency 
for Technical Cooperation], Germany 
hydrogen cyanide 
headquarters 
high-perlormance liquid chromatography 
International Board lor Plant Genetic Resources (now IPGRI), Rome 
International Board 01 Soil Resources and Management, Bangkok 
Instituto Colombiano Agropecuario, Colombia 
integrated crop management 
International Center lor Research in Agroforestry, Nairobi, Kenya 
International Crops Research Institute lor the Semi-Arid Tropics, 
Hyderabad, India 
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IOB Inter-American Oevelopment Bank, Washington O.C. 
IORC Intemational Dellelopment Research Centre, Canada 
IDS Institutional Oevelopment Support, CIAT 
IEMVT Institut d'Elellage et de Médecine Vétérinaire des Pays Tropicaux, Franca 
IFAD Intemational Fund for Agricultural Dellelopment, ltaly 
IFDC Intemational Fertilizer Dellelopment Center, Muscle Shoals 
IFPRI Intemational Food Policy Research Institute, Washington D.C. 
IICA Instituto Interamericano de Cooperación para la Agricultura, San José, 
Costa Rica 
liTA Intemationallnstítute of Tropical Agriculture, Ibadan, Nigeria 
ILCA Intemational Livestock Center for Africa, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
IMC Infonnation Management Committee, CIAT 
IMSU Infonnation Management Systems Unit, CIA T 
INGER Intemational Network lor Genetic Enhancement of Rice, IRRI 
INTSORMIL Intemational Sorghum and Mille! Program, USA 
IPDM integrated pest and disease management 
IPGRI Intemational Plant Genetic Resources Institute (fonnerly IBPGR), Rome 
IPM integrated pest management 
IRA T Institut de Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales et des Cultures 
Vivriéres, France 
IRRI Intemational Rice Research Institute, Los Baños, Philippines 
IUCN Intemational Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources, 
Swiizerland 
IVDMD in vitro dry-matter digestibility 
IVITA Institute Veterinario de Investigaciones Tropicales y de Altura, Peru 
JICA Japan Intemational Cooperation Agency 
LAN local-area networks (computer networking) 
LUP Land Use Program, CIA T 
m.a.s.1. meters abOlle sea lellel 
MPFTS multipurpose forage trees and shrubs 
NARDls national agricultural research and development institutions 
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national agricultural research and development systems 
national agricultural research institutions 
national agricultural research systems 
Nitrogen Fixing Tree Association, USA 
nongovernmental organizations 
Nitrogen Fixation by Tropical Agricultural Legumes, USA 
National Resources Institute, England 
Oxford Forestry Institute, United Kingdom 
polymerase chain reaction 
quantitative trait loci 
research and development 
Réseau d'Alimentation du Bétail d'Afrique de I'Ouesl et Centrale, Ethiopia 
random amplified polymorphic DNA 
restriction fragment length polymorphism 
rice "hoja blanca" virus 
Red Internacional de Evaluación de Pastos Tropicales 
Resource Management Research Division, CIA T 
Resource Management Research Programs, CIA T 
rice water weevil 
Swiss Development Cooperation, Swilzerland 
Southeast Asian Forages Research and Development Network 
Savannas Program, CIA T 
Tropical Forages Program, CIA T 
Tropical Pastures Program, CIAT 
United Nations Development Programme, New York 
United States Agency for Inlernational Development, USA 
vesicular-arbuscular mycorrhizae 
Virology Research Uní!, CIA T 
wídea-area networks (computer networking) 
West Africa Rice Developmenl Association, Cote d'lvoíre 
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